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The purpose of our researcn was twofold, to summar4-e available

:nformation on the composition of the American public for museums and the

live performing arts and to assess the technics/ quality and the utility

of studies of arts audiences. Laformation was gathered from three major

sources. First, a collection of materials from 270 studies of museum

visitors and performing-arts audiences was compiled from aa intensive

search of libraries, indexes, aad bibliographies and from over 600 responses

to an inquiry mailed to more than 1200 museums, performing-arts Lastitutions,

arts councils, and other organizations involved in the arts. Second, dir-

I

ectors of 110 recent audience studies, reports of which were received by

January 1, 1977, were mailed an extensive survey. The survey forms, returned

by 86 study directors, obtained information on study-di.rector background,

'characteristics of the organisation conducting the study, information about

the relationship between the conducting and subject organizations, research

methodology, and managerial applications of research results. Finally,

intensive interviews were conducted with directors and users of twenty-

five audience studies, selected on the basis of recency, region, and repre-

sentativeness of therange of institutions studied and type of research

undertaken. These interview yielded data on research applications, the

purposes for which studies were undertaken, the manner in which research

findings entered the decision-making process, and factors facilitating

and impeding the use of research in management and policy making.

Chapter Two summarizes the findings of the full set of studies with
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regard to the d=ograpric composition of the audiences studied and several

related issues. The studies from vhich findings were drawn included data

on visitors to art, history, science, and other museums, and audiences for

theater, classical music, opera, ballet, and dance. Institutions vhose

audiences were surveyed ranged widely in size, function, and location.

Nonetheless, they by no neans represent a stratified sample of American

museums and live performing-arts organizations. In particular, audiences

-for ethnic music, jazz, and other populex art forms

for broadcast arts programs) art not included.

(as well as audiences

Because different studies aaked different questions and used diver-

gent schemes for categorizing responses, &omparability vas establiShed

for categorical variables (gender, educational attainment, occupation, and

race) by tabulating percentages of respondents in those categories used in

the greatest number of studies. For continuous variables (age and income),

comparability vas established by calculating median figures for each audi-

ence studied. Our findings about the composition of the audiences for

which reports vere available are as follovs:

Gender. The percentage of men and women in the audiences surveyed

varied, but did not differ greatly from the population at large. The

median male percentage vas 46 percent for museums and 43 pement for the

performing arts (comnared to 49 percent for the population as a whole).

Among the different art forms, audiences for ballet and dance vere the

most heavily female (60 percent) and visitors to science and history museums

vere the most preponderantly male (53 percent).

Ace. The median age for performing-arts audiences vas thirty-five,

't



and for museums it was thirty-one. The median age for the United States'

population as a whole is tlienty-eight; for Americans aged sixteen or older,

it is forty. Am.ong the,art forms, ballet and theater audiences were younges1;

and opera and symphony audiences oldest. Children were well represented

among science- and history-museum visitors, but largely absent f.rcm other

audiences.

Educational attainment. Educatiaaal attainment appears to be the

individual characteristic most closely related to attendance at museums

and live performing-arts events. Although audiences varied considerably,

median educational attainment .was in most cases very high relative to the

population at large. The median percentage with graduate training was 30;
__-----

with a four-year college degree, 54 percent (as opposed to 14 percent

of American adults); with no schooling beyond high school, 22 percent

(U.S. adults, 74 percent); and without a high-school diploma only 5 percent

(compared to 36 percent of all adult Americans). Median education was

nigher for performing-arts audiences than for museum visitors, higher 'for

ballet and dance than for theater, and higher for art museums than for

science and listory museums.

Occupation. Among the most striking findings were the high median percentages

of professionals in the audiences surveyed relative to their share of the

employed civilian work force and the rarity of bane-collar workers among

attenders surveyed in art museums and the performdng arts. Professionals

constituted 56 perceut of employed persons in the average audience but only 15

percent of the employed civilian work.force. Visitors to science and history museums

were less likely to have professional occupations than the offenders of art museums

or any of the performing-arts categories. Blue-col/ar wotters constituted 4 percent
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of emtloyea persons in the meaian audience, as opposed to 34 percent of the emp'o-yeA

civilian work force. Blue-collar workers were found in museums other than 1.-

art museums in substantially greater'numbers than in audiences for the

r
,

performing arts or among visitors to art museums. Students were present

im all audience groups,in disproportionately high numbers; managers parti-

cipated in audienCes in proportions greater than their share of the popu-

lation; wad clerical/sales workers, homerAkers, and the retired and unem-

ployed were slightly underrepresented relative to their share of the popu-

lation.

Income. Median incomes were adjusted for inflation to constant mid-

'976 dollars. The median income for performing-arts audiences was approx-

imately $19,000, ,or about $4000 more than the United States' average.

MeAian incomes ranged greatly from audience to audience, although almost

all were above the national average. Median incomes were somewhat higher

for opera, and lower for university and outdoor theatrical productions.

Median incomes for museums were about $17,000, with visitor incomes for

science wad history museums considerably lower than for art museums.

Race and ethnicity.. The paucity of information collected on race and

ethnicity and the absence of studies of audiences for predominantly ethnic

events makes generalization hazardous. Minorities participated in the

relatively few audiences for which data were available at rates consistently

lower than their share of relevant metropolitan populations. Relatively

low representation in these audiences may have been due in large part to the

fact that, compared to white Americans, minority-group members, on the

average, are younger, have less education and lower incomes, and

t)
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are less likely to -Aprk in professional occupations:

An analysis of trends in audience con[position failed to find signi-

ficant changes vtier tice. It is Possible that change has occurred but

was indiscernible because of the relatively few pre-1970 studies available

and because of extensive variation among study procedures.

An analysis of frequent and infrequent attenders found that frequent

extenders reported themselves to le more well educated and of higher income

than less frequent attenders, but similar in gender and age. With the

exception of intensive theater-goers, heavy attenders in one live perform-

ing-art for= participate intensively in others as well. An examination of

economic-impact studies indicated that, while definitive methodologies

have not yet been developed, the amounts spent on incidentals by terforming-

arts attenders vary greatly but appear to have substantial aggregate effects.

Finally, a review of attitude studies indicated widespread public support

for the general Principle of government aid to the arts, but with support

for subventions to specific kizds of arts institutions varying considerably.

Chapter Three provides an analysis of the determinants of research

methodological quality and utility to managers. Study reports and data

from the auestionnaires returned by study directors were used to rate the

technical quality of each of eighty-six studies. Multiple-regression

analysis was used to deterMine the efTects on quality of relevant study

characteristics (level of funding, investigator's profession, type of

organization conducting the research, prior reearch experience, and

whether the study was in-house or done by an outsider). When the impact

of each factor was assessed with all others held constant, level cf funding

proved of greatest importance, with investigator profession alio signi-
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ficantly related to quality. In general, more expensive studies were of

higher technical quality, as were those directed by social scientists.

other professional researchers, and marketing specialists, as opposed to

arts managers. Together these variables explained more than 63 percent

of the total variation in quality among the studies assessed. Scales

rating each study's utility were tien developed from directors' reports.

Analysis shoved no relationship between the technical quality of studies

and their usefulness to managers and policy makers. The only factor with

any significant impact vas an interaction between two variables: experi-

enced in-house researchers produced more useful research than that by

Outsiders or by inexperienced in-house investigators. Nonetheless, in

contrast to the 63 percent of the variation explained in technical quality,

less than 10 percent of study utility was predictable from the variables

assessed.

Chapter Four draws on forty-two interviews of users and directors of

twenty-five audience studies to explain the impact of organizational factors

cn research usefulness and, indparticular, to understand the surprising

lack of relationship betveen technical quality and utility. In contrast to

the conventional viewpoint on applied research, which suggests that institu-

tions undertake research to obtain information needed to make specific mans.-

gerial decisions, it vas found that audience studies vere undertaken for broadly

political reasons, because an opportunity for relatively cost-free research

presented itself, or because of diffuse and general concern about one or

more areas of management. Also in contrast to the conventional viewpoint,
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resear0 was found to enter into decision making in ways that were marginal

and indirect. Study findings were marginal in that they were used against

a complex background of previously acquired knowledge and beliefs; decisions

involved not only rational data-based calculations but also choices among

competing values and oriorities; and research was often relevant to mar-

ginal oroblems. The input of research was indirect and difficult for

intervl:ewees to assess precisely because study findings vere less often

used to solve problems than to catalyme action in a broad managerial area,

to symbolize commitments to marticular oriorities or concerns,.or to

identify problems as they arose.

Nonetheless, audience studies were found to be highly useful to mana-

gers. For the twenty-five studies assessed, seventy-seven applications or

outcomes were mentioned, of which two thirds were primarily instrumental

and cne third principally related to internal or external politics. The

greatest number of aoplications (29 percent) were for physical planning,

followed by internal politics (22 percent), marketing (20 percent), legitimizing

research or defining researck: needs (12 percent), external politics (12 percent),

and program or exhibit-content olanning (6 percent).

In general, audience studies had powerful effects when their findings

confirmed the suspicions of arts managers; when an influential person within

the institution actively sought implementation; vhen the authority of

outside researchers lent legitimacy to their findings; and when researchers

were involved on a sustained basis in staff deliberations. Studies failed

to make an impact when there was high staff turnover; when influential

individuals were hostile or indifferent to the research; when organizations

lacked the resources to use the findings; and when study reports were con-

0
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fusing or perceived as trivial or inconclusive.

Little concern was evinced for research technical quality. While the

lack of connection betNeen technical quality and utility to some ertent

reflects a lack of training and experience in research methodology, the

willingness of arts managers to use the findings of research thht does not

meet conventional technical standards is in large part a rational response

to three aspects ofe4be,environment in which arts orgahizations function.

First, most arts organizations have too little time, money, or experience

to undertake or sponsor high-quality research; second, most arts orgatita-

tions have virtually no systema\ic information about the composition, atti-

'r

tudes, or habits of their audierces, so that any increment in knowledge can

be valuable; finally, lack of cOncern with technical quality reflects a
I

recognition of the Nay in which research findings enter f:to the decision

process--as marginal, indirect, reinforcing, suggestive, expressive, or

symbolic inputs that depend little on the precise technical methods employed.

The report's concluding chapter provides a brief agenda for research,

describing some of the gaps in our knowledge about arts audiences and

suggesting approaches for filling them.
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CEAPTER 1: ENTROCUCTION

Writing in the 1860s, the American actress, author, and feminist

Olive Logan revealed that, even then, speculation about the audience was

among the theater world's favorite pasmes:

To the general play-goer, it is presumed that the most

interesting part of a theatre is behind the scenes. To

actors and actresses, naturally enough, the chief inter-

est lies 14ith the audienceBefore the Footlights....

never tired of studying the many-headed animalthe

Audience. I love to take it up in its different elements

and ponder it--looking out from a cozy corner in a stage-

bcx, myself unobserved. (Logan, 1871]

Bit while artists have long been aware of their public's importance,

the transformation of such curiosities as Ms. Logan's into questionnaires,

research designs, and observation schedules is a relatively recent phen-

omenon.

Although research on the arts audience dates back to the museum

visitor studies of Robinson and his colleagues in the 1920s (RObinson,

1930) and surveys of audiences for Federal Theater Project cerformances

in the 1930s, research appears to have been undertaken on a grand scale

only in the last decade ortlin. Beginning with the museum studies of
/

de Borhegyi, Hanson and their colleagues (1968) and Abby and Cameron

(1959, 1960) in 'the 1950s and the performing-arts surveys 9f Baumol and

Bowen 11966) in the 1960s, gathering information about au ences has

t_ experienced a resurgence in museums aad performing-arts institutions to

the point vhere such research has become, if by no means universal, at

I ti

t_
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least commonplace. Of more then 600 arts organizations responding to

one recent survey (Johnson and Prieve, 1976), 23 percent had conducted

audience surveys within the previous five yeari. Of 612 arts organiza-

tions responding to our own inquiry, 27 percent had undertaken such

studies in recent memory, and many others were preparing to do so. The

degree of interest in audiences was expressed to us most graphically in the

generous cooperation we received throughout this project's course from

overworked and questionnaire-weary individuals in theaters, museums, orch-

estras, and other arts institutions; ahd by the surprising number of arts

rgnagers who sougbt advice on specifieaspects of audience-study desigp

or execution.

The purpose of this report is twofold. First, we have gathered

together research on the composition, attitudes, and preferences of arts

audiences and have attempted to synthesize from tle findings a compre-

hensive description of selected features of the American arts public. In

*
doing so, we collected reports, questionnaires, and other materials from

more than two-hundred and fifty research projects.

The second aim has been to assess the quality and utility of the

audience research that arts organizations have performed and sponsored.

Research on education, health care, and many other areas of public policy

has been evaluated in the past. But this report represents the first

research evaluation in this area, and one of the first to study explicitly

both how well research has been carried out by social-scientific standards

and hov useful it has been to the organizations on whose behalf it was

undertaken.-

1 I

1

;

:
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We troceeded as follows.2 First, an eIhausti-ve library search was

conducted for published audience studies and an incuiry form -.ias mailed

to over 1,200 museums, performing-arts organizations, art councils, and

other organizations concerned with the arts. The form requested infor-

mation on, and copies of, any audience research with which the recipient -

\had been involved or Was acquainted. This search eventually yielded

materials on 270 studies.

Second, a longer survey form was sent to the directors of each of

\more than one hundred studies that we had obtained by January 1, 1977.

The survey, based on a review of relevant methodological materials and

cn more than two dozen unstructured interviews with arts administrators

and researchers, requested information on the study director and conduct--
I

ing organization, the research budget and funding, research methodology,

and policy anplications. Eighty-six directors responded within the

allotted time of approximately three months.

7inally, structured interviews with forty-two directors and users of

twenty-five audience studies were conducted in order to better understand

the purposes of audience research and the reasons why some studies yield

more useful findings than others. The research projects selected for

case study represented a cross-section of art forms and study types. '

Our findings are reported in three chaprs. Chapter TWo presents

-
ia synthesis of data on audience composition reported by the studies n our

possession. Information on gender, age, educational attainment, occupatiOnN

income, and race of arts attenders is presented for various art forms. In

addition, Chapter Two presents information on changes in audience composi-



tion over time, differiences between frequent and infrequent attenders,

and the findings of studies of the economic impact of the arts and public

attitudes towards\goverament financing of the arts. Charter Three, based

on the survey of study directors described above, reports the results of

analysis of the det rminants of the technical ouality and the effects of

quality on the policy utility of audience studi:;. And Chapter Four,

based on the case-study interviews, describes the reasons that audience

studies are undertaken, the uses that they serve, the ways in which they

enter the decision-making process, and the factors that facilitate or\
hamper their use. A final chapter presents an agenda for further research.

It should be noted'that references are provided in two ways. References to

audience studies are indicated in the teNt by the study number (e.g., #17)

and reported in the list of studies beginning on page 187. Other references

are cited by author and year of publication and are reported in the biblio-

graphy on page 181:

This report may be useful to arts managers and molicy makers in sev-

eral respects. First, in presenting a summary of the central findings of

audience research to date, this report both presents a comprehensive over-

view of audience composition and makes clear the limits of the information

now available.

Second, Chapters Three and Four compare\the results of research

carried out under varying circumstances and illuninate some of the reasons

that research is widely regarded as less than satisfactory. While there is

no easy recipe for ensuring that audience research can be both useful and

of the highest quality, the material in these chapterb\indicates the can-

plexity of the process that leads to good research and by which research

results find their way into nractice. These chapters also provide insights

into those aspects of research management about which something can be done.
3
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1. For a brief but illuminating study of marketing research by symphony

orchestras, see Wainwright (1913).

2. Methodological procedures are described in detail later.

3. This report presents no guidelines for conducting audience studies.

For details on how to go about surveying an audience or set of visitors,

see Alumni. aad Bowen (1966: Appendix IV-1); Cameron and Abbey (1960a, 1960b,

1961); Mann (1966); and Neligren (1972).



CHAPTER 2: T. aATURE GP. THE ARTS PUBLIC

The nature of the Public for the arts in the United States has been

a source of controversy and speculation for much of this country's history.

Alexis de Tocqueville, the liberal French aristocrat who studied American

democracy during the 1830s, noted 'then that America's Puritan simplicity

and unbounded resources provided more fertile soil for commerce than for

art. Uonetheless, he suggested, as the frontier closed Ind the Puritan

legacy was diluted, the natural tendencies of democracy might eventuata

in unprecedented'public involvement in the.arts. "liot only will the

number of those who can take an interest in the production of mind be

greater," he wrote, "but the taste for intellectiml enjoyment will descend,

step by steo, even to those who, in aristocratic societies, seem to have

neither time nor ability to indulge in them" (Tocqueville, 1956: 162).

If Tocqueville predicted the democratization of both the production

and atnoreciazion of art as the United States became more mature, a half

century later Thorstein Veblen, the iconoclastic economist, presented a

more pessimistic view. Having witnessed the .rise of great fortunes that

Tocqueville had not forseen, Veblen feared that the arts (as well as most

aspects of culture, learning, and manners) had become the playthings of

the richbaubles and ledges of social standing less respected for their

beauty or intrinsic merit than for their rarity and expense. High culture,

thought Veblen, would remain the Preserve of the wealthy because only

they had the leisure to attend to it and the power to define what, in

fact, would be considered 'art' (Veblen, 1899).
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The opposing perspectives of Tocqueville and Vetlen have been echoed

in debates throughout this century. Most recently, some writers have

discerned a cultural 'boom,' asserting that the arts, while previously

tle monopoly of an. elite, have become central to the lives of millions

of Americans. Alvin Toffler, perhaps the most optimistic spokesman for

this position, cites the rise of a massive middleclads constituency for

the arts. While, in earlier years, the arts audience was composed of

the Europeanoriented rich, alienated intellectuals, and.aspiring artists,

more recently "mil/ions of Americans have been attracted to the arts,

changing the composition of the audience profoundly." While not all

Americans are part of the culture boom, "a major step toward democratiza

tion has, indeed, been taken." As a result, the "rise of a mass public

for the arts can, in its way, be compared with the rise of mass literacy

in the eighteenth century in England" (Toffler, 1965: 34, 51).

Other writers have taken a less sanguine view. Sociologist 11.:bert 1_

Gans maintains that high culture remains the preserve of a qmR11 circle

of aficionados and a diverse "useroriented" public that includes art

patrons, collectors, highly educated professionals, and business execu

tives., 3ut the masses are still not reached, for in Gans' view high

cuature continues to serve "a small public that prides itself on exclu-

siveness" (Gans, 1974: 77).
1

Why have sophisticated critics and analysts failed to agree on

whether the art public is mass or elite? Partly, it is a matter of L.

definition. Should the term 'art' be restricted to paintings hanging
1

in major museums, serious theatre, music Played by symphony orchestras, L_

and traditional or eNperimental opera and ballet? Or should we also 1

2
0.1
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include ccmmercial and community theater, jazz, crafts, foreiga films,

and 'pops' orchestras? By elite, do we mean the ricn and top executives,

or does the elite also encompass the upper-middle-classes and the college-

educated? And does the arts public consist of anyone who makes an annual

7isit to a local art museum, or should the term be restricted to serious
1

consumers of at least one of the traditional art forms? Much of the dis-

agreement about the arts audience can be attributed to imprecise language

on the part'of the contestants. Yet however the terms are defined, good

research on the public for the arts has been,and to a,great extent, still

is--relatively scarce and inaccessible, difficult to commare, and often

ecuivocal in its findings.

William Baum.). and William Bowen's careful and extensive study of

the audience for the professional performing arts remains the landmark

work in that area. Their assessment indicates that Veblen's insights

have generally proven sore enduring than those of Tocqueville. On the

much-touted cultural-booM of the 1960s they wrote, "evidence of a modest

expansion in performing arts activity. . .,though by no means negligible,

is far from universal and can hardly be called a cultural eNplosion"

(1966: 36). Comparing the nerforming-arts audience to the urban

population as a wht1e, they noted that its members were somewhat younger,

far more well-educated, of higher occupational status, and higher income.

Over 55 percent of the men surveyed had done graduate work (as compared

to 5 percent of the adult urban population as a whole), while only 2 to

3 percent of emplCyed males were blue-collar workers (as opposed to 60

percent of the urban population). Frequent attenders were of an even
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higher status than infrequent visitors. Baumol and Boven conclude that

even "if there has teen a significant rise in the size of audiences in

recent years, it has certainly not yet encampassed the general public....

Attempts to reach a 'wider and more representative audience, to interest

the less educated or the less affluent, have so far had limited effects"

(1966:

Althnugh there exists a 50-year-old tradition of 1111Sellm research in

the United States, most research tefore 1970 was behavioral, concerned

not -..dth who visitors vere but with hov.they responded to and learned

from exhildts. The few early non-behavioral studies geneally indicated

ttat, except for th6 greater proportion of children, museum visitors were

similar in most respects to audiences for the Performing arts. Economic

and educational profiles look nearly identical. An early study of the

Boston Museum of Science, for instaace, indicated a well educated and

prosperous clientele; a third of the adult visitors were in professional

or technical occupations, and over half were college educated (#246: 2).

Similarly, a 1969 year-long survey of almost 5,000 visitors to the Smith-

sonian institution found that 48 percent of the adults were professionals,

60 percent had family incomes exceeding $10,000, and 70 percent had some

college education; only 14 percent were in blue-collar or service occupa-

tions (#264). NonethLess, the studies varied in their findings. While

one study found that only 3 to 5 percent of the 1969 visitors of three

Manhattan museums vere blue-collar workers, museums in neighboring Brook-

lyn, Yonkers, and Nevark were discovered to attract visitor populations

that vere tevween 15 and 30 percent blue collar (#16). And one early

2.t
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study of the Milwaukee Public Museum revealed that visitors were nearly

representative of the American public: of the employed visitors, cnly

a tenth were professionals and nearly half were laborers (#106). Overall,

the early research suggested a highly affluent visitor poPulation but one

with greater:diversity than that for the performing arts.

Until recently, however, the paucity of available studies made any

generalizations hazardous; only in the past ten years has there been a

large enough volume of research to make feasible efforts to develop gen

eral portraits of the arts audience. Literally hundreds of studies have

leen conducted of the public for museums and the live performing arts. While some

of them have received considerable publicity, most are unpublished and

uncirculated. Until nowrno attempt has been made to Dull together their

findings and develop generalizations about the American arts audience.

Such an effort could answer many questions: How has the audience for the

professional performing arts changed in the decade since Baumol and Bowen

executed their study? Who goes to museums? Is there one or are there

many arts audiences? Who afe the frequent attenders and how do they

differ from individuals who go only once? Does arts attendance result

in economic benefits for neighboring institutions?

To exanine these questions we have collected more than two hundred

and fifty studies of audiences for museums and the live performing arts. Many

of these studies ire of low technical quality: often little care has been

given to selecting a set of respondents typical of the audience about

vhizh the researchers want to learn; questions are phrased in an imprecise

manner; or important information affecting the audience's composition has
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been left out of the final report. But, in the aggregate, ue hope to

achieve a degree of certainty tram the tulk of these studies that we

could not expect from one or two alone. If a study of one museum'S

audience, for example, tells us that a disproportionate number of visitors

--ere women (or men), we can say nothing about the visitors of other mumeums.

If, however, twenty or thirty studies, with differing strengths and faults,

report the same finding, we-can begin to generalize with some confidence.

In addressing these issues we are, of course, limited by t:4..e focus and

nature of the studies assembled; in this report's concluding chapter we
-1

shall make some recommendations about the sort of research that is needed

to resolve a number of important questions that currently available studies

cannot satisfactorily ansuer.

:t is critical to note that the issue of audience composition, atti-

tudes, and behavior is not simply academic. Information on audiences is

of vital interest to individuals concerned with managing the arts, those

-

making general policy for the arts, and those of the public at large to ,

who= the arts are important. For cne thing, the arts are increasingly

dependent upon public and corporate benefactors for their econ-mic

survival. Such donors may uant to know just *whom tteir contributions

are serving. Par#cularly for publicly funded arts institutions, estab-
.

lishing the nature and breadth of the clientele to whom services are

delivered may be critical to soliciting further support.

If, as =any have suggested, exposure to the arts is both personally

rewarding and a social good, it is important to know how widely the arts

are being distributed. Before implementing efforts to expand the arts

II
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audience or to develop art programs more responsive to Public concerns

and interests, it is important ta know What'groups are being excluded,

why they do not attend, and what programs have successfully attracted

them.

Understanding the audience for the arts is also crucial for a range

of decisions that face managers and Policy makers at every level. Infor-

mation on public attitudes to the arts, the composition of existing

audienceS, and the spending habits of arts attenders can be used to

establish policies for public and private support. Information cn

differing habits and preferences for performance times and ticket prices

can be used to set schedules and establish admission Prices. And managers

can use information about who attends an d. where they find out about

exhibits and performances to target scarce promotional resources.

Waile the tempo of audience research has increased, some arts mana-

gers continue to feel that they know their public, that they have an

intuitive grasp of their clientele's nature and needs that renders

research superfluous. What data there'is on the question makes these

claims appear dubious at best. In the course of a'study of the public

for the Royal Ontario Museum, Abbey aad Cameron (1961) asked the museum

staff to estimate the education and income levels of their visitors. The

staff's estimates varied widely fran the study's findings: uhile the

staff estimated that 20 percent of the adult visitors had a collage or

universitj education, in fact the percentage was 41; and while the staff

put the Percentage of adult visitors uith incomes in the highest category

at 10, the actual percentage was 39. I is our sense from conversations

*with individuals in the arts that such discrepancies are not atypical.



Tn the remainder of this chapter we will use findings from over two

hundred available studies to estimate the commosition of the audience for

the arts in the United States. We will begin by looking at what social

scientists call "hasic demographic variables"--age, sex, education, income,

occupation, and race--characterizing tbe arts audience in terms of each,

Nith special attention to variations among art forms. We shall then turn

our attention to a set of more specific analytic questions that research

bas addressed. Has the audience commosition changed over tine? Is there

one or are there many audiences for the arts? What has been the impact

of the arts on local economies? And what are Americans' attitudes towards

the arts?

2



nE STUDIES

Although audience surveys have been conducted for years, very little

of the research has been published and many of the studies have been lost

or buried in the institutions that conducted them. The resulting lack if

centralized information about the utility, design, or results of audience

research has proved a serious hindrance to every level of arts organization

from the local symphony orchestra to the regional arts council. To help

remedy this situation, we attempted to acquire as many ,.eports of audi-

ence studies as were available. After an initial review of published

audience surveys, 'we identified three basic kinds of studies of audiences

for museums and the live nerforming arts. These three types of studies

were: (1) attender surveys, in which the audience of a specific museum

or performing-arts organization is surveyed, with questions concentrating

on attendel' social or economic characteristics, motivations for attend-

ance, and related issues; (2) cross-sectional surveys, in which a sample

of a local, regional, or national population is surveyed, with questions

focusing on frequency of attendance at museums and/or performing-arts

events, attitudes toward cultural organizations and,issues, and the social

and economic characteristics of attenders and nonattenders; (3) impact

studies in which the impact of a museum exhibit, arts performance, or

other feature of a cultural organization on'an audience is evaluated.

A variety of approaches were developed to obtain as complete as

possible a set of audience studies. We first conducted an extensive biblio-

graphic search to create a complete list of published studies conducted

2 J
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after 1950. Our review of thirty-five standard indexes and bibliographic

sources yielded approxirvitely 45 references to appropriate stu4ies. We

also consulted 12 institutional libraries such as those of the Massachu-

setts Council for the Arts and the Center for Arts information in Nev

York City for additional references.

Most audience studies, however, have never been published, and in

order to acquire the unpublish$ studies, we directly approached those

organizations that might have been involved in an audience study. We

compiled a list of over 1200 azts organizations--museuns, performing-1ms

organizations, regional, state, and local arts councils, support organi-

zations for specific art forms, and foundations involved in funding the

arts. The museums and performing arts organizations on our list were

selected from the Art Museum Directory and the National Directory of

Civic Centers and Performing Arts Or;anizations on the basis of size, as

we felt that the larger orgAnizations would be more likely to have con-

\

ducted an audience survey or to know of other'institutions which had.

(Inquiries were mailed to all instrumental-music and theatrical organi-

zations reporting budgets of over $100,000, all other performing-arts

organizations with budgets of,over $50,000 and all museums reporting

100,000 or more visitors annually.) To test this assumption, we did,

however, include 100 smaller museums and performing-arts organizations

on our list.

In October, 1976, the director or manager of each organization was

se.nt a letter describing this project and a brief form that inquired

whether the organization had ever conducted, commissioned, or participated



in an audience survey. if the organization had conducted a survey, the

name and address of the survey's director and either a copy of the final

report or information on holt to obtain a copy uere requested. Complete

confidentiality was offered to those who requested it for any materials

that were sent to us. Respondents were also asked if they knew of any

other institutions that had conducted audience surveys. The response

rate to this inquiry 1.0..timately rose to over 50 percent, after the mail-

ing of a follow-up letter and second inquiry form to institutions that .

had not yet responded. Those drganizations reported by our respondents

to bave done audience studies were contacted by telenhone or mail.

In addition to the bibliographic search and mailed survey, our tun

major acquisitions efforts, an effort- was made to acquire other unpublished

audience studies by contacting individuals highly involved in audience

research. Finally, queries were placed in eiglt.arts-related periodicals

and newsletters (e.g., American Symphony Orchestrd League Newsletter,

Musical America, New York Times Sunday Book Review), requesting audience

surveys. This effort yielded a number of additional audience studies.

The response to this search for audience studies vas greater than

expected. Our initial,goal had been to evaluate all published and unpub-

lished audience surveys cond4aed since 1964. Bytbe end Of the third

month of acquisition, however, we had-obtained 160 studies and were till

receiving new ones. Witbin nine months of the start of acquisition we had

assembled materials on more than 250 audience studies.

Certain difficulties uere.encountered during the acquisition stage.

Remarkably few reports of audience studies have been published, compared
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with research in other areas. Moreover, the majority of studies obtained

through the library search were museum studies, reflecting a long tradi

tion of visitor behavioral research that is unique to museums. Such

journals as Curator and Museum News have published reports of visitor

studies since the 1930s. The nonmuseum studies reported in the published

literature tended to be largescale, largebudget studies of performing

arts audiences or population crosssections.

Studies received in response to the mailed inquii-y varied enormously

in the amount of information reported. Some consisted of a auestionnaire

with handtallied responses while others contained thorough explanations

of methodology and extensive discussions of results. Despite our expressed

interest in studies conducted in earlier years, almost all the studies

received were conducted after 1970. Approximately 27 percent of the res

pondents stated that their organization had planned, conducted, or sponsored

a study and 20 percent reported familiarity with other audience research.

Efforts to follow up references obtained through the mailed inquiry

and bibliographic search met a substantial number of obstacles. Often,

people in an institution reported to have conducted an audience study had

no recollection of having conducted it or, if they did remember, the survey

report had long since been lost. This is due in large part to the high

turnover of employees of arts institutions. Often when the person respon

sible for conducting or initiating a study left, the institution, so did

the study. It was frequently necessary to contact nearly every department

within an institution before we were abZe to locate someone fsniliar with

surveys ccnducted as recently as twelve months before. Despite an offer
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attenders and ncnattenders in forty-one states and the District of Columbia

_ is _

of confidentiality, five
organizations refused access to their surveys.

It should be noted that we have no way of estimating the number of surveys

that were never meant to come to public attention; the number Of'explicit

refusals received obviously underrepresents the actual numbersof deliber-

ately buried studies.

The difficulties encounteredduring our search for audience studies,

however, were negligible compared to the cooperation and generous assis-

tance received from individuals involved in every area of the arts. The

unusually high response rate of our mailed inquiry and the unexpectedly

large number of audience studies received bear testimony to the interest

in the area of audience research and reflect the need for greater communi-

cation within the field.

Nonetheless, it is clear that t.ne institutions whose audiences are

represented in the set of studies from which we developed the summary

statistics that follow by no means represent a cross-section of all the

museums and live performing-arts institutions in the United States. For

one thing, we do not deal at all with audiences for art as transnitted by

broadcasting or mechanical reproduction. (For information on research into the

broadcast arts see Katzman and Wfrt, 1977.) Nor do we include data on audi-

ences for Sazz, foik/ethnic music, or the popular arts. Nor can we gener-

alize with complete confidence from the findings of the studies obtained

to the composition of the total population of mxseum visitors or attenders

_of live theater, classical music, opera, dance, and ballet. The studies

collected cover audiences from a wide range of institutions. Surveys of

are inclUted, as well as several national cross-sectional studies. By art

form, studies include: 7 4 studies of theater audiences; 44 studies of art-
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museum visitors; 33 studies of population cross-sections; 32 studies of

visitors to natural history, general, anthropology, and other related

mpseums and ezdlibits; 19 studies of science-museum or science-exhibit

visitors; 16 studies of classical-music audiences; 14 studies of those

attending several kinds of arts institutions; 12 studies of visitors to

history museums; 11 studies of visitors to arts centers; 7 studies of

opera audiences; and 6 studies of ballet and dance audiences. (Since calcula-

tions for specific variables were based on subsets of these studies containing

relevant data, and since many studies provided data on more than one audience

or set of audiences, distributions provided in specific tables in the text of

this report indicate the actual number of studies on which any given finding

is based.) These studfe-S include surveys of visitors and audiences for

institutions that cover the full range in size.

Nonetheless, since we attempted to acquire as many studies as we

could, and since nothing is known about the universe of all studies con-

ducted or about the representativeness of institutions that conduct audi-

ence studies in comparison to all museums or live performing-arts insti-

tutions, there is undoubtedly some bias in our data. We can only stecu-

late as to the extent to which our summary statistics deviate from the

actual composition of American audiences for the live performing arts

and for museums. Although most of the studies eventually received were

from medium and small institutions, our inquiries were directed dispro-

portionately at large and medium institutions. Thus, the larger institu-

tions are overrepresented in our data, in conparison to the percentage

they represent of all arts institutions, if not in comparison to the per-

centage of all annual visits and attendance for which :,;p4Sr account. There

is some reason to assume that the larger institutions in the larger cities

Jt
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draw a somewhat more affluent and well educated public than smaller or

community-based institutions. On the other hand, since the quality of

studies was so uneven, since response rates and total numbers of respond-

ents varied so greatly, and since necessary data were not available, there

-was neither a powerfUl rationale for nor the possibility of weighting

institutions by total attendance in-calculating overall audience-composi-

tion figures. The effect of granting data from small institutions equal

weight with data rrom major institutions -mould tend to countervail any

tendency for the perhaps disproportionately high representation of studies

of major institutions to inflate the audience percentages in high-status

categories.

The audiences from which data have been drawn may be unrepresentative

in several other ways. We do not kngw if audiences that are studied are

systematically different from audiences that have not been studied. .Out

of tbe universe of all audience studies that have been conducted, we could

speculate that we gathered a larger percentage of published than of unpub-

lished studies, of recent than of less recent studies, of studies for

which reports were written than of studies yielding no formal reiorts,

of major in-house or academic studies than of proprietary studies, of

studies of organizations with relatively low staff turnover thaa of studies

of organizations with relativelY greater staff turnover, and of demograpbdc

and opinion surveys than of exhibit-evaluation or performing-arts-immact

studies. Given the numler and diversity of studies from which conclusions

are drawn, we do not think that these factors strongly bias findings one

74ay or the other. Nonetheless, the statistics provided in this chapter must

be seen as estimates rather,than as scientifically rigorous descriptions of the

public for museums and the live performing arts.
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BASIC DENOGRAPHICS

GENDER

It is believed in many quarters that the public associates the arts

with femininity and that this association inhibits many men from attending

the arts. The Theatre Communications Group, in a 1967 report on audience

developmentIsuggetts that theater-going "repudiates for many people the

all-American, red-blooded image of what is supposed to be 'all-right' for

a man to do and still be considered 'all-man" (Theatre' Communications

Group, 1967: 31). Conseuuently, some believe, arts audiences are dominated by

women. Thus, an early study of a symphonic-music audience concluded

that the "sex difference in.Symphony interest and attendance--nmre women

than men--is borne out by statistic after statistic, study after study.

The in-concert survey, the in-home interviews, and hundreds of academic

studies irrefutably Prove the point." The attendance difference can be

traced to an underlying personality differenCe, according to this study,

for "women have greater esthetic appreciation for music, as they do for

art and literature, than men, who place greater emphasis on theoretical,

economic, political, and practical-success values" (#64: 15). Arts

policies have often been shaped in accord with this perception. Audience

derelopment strategies to "de-feminize" the arts have appeared, such as'

Bradley Nbrisonts (1968) effort to move news and publicity of the Guthrie

Theatre fram the womants page to the sports section of Minneapolis news-

papers. Similarly, dance companies have occasionaily emphasized their

performers' athletic prowess in promotional-materials.

Other evidence, however, seemingly contradicts the belief that

arts audiences are heavily female and that attendance is held to be a

3 u



feminine activity. IIn a recent national survey of attitudes towards the

arts, respondents Were asked if "The arts are too effeminate for most

men to feel comfortable taking part im them." While 18 percent of the

public agreed with this view, an overwhelming majority--65 percent--

rejected it (#7: 34). The public's belief may even have a factual basis,

for Baumol aad Bowen's (1966) survey of the audiences of more than 150

professional arts-organization performances revealed that men were in the

majority, composing 52 percent of the average audience.

Tbe true gender composition of the arts audience remains a contro-

versial and unresolved question, no doubt in part because studies have

sharply varied in the gender ratios reperted. Resolution of the issue,

therefore, requires systematic assessment of gender ratios across all

studies, and this section reports a summary of the findings of 72

audience studies (which constitute all of the Ttudies in our possession

reporting sex composition). In tuxning to the statistics reported by

these studies, it is useful to keep tun points in mind. First, in some

cases response bias may significantly skew the observed proportions away

'from the true population proportions. The nature and extent of thi bias

depend on the specific variable of interest. In the case of gender,

Baumol and Bowen (1966), for instance, suggest that when survey forms are

distributed to couples attending an arts performance, husbands will tend

to assert the "male prerogative" and complete the questionnaires them-

selves, thereby inflating the male proportion in the audience; but Book

and Gloherman (1975) have argued the opposite, suggesting that the male

prerogative in this instance would actually be to delegate the task to

the wife, thereby inflating the female proportion in the audience. Such
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arguments aside, the true extent of the bias either way has not yet been

measured, although one study suggests that a slightly greater tendency

for men to complete audience questionnaires increases the observed male

proportion by 4 to 7 percent above the true percentage. In this study,

groups entering a museum were approached and asked to volunteer ane person

to respond to an interview. In one instance, 54 percent of the volunteers

were men, while only 50 percent of the groups were men; in another case

(the Royal Ontario Museum)) the respective percentages were 58 and 51 (#121).

The second point to keep in mind when interpreting the results of

these studies is the Presence of sampling error. Even if a sammle is

drawm at random fro= an audience and response bias is negligible, the

demographic Patterns observed in the sample may significantly depart

from those in the full audience population. Samples are rarely precisely

representative of their populations, though most are closely representative.

The extent of close approximation is highly dependent on the sample size,

with larger samples producing more accurate estimates. This can be illus

trated by considering the finding that 46 percent of a random sample of

an audience is male. While it =ay appear that males constitute a minority

of the arts attenders, if the sample size is 100 we are only 9 ercent

certain that the true percentage lies within 10 points of the observed

figure (i.e., between 36 and 56 percent). However, were the sample size

1,000, the 95 percent confidence range would be reduced to 3 points on

either side of 48 percent, and increasing the size to 10,000 would further

decrease the range to 1 point (45 to 47 percent). Thus, were the sample

small, it would be risky to conclude that males are in the minority, but

3



such a conclusion would be appropriate if the sample were very large.

The samples of the studies considered here range from under 100 to over

10,000 respondents; the median size is approximately 500. The 95-percent

confidence interval for samples of 500 is 4 points above and below the

observed percentage. With studies of this scope, then, if 40 percent

of the respondents are male we can be nearly certain that males are indeed

a minority of the audience: but if 48 percent are male, such a conclusion

cannot be drawn with great confidence.

Many of the 72 studies containing information cn sex composition

reported results for separate times amd peqormances, and consequently

data were available on...112 distinct audiences (67 in the performing arts

and 45 for museOms).- The median uercentage of men reported in the studies

is displayed inNable 2.1. While the percentage of men in the U.S. popu-

\

lation is 49, the \Fdian uercentage of men observed in the museum studies

was 46, and in the\performing arts the percentage was 4 3. Though it is

evident that women prticipate in arts audiences in uroportions greater

than their share of the public as a whole, the extent is very modest.

Moreover, the gender ratio varied extensively from audience to audience;

the male percentage ranged from 30 to 71 percent in the case of museums

and from 31 to 58 percent for the performdng arts. Men out-numbered

women in a quaxter of the performing-arts studies and two-fifths of the

museum visitor surveys. Ve have been unable to identify the factors that

account for the strikinvImp between the average male percentage reported

in the performing arts studies surveyed here (43 percent) and the average

male percentage (52 percent) found in the performing arts surveys conducted
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Table 2.1

Percentage Men in-Audience Studies, by Art Form

\ i

Art Form Me ian i

Perce tage
Percentage

Range

Number of studies within percentage ranae
52-57 57-62 62-72

Total
no.of

studies27-32 32-37 37-42 42-47 47-52

All museums

Art museums
History museums
Science museums

All perform. arts

Ballet and dance
Theater
Orchestra
Opera

k

4620%

43.0
48.5

52.0

42.5

40.0
42.5

44.5
46.1

30-71%

30-59
44-53
43-71

31-58

31-50
32-58
33-54
41-58

2

2

1

1

3

3

15

5

8

2

8

8

14

3

7

3

1

13

- 10

2

1

21

2

11

4

4

10

6

1

3

6

2

3

1

5

1

4

8

3 1

2

3

4

1

3

2

1

1

4 45

30

4

11

67

13

33

12

9



by Baumul and BoWan (1966).

The median sex composition also varied among the art forms. Art

:nuseusas disproportionately drew women (57 P ercent of their visitors on

average), *while historymuseums attracted equal representation of bCth

sexes and science museums were slightly favored by men (52 percent of

the visitors)... Within the performing arts, ballet and dance acquired

the strongest female ale:el:ice (60.percent on average), and opera drew

the largest proportion of males, though men still did not constitute a

majority (46 percent). Even within these art forms, the sex composition

varied widely; opera audiences, for instance, ranged from three-fifths

men to three-fifths women, and art museum visitors varied from three-

fifths men to two-thirds women.
0

\\ Clearly, then, there was a slight overall tendency for -women to out-

number men in arts audiences, though this did not hold for history and

science =Se= visitors. It is ecually clear, however, that the sex

ratio varied enormously around these central tendencies. The median

figures represent statistical-tendencies and in most cases they are
--

poor pfedictors of actual audience composition.

Although a fraction of the wide variation observed in audience

gender ratios is undoubtedly due to sampling fluctuation and to the use
t)

of nonprotability sunpling techniques (which can introduce systematic

bias), a substantial part of the variation stems from factors that

differentially affect the likelihood of men and women attending the arts.

Perhaps of greatest significance is whether the visiting or performance

time is during a workday. Weekday times are obviously unattractive for

most working people, and the labor-force participation rate of men is
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approximately twice that of women (fewer than nalf of age-eligible women

are employed). This time factor may account for as much as 10 percent or

more of the variation in sex composition. A study of visitors New York's

Natural History Museum found that 52 percent of the weekday visi'rrs were'

men, contrasting -with 59 percent on Saturdays (#203). Another inquiry

revealed that while men and wo=en were equally renresented on Sundays

among museum visitors in the New York metropolitan region, the composition

shifted to 62 percent women on Thursdays (#16). Similarly studies of per-

forming-arts audiences in the states of New York and Washington found that

the proportion of =en in the audience fluctuated by10 percent depending

on the time of the performance (#73; #63).

content of the performance or exhibit may also differentially

attract men and women. For instance, tne proportion of men in the week-

end audience of different productions of the Joffrey Ballet ranged from

33 to 41L Percent (#94). And a study of the visitors of the Chicago Art

Institute discovered that 10 percent more women attended during a week

in which a special Monet exhibit was on teMporary display than during

three other weeks (#135). Factors associated with geographic region may

also influence the sex composition. Thus, 51 percent of the Nev York

City performing arts audience is women, 53 percent of the New York state

audience is women, and 62 percent of the Washington state attenders are

women. However, the regional factors accounting for this variation

have not yet been identified (#73; #63).

L
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AGE

The age composition of the audience for the arts has interested arts

administrators for a numler of reasons. A profile of the age of she audi-

enge, of course, can help direct audience development efforts towards o

age group or another. Recently, for instaace, there has also been a g*,'

ing movement to make the arts more accessible to older Americans by ;r-

ing transportation, special ticket discounts, wad arranging special perfor-

mance times (JOhnson and Prieve, 1976). It is also believed that a young

attender may grow up to be aa old attender and, while the link between

attendance in one's youth and in one's prime has not yet been fully des

cribed, arts managers often view a young audience uith an optimistic eye

to the future. The age composition of the audience also raises other

interesting if more academic questions. Is culture an acquired'taste?

Does the age composition of the audience differ from that of the general

population? On the latter Question, most observers believe the differ-

ence is small. Johnson and Prieve (1976), for instance, asked 605 arts

administrators utether they thought that the age breakdown of their audi-

ence vas roughly equivalent to that of the community: 60 Percent said

yes, while 18 percent felt their audience was younger and 16 percent felt

it vas older.

Tuo factors should be kept in mind when examining the age data.

First, some of the studies in our possession restricted their subject

population to those individuals over a certain age. Ten of the forty

, museum studies only surveyed the over sixteen visitor population and eight

:ncluded only those who were over ten years of age, L.I.kewise, nlne of
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the performing-arts studies restricted their sample to those over sixteen

and seven studieslimited their sample to audience members over ten years

of age. To examine whether this restriction made any systematic differ-

ence in the results of the studies, we compared the median ages rePorted

by the studies that did restrict their sample with those that did not.

Surprisingly, there weri no systematic differences. Several factors may

account for this. First, many of the studies may actually have limited

their sample population but not stated so in the report. Also, it is

possible that study procedures were frequently biased against the very

young because of the difficulties of obtaining reliable data from them.

Another possibility is that the under-sixteen population is indeed negli-

gible, although available evidence suggests that this is the case only

for the performing arts and art museums. Studies of history- and science-

museum 7isitor populations that explicitly did not restrict their sample

often report substantial numbers of young children. The Nassau County

Historical Museum in New York, for instance, reported that 40 percent of

their visitor population was under thirteen (#2) and the Franklin Institute

in Philadelphia found t!..t 39 percent of their visitors were under twelve

and 4 percent were under five years of age (#234). However, science- and

nistory-museum studies generally report far greater numbers of children

attending than do art museums. The Minneapolis Institute of Art found

:ha: the proportion of visitors under thirteen was under 3 percent in 1970

and 1971 (#247), and the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston reports that only

one in fifty of their visitors was under sixteen (#17): Studies of per-

for:zing-a:1.-s audiences sh_w, on the whole, a comparably small percentage

of visitors under sixteen.
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Another factor that may affect study results is the presence of

response bias. it may be that youths defer to adults when resnonding to

surveys, thus rAking the audience appear older than it really is. The

New York State Museum, for example, found few respondents under 14 years

old in one survey but noted that the actual proportion in attendance vas

approximatel, representative of the young population at large (#121).

In this study, groups entering a museum vere approached and aaked to

volunteer one person to respond to an inter/iew. TI2 interviewer also

collected data on the group composition. In this instance the age com-

position of tbe group was inferred from the group's education levels.

Eighty-two of the studies in our possession contained data on the

age composition of 145 distinct audiences,. Most of these studies pre-

sented the data as thepercent of the audience falling uithin various

age categories. The ae\categories, unfortunately, varied widely, and

for comparative purposes yahave computed the median age for each audi-

ence (see Table 2.2). To allow for comparison hetueen the age ccmnosi-

tion of each art form, ue also found the median of the median ages; we

refer to this number as the median age of the art form.

The median age of 105 audiences of the performing arts vas 35, while

the median age of 40 museum visitor populations was 31. This difference

is consistent with the results of tuo studies of the arts audience con-

ducted by the National Research Center of the Arts. YECA found that the

median age for the performing arts in New York State was five years older

(37) than the median age of the museum visitor population (#73); a thir-

teen-year gap was observed in audiences for the arts in Washington State

(56 3



Table 2.2

Median Age of Audiences, by Art Form

Art Fotm Median
of

Medians

Range
, of

Medians

Number of studies within age range Total
no.of
studies,19-22 23-26 27-30 31-34 35-38 '39-42 43-46 47-50

All museums 31 19-51 2 -.....2 16 . 11 3 4 I 1 40

Art museums 31 26-51 1 6 6 2 2 1 1 19

History muSeums 33 28-42 2 1 I 1 5

Science museums 29 19-40 2 1 8 4 1 16

All performing arts 35 21-49 5 7 14 23 22 21 8 5 105

Ballet and dance 33 30-38 1 11 3 15

Theatre 34 21-48 5 6 12 9 13 10 3 2 60

Orchestra 40 24-49 1 1 2 3 8 3 2 20

Opera 41 33-40 1 3 3 2 1 10

--
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The summa,-y statistics indicate that the median age for the perform-

ing arts was in the middle to late thirties while the median age for the

, museum visitor poculation was in the early thirties. These figures lie

between the median age of the entire U.S. population (twenty-eight) and

the median age for the population sixteen and over (forty). One should

hoNever take note of the great range in the average ages both within and

between art forms. Median ages for performing-arts audiences varied from

twenty-one to forty-nine; for museum visitor populations it ranged from

nineteen to fifty-one. Thus, on the average, arts auAiences exhibited

age profiles similar to that of the entire population, but specific audi-

ences frequently diverged greatly from this central tendency.

Ballet and theater attracted the youngest audiences of the performing

arts, with median ages of thirty-three and thirty-four respectively, while

opera and symphony drew the oldest audiences, vith median ages of forty-

one and forty. The National Research Center of the Arts found an identical

age rank ordering of the four performing-art forms in their studies of

audiences in New York State and Washington State. Baumol and Bowen (1966)

identified almost the same pattern except that the average age of the opera

attender was higher than that of the symphony attender.

The median age for the science-museum visitor was two years lower

tban that of the art museum visitor, but the difference was not as great

as between the various performing-arts forms. Again the NRCA studies

also found that the museum visitor population was older in art museums

tnan in science museums.

The age composition of the audience may vary systematically wtth
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the seasons of the year, with the summer attracting younger visitors.

The NRCA found that the median age of performing-arts audiences in New

York State vas thirty-three in the summe- end thirty-eight in the fall,

though the salne did not appear to be true of the museum visitor popula-

tion. However, the Boston Museum of Fine Arts (#1() did find a slight

seasonal variation: the median age of the vinter visitors was twenty-

eight, While the average for the summer visitors was twenty-six. The

results of the other museum studies yield no consistent pattern. The

Natural History Museum in New York (#203) found no variation, but the

Chicago Art Museum (#135) found that visitors were younger in June and

November than in February and March.

Another possible source of variation in age composition is the time

of perfor=ance. The National Research Center of the Arts found that the

median age for weekend evening performances was consistently lower than

the median age of the matinee audience. The median age for weekend even-

ing performances vas forty and thirty-five in Washington State (#63) and

New York State (#73) respectively, forty-two and thirty-seven for weekday

evening performmnces and forty-nine and forty-six for matinee performances.

Audiences for the Joffrey Ballet (#94) showed this same pattern: the

median age for the weekend evening audience was thirty-one while the median

for the matinee audience was thirty-three.

There is some evidence that different programs have greater attract-

ion for certain age groups than others. The previously mentioned study of

the Joffrey Ballet (#94) reports that the median age of the audience for a

performance promoted as a rock evening was younger tnan for other nerfor-
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mances, and Moore's study of Broadway :beater audiences found that musi-

cals attracted a youuger audience than straight shows (#38).

Tbe NBCA reports differences in the age connosition of different

regions. Tbe median age of the performdng arms audience in one region

(Southern Tier Central, Finger Lakes) of New York State was tbirty-three,

while the median age vas forty-four in another region (New York City

suburbs, mid-Hudson). They also report a higher median agg for both the

performing-arts audience and the museum visitor population in Washington

State than in New York State. However, the reasons for this regional

variation are unclear.

4
1
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EDUCATION

Of all the characteristics of individuals at studies frequently

measure, a personls educational background appear to be the test predictor

of his or her attendance at mmseums and live perfo ng-arts events. The

Ford Foundation, for example, found that While frequen y of attendance at

a variety of performing arts was related to both income and education, the

latter factor was by far the more important of the two. Individuals with

much education but little money were more likely to attend the theater,

symphony, opera, and ballet than people with high incomes but little

education (#115: 14-16). Similarly, analysis of a national cross-sec-

tional study of residents of cities and suburbs found education to be a

better determinant of attendance at concerts, plays, museums, and fairs

than are income or occumational standing (Gruenberg, 1975).

There are several reasons thy individuals with education, particularly

higher education, might be exmected to attend more arts events than their

less educated peers. For one thing, understanding most wmrks of art requires

a certain amount of familiarity and background information to undertake the

decoding that leads to appreciation. While the aficionado may tend to

minimize the extent to which he or she relies upon such a background--

great art is often said to be universal--one need only remember the con-

fusion and outrage that greeted the work of such now admired artists as

Debussy, Joyce, or the Impressionists to see the importance of background.

Schooling exposes students not only to formal training in the arts, but,

pernaps more importantly to a social milieu in which the arts are per-

formed, exhibited, and iiscussed (The Arts, Education and Americans ?anel,
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Second, arts attendance is a habit that one develops over a period

of time. A oerson =ay enjoy opera, but if performances aie not locally

available, or there is no one to go with, he or she is unlikely to attend.

By the same token, one may find modern painting incomprehensible, but if

one's friends frequent galleries and museums, sooner or later one is

likely to give it a try. Education, particularly higber edueation, pro-

vides both an environment in which the arts are relatively accessible and

a group of peers Who attend with regularity. Finally, a disproportionate

number of men and women who acquire a higher education have parents who

are also well educated. Children of the well educated are more likely

than others to have been exposed to the arts when they were young and

may already frequent the arts by the tine they reach college (DiMaggio

and Useem, in press).

To learn about the educational attainment of the American arts

audience, 1.e analyzed the results of 71 studies reporting findings for

108 audiences for the performing arts and museums. La clang this, we

faced several methodological dilemmas. First of all, different studies

reported education using different sets of categories. Since median

\U

education levels could not be calcudated for every study, it was necessary

to describe audience ed cational composition by reporting the percentages

of an audience that fell in five categories of educational attainment.

A second problem involved differences in samoling designs used in

the various audience studies. Of the 107 audiences for which findings were

reported in at least one of our five education categories, 57 indicated

0 A.
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a minimum age criterion had been used to exclude audience members from

either the sample or the analysis. Ninimum ages, when reported, differed

considerably. Three studies excluded audience memlers younger than ten.

Studies'of three audiences used cutoff ages from thirteen to fifteen,

studies of twenty audiences employed a cutoff age from sixteen to eighteen,

studies of sixteen audiences asked for the education of the household'head

only, one survey excluded "non-adults,' another excluded "students," and

one included only non-students eighteen years or older. T-aelve studies

reported the educational attainment of only those resoondents aged timnty-

five or over. It is likely that children were also underrepresented in

samples that did not explicitly exclude them due both to their difficulty

in completing questionnaires and to a probable tendency for adults to

answer on benalf of children. The extent of this underrepresentation

cannot b determined. If an institution is interested in the educational

the public for its offerings, it makes sense to inquire about

the educational level of all members of the audience. If, on the other

hand, an institution is interested in the educational level of the ticket-

buying public. it is more appropriate to establish a mid-teen minimum age

criterion on the grounds that young attenders are less likely to make the

actual decision to attend than adults. Finally, if one sees education as

a measure of social statUs, one might establish a mid-twenties minimum age

since including respondents still in school would bias the findings. Dif-

ferences in the respondent age criterion do affect the findings of a study

to some extent; nonetheless, major differences in the findings of studies

exclusionary principles did not appear, so all studies are

5,,
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pooled in tte analysis here.

As expected, the educational attainment of the arts audience surveyed.

vas substantially higher than that for the adult public at large. Thirty

percent 9f the typical audience had some graduate training; 54 percent had

at least acquired a bachelor's degree, compared to 14 percent for the

adult population in general (see Table 2.3). Only 22 percent on average

had not attended any college, compared to 74 percent of the public as a

vhole, and only 5 mercent were not high school graduates, in contrast to

38 percent of the general adult public.

Mere vas considerable variation among studies, with the percentage

of individuals with graduate training ranging from 6 to 66 percent and the

percentage of non-bigh-school graduates varying from 1 to 57 percent. 1""e

first and last figures were reported in a study of the Milvaukee Public

Museum in 1982-63 (#35): since almost half the respondents -dere aged

seventeen or younger and more than three ouarters were less than twenty-

four years of age, this accounts for much of the extremely low educational

level. A study of the same institution two years later, excluding children

under thirteen, found only 25 percent of the visitors to be non-high-school

graduates (#108).

The educational attai^m,nt of live performing-arts audiences vas found

to le somewhat higher than that of museum visitors. The median percentage

reported for individuals vith graduate training vas 31 for the performing

arts and 18 for museums, with a range of 9 to 66 percent and 6 to 35 per-

cent, respectively. The average percentage of college graduates was simi-

larly higher in the performing arts, 56 tercent to 41 percent twith ranges



Table 2.3

Percentage of Audiences in Five Educational Categories, by Art Form

Art form
Education level

-

Post-BA Training At least
.college
raduate

At least some High school

college graduate
or less

Less than
high school
graduate

M R (N) (N) M R (N) M R (N)

All museums 17.5 6-35 (13) 41.1 10-66(23) 72.3 30-93(18) 27.6 8-69(18) 9.0 4-57 (23)

Art Museums 22.018-35 ( 5) 48.0 41-66( 9) 83.5 75-90( 6) 17.0 10-25( 6) 5.5 4-16 ( 8)

Other museums
2

13.5 6-20 ( 8) 34.4 10-53(14) 59.6 30-93(12) 40.4 8-69(12) 13.1 7-57 (14)

All perform. arts 30.7 9-66 (60) 55.9 23-87(71) 78.7 56-95(62) 20.7 5-44(63) 4.5 1-19 (45)

Theater
3

32.7 20-50 (24) 58 0 23-80(27) 82.7 56-93(257.1 8-44(26) 4.0 1-15 (21)

Classical music 37.5 21-66 ( 8) 46-87( 9) 83.4 63-95( 8) 14.6 5-37( 8) 1.7 1-19 ( 8)

Ballet and dance
4

45.5 20-50 ( 5) 65. 55-73(10) 87.1 77-92( 5) 12.9 8-23(.5) 3.0 1-5 (10)

Opera 37.3 29-49 ( 5) 61.8\49-75( 7) 83.0 67-94( 6) 18.8 7-33( 6) 4.1 2-7 ( 6)

Museems anti perform.
arts s

30.0 6-66 (73) 54.0 10-87(97) 78.0 30-95(83) 22.0 5-69(84) 5.0 1-57 (72)

U.S.populatton
over 24

years of age,

n.a. 13.9 -26.3 73.7 37.5

1975
1
M=median percentage; It=range of percentages; N'91umber of studies

.2 includes science, histqty, natural history, ,anthropology, and general museums.

3
Excludes audiences of outdoor dramas.

4
Dance audience percentages available only for two educational levels-at least college graduate and

less than high school graduate.
5
Number of studies exceeds sum of other categories due to inclusion of regional studies reporting

attendance of all, undifferentiated art forms.

1 an7 r---
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33 o, percent and to GO percent). Museums aizo attracted more

visitors with relatively little education than did the performing arts.

0
:he median percentage of non-high-school graauates was 9 percent or mus-

eums but 5 percent for the performing arts; a median 28 percent of the

maiseum visitor populations had not gone beyond high school compared to 21

percent of the performing-arts audiences. Some, but not all, of the dis-

crepancy is attributable to the greater representation of young people

still in school among museum visitors.

As anticipated, studies that excluded children under the ages of from

10 to 15 had a higher median audience percentage of non-hign-school gra-

duates, 24 hercent, while those excluding visitors under the ages of from

16 to 20 had a median tercentage of only 7. The median percentage of non-

high-school graduates in studies with no explicit exclusionary rule was 16

percent, probably reflecting unreported defacto exclusion of younger visi-

tors. Similarly, studies that excluded only the very young reported a

median of 24 percent of visitors with college degrees, while studies tnat

drew :he line higher recorded a median of 43 percent. Studies that did

not explicitly exclude anyone reported an audience median for college

graduates of 45 percent, again suggesting that the young were undersampled.

However, even the set of museums that excluded their younger visitors from

the survey reported that their audience was slightly less «ell educated

than the tyoical perforning7arts audience.

AmOng the performing arts, ballet and dance audiences included slightly

above average proportions of «ell educated attenders; theater audiences

included slightly below average prporti,:.ns. The educaticnal attainmen-



theater audiences as a wnole was somewaat understated due to the pre-

senc of studies of eighteen audiences for outdoor patriotic or religious

dramas and pageants. When these are excluded from the analysis, the

theater-audience educati:nal level vas increased, but it was still some-

what lower thAn audiences for other performing-art forms. The average

percentage of individuals vith graduate training las 33 for theater (exclud-

ing the outdoor dramas mentioned above) and 46 percent for ballet and dance.

Among museums, art museums attracted a more well educated public than

iid history, science, and other museums, though still not so well educated

as the audiences for the performing arts. Of other museum audiences,

percent on the average had graduate training and 34 percent were college

zraduates (still far higher than the public as a whole), as compared to 22

and 45 percent, respectively, for art-museum audiences. Similarly, 17

percent of art-museum audiences but percent of other museum audiences

aad no higher education.

:t is evident that visitors to museums and audiences for the live per-

forming arts were considerably more well educated than is the public at

large. Within tne arts, museums appeared to serve a scmewnat broader puclio

than iid the performing arts. Nonetheless, in terms of educational attain-

ment, museum visitors and performing-arts audiences surveyed were far more

s4ilar to one another than either group was DO the general public.

The studies that we reviewed show audiences to le somewhat less edu-

cat'onally eXclusive than did tne Baumol ahl Bowen study of the performing

art: 1?6C), While some discrepancies, such as the relatively high propor-

-..i.:n of individuals with no higher education in the opera audience reported



in 3,me tf our stuaies, are surprising, most 2an be attributed to Baunicl

-
ani Bown's ex:l .si.a of respondents under tne a6e of twenzy-five ana

:he restriztion of taeir audiences to the trofessional performing arts.

tne well educated were ove sented in arts audiences

relative to their snare of the odpulation with straing consistency.

The proportion of college graduates reported for the arts exceeded the

proportion of the adult oopulation with college diplomas in all but one

of ninety-seven audience studies; aad the percentage of individuals who

had not completed high school was below the national level in seventy-

one of seventy-two audiences. Both exceptions are due to presence of

students still in nigh school. And in seventy-eight of eighty-three

audiences for wnich findings are available, the proportion of attenders

with at least some college training was t-4ice that for the general public.



OCCUIPATIGN

1;ext to education, occupation is Perhaps tne demowraphic character-

istic most closely related to individuals' involvement in the arts. Gruen-

berg found occupational status a more significant predictor of attendance

at cultural events and institutions (concerts, plays, museums, fairs, and

adl-lt-education classes) than income, second only to educational attainment

;Gruenberg, 1975: 68-69). And cross-sectional studies of national and

local populations nave consistently found higner rates of attendance among

professionals and managers than any other group (#'s 73, 115, 137, 142).

This tendency is not surprising. For one thing, those occupational

groups tnat snow tne highest rates of attendance are also those with the

nignest educational attainment. Blue-collar workers, who attend least,

also have the least education. Moreover, one's job determines to a great

extent the social milieu in which one spends one's leisure time. The

participation of a lawyer, teacner, or physician in the arts may be rewarded

witn respect by associates and peers; among these groups, attendance at the

tneater or symphony is an accepted or even p-04.0-,-Qd way of spending a

social evening. By contrast, a carpenter or bus driver with a penchant

for the arts may receive less encouragement from his or her friends and

co-workers and may find bowling, boating, or billiards a more acceptable

social activity.

Ts better understand tne occupational composition of American arts

-,tt.-nzers, we analyzed the results of fifty-nine studies -f ninety-szx

auC.iences tnat as4.ea respondents to report their occupations.

_ngs we-e conszstent watn tte expectation tiat art audiences are coninatec



1,y :.r.a.:.-r-thals in relatively high-status occupations. Frofessiona...s, who

,constituted 15 percent of the employed civilian labor force in 1975, com-

posed a median 56 percent of employed persons in the arts audiences sur-

veyed (see Table 2.4). Conversely, blue-collar workers typically consti-

tuted a mere 4 percent of employed respondents in the arts audiences sur-

veyed, as compared to 34 percent of the employed civilian labor force as

a whole.

Although the sirmrPry statistics are striking, the reader should be

cautioned that the median figures are to be regarded as approximations.

The classificaton schemes used in audience-study reports to characterize

respondents' occupations were so varied that comparability was established

only with great difficulty. The occupational categories used here are

designed to be compatible with as many study findings as possible and to

be comparable to the classifications used by the United States Census.

Categories used to report occupation in some study reports were vague

enough to encompass those employed in several more conventional categories.

For example, many studies used an occupational category called "business,"

wnich may in some cases have included business secretaries and clerks as

L. as executives while excluding managers of public and nonprofit con-

cerns. Because most studies reported occupation as a percentage of total

respondents, rather than as a percentage of employed respondents, results

from many studies had to be recomputed. In some cases, categories were

merged to fit into the scheme used aere. In other instances, study results

could not be reliably altered to fit our classificatory system and the

finiihgs were dropped. This categorization scneme, then, represents a



Table 2.4

Occupational Distribution of Audiences

Occupation- Percentage of employed
labor force (1975)2

Median percentage of
employed respondents

in arts audience
7. (N)3

Professionals 15.0 55.9 (65)

Teachers 4.1 22.1 (22)

Artists, writers,
enteetainers 1.0 8.2 ( 8)

Managerial 10.5 14.9 (51)

Clerical/Sales 24.2 14.6 (41)

Service 14.1 3.7 (13)

Blue-Collar 33.6 3.7 (71)

Percentage of US Median percentage of all
population respondents in arts audience

aged 16 or over- (N)

Homemakers 23.1 14.0 (78)

Students 5.5 18.0 (80)

Retired, unemployed 11.2 4.5 (65)

-U.S. Census categories and audience categories are only approximately
comparable due to varying classification schemes used in arts audience
studies.

2
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstracts, 1976

(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govt. Printing Office, 1976); U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Handbook of Labor Statistics, 1976 (Washington, D.C.:
USG?0, 1976). Figures for U.S. population aged 16 or over excludes
military personnel.

3
Number of audience studies reporting information for this category.



compromise among :he large variety used in :he reports we neve analyzed.

As a result, wnile the findings can be used with confidence .to assess

general similiarities and iifferences among art forms, great precisicn

should not be attributed to the fiEures reported 'Iere.

An additonal caveat involves the difficulty in using even the stand-

ard census classification of occupations. Even ia those cases vhere audi-

ence studies used classifications similar to census categories, only the

most experienced analysts can unerringly place specific occupations into

:heir appropriate general categories. For example, airplane pilots are

considered professionaas, ship pilots ale rAnnge,..s, and airplane steward-

esses are service employees; registered nurses are professi'Onals, while

practical nurses are service employees; an inspector is blue-collar unless

he is a construction inspector, in which case he is managerial. Few people

on eitherrend of an audience survey--visitors responding to forced-choice

occupation questions or coders classifying open-ended ones--can be expected

to have mastered the byzantine census system, and a degree of error is to

be expected.

Professionals. As noted, one of the most striking consistencies in

the occupational distribution of the arts audiences surveyed was the very

high representation of professionals, who make up 56 percent of employed

respondents in the median arts audience but only 15 percent of the total

1975 civilian work force. Professionals were present in numbers proportionately

greater than their share of the population in every one of the sixty-five arts

auciiences for wnich appropriate data were reported. in all but f.'ur f :nese

audiences, tae percentage of professionals was at least twice tnat in the work
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forze as a whcle, im forty-six taeir percentage was tnree times tne nLtional

fire and, in more than a quarter of the studies they were represented

above tneir percentage of the national population by a factor of four.

-
snould be noted that the professional census category includes not

only snch'individuals as doctors, lawyers, and architects but also =embers

of lower status professions such as teachers, engineers, librarians, dieti-

cians, social workers, and computer programmers. The number of respondents

falling in this category may, in some studies, by understated since, in

some cases, individuals in lower-status technical professions may have

been inc'uded in residual "white-collar" categories. For examnle,

0 cf the authrie Theatre audience (if122), in which only teachers,

doctors, and lawyers were coded as professionals and a residual white-

collar category was used, the professional/technical percentage of the

employed audience was only 40.4 percent, compared to 56.5 percent in

studies cf the Gutarie audience undertaken in 1963 and 1973 (#117, #126).

7he latter had nrecoded professional, tecnnical end clerical/sales cate-

gories. (For :he few studies tnat included serarate "technical" categories,

"technical" respondents were included with "professionals" for this analysis.)

The professional proportion of the typical audience was significantly

higher for the performing arts than for museums, 59 percent compared to 42

percent (see Table 2.5). The low overall median for museums was the result

zf relatively lov professional proportions a: non-art museums, wnich reported

a median percent professional representaticn. Six art-museum visitor

studies exnibited a professicnal median of 59 percent, al=cst exactly the

.s tha 7edian for tne perfc=ng art:.
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Table 2.5

Occupational Nistribution of Audiences, by Art Form

-...._.,,......._____.

Art form Occupation
1

Professional/ Professional Teachers Managerial Clerical 6

lanagerial Only Only Sales

11
M R M R Ini M R (N) M R (N) M R (N)

All museums

.01

65.3 27-96 (32) 42.2 12-73 (17) 23.1 15-33 ( 6) 9.6 4-27 (14) 14.3 5-28 (23)

Art museums 77.1 56-96 (16) 59.2 31-74 ( 6) 23.1 15-33 ( 5) 9.0 4-27 ( 6) 14.3 p4-22 (14)

Other museums 53.2 27-72 (16) 41.9 12-50 (11) 10.2 6-22 ( 8) 16.0 5-28 ( 9)

All perform. arts 70.9 49-95 (42) 59.1 24-80 (44) 17.9 6-33 (16) 15.6 4-27 (33) 18.0 8-33 (15)

Ballet and dance 74.6 61-88 ( 9) 59.6 55-73 ( 8) 15.2 7-22 ( 7)

Theater 69.5 49-95 (23) 56.3 24-70 (25) 17.9 6-33 ( 7) 16.0 4-27 (20) 19.1 8-29 (10) :

Orchestra 75.5 64-87 ( 5) 61.1 50-80 ( 6)
o,

Opeia -- -- -- 58.3 50-70 ( 5) --
-- 'i

1,
rhe. "professional/managerial" and "professional only" categocies include teachers. The percentages

tor "homemakers," "students," and "retired/unemployed" are based on all respondents; the percentages for

the other categories.are based on employed respondents only. Percentages are not reported when fewer

than five studies are available.

(



Table 2.5 (continued)

Occupational Distribution of Audiences, by Art Form

111.1111t.irt

Art form Occupation

Blue-Collar Homemakers Students Retired E.

Unemployed
M R (N)14 R (N) M R (N) 11 It (N)

All museums 8.5 0-45 (35) 14.5 6-26 (24) 22.0 0-57 (25) 5.0 1-21 (21)

Art museums 3.1 6-12 (16) 13.0 7-22 ( 9) 22.5 0-40 (10) 8.0 3-21 ( 9)

Other museums 16.7 4-45 (19) 15.8 6-26 (15) 20.0 10-57 (15) 3.3 1-9 (12)

All perform. arts 2.8 0-27 (34) 14.0 5-52 (51) 17.1 5-63 (51) 3.9 0-16 (40)

Ballet and dance 2.7 1-7 (10) 11.1 6-32 (10) 15.0 9-34 (10) 3.0 1-5 ( 9)

Theater 2.9 0-27 (15) 14.0 5-52 (27) 18.9 5-63 (27) 4.2 0-16 (24)

Orchestra -- -- 19.0 5-26 ( 7) 18.0 7-31 ( 7)

Opera 2.8 1-13 ( 5) 16.2 84-40 ( ()) 10.7 7-23 ( 6)

-

tio
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Except for the deviant profile of the non-art mmseum category, find-

ings were remarkably uniform for the various art forms. Among the perform-

ing arts, median professional percentages ranged from 56 percent for the

theater to 61 percent for classical music audiences. These figures are

similar to but slightly lower than Baumol and Bowen's findings (1966) on

occupation; the discrepancy is probably attributable to the presence of

a greater proportion of relatively major institutions among those whose

audiences they sampled.

One group of professionals--teachers--atheared to play a special role

in the arts audience. Teachers (including college and university faculty)

constituted 21 percent of the twenty-two arts audiences for which findings

Iiere available, with a median 18 percent for the performing arts.and 23

percent for museums. This figure was more than five times their percentage

of the e tloyed civilian work force (4.1 percent). If we assume that audi-

ences for which teacher percentages were reported are not systematically

lifferent from other audiences that reported professional percentages, then

the median percentage of professional attenders who were teachers (37.7

percent) exceeds the percentage of teachers among professionals in the

employed work force as a whole (28.2 percent in 1970) by more than a third.

Thus teachers eem to be heavy attenders among heavy attenders.

A second professional group reported as participating in arts audiences

at rates well above their share of the population was, not surprisingly,

individuals in the arts. Although artists, writers, and entertainers com-

prised only 1 percent of the employed work force in 1970, in eight audiences

for which findings were reported they accounted for a median 8.2 percent. A

6 1
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fraction of'the high ratio =ay stem from dubious sampling procedures, a

possille tendency for researchers coding handwritten occupation responses

to report artists as a separate category if they Nere particularly numer-

ous, and the temptation for some students and amateurs to report an avoca-
_

tion as an occupation.

Managerial. The managerial category in the United States census

covers a range of managers and administrators, including executives, govern-

ment officials, sales managers, school and hospital administrators, union

officials, and small businessmen. The categories used in the audience

studies included under the managerial rUbric in this analysis include execu-

tives; managers, business, and proprietors. As noted earlier, the "business"

category may include some clerical/sales employees and exclude some public

administrators. Similarly the "executive" category may exclude some pro-

prietors and low-level managers. Nonetheless, it is assumed that these

categlries are roughly equivalent.

Managerial employees were found to participate in arts audiences in

greater proportions than their share of the population, but to a lesser

extent than professionals. They c.mposed,15 percent of employed respondents

in the median of fifty-one arts audiences for which managerial percentages

vere reported, but only U. percent of the employed work force in 1975.

Their median proportion of performing-arts audiences (16 percent) yas higher

than their Share of museum visitors (9 percent and 10 percent for art and

other museums, respectively). One study wW.ch did report findings for both

the live performing arts and museums, however, found consistently higher

percentages cf "executives" in performing-arts audiences tnan in museums

t;
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63:. However, since the number of museum audiences reporting this category

is small sad the percentage range within the museum and the performing-arts

studies are high, not too much should be made of this difference.

Professional/managerial. A number of studies merged professionals

and managers into a single category. In order to use this,information, we

joined the professional and managerial categories in other studies and

pooled them with studies reporting only "professional/manageriar per-

centages. "Professional/managerial" percentages may be taken as a rough

index of the representation of individuals in high-status occupations in

the audiences surveyed.

Among employed respondents, the median bercentage of professional/man-

agerial workers in seveaty-seven arts audiences for which data were avail-

able was 69.5 percent, more than double this group's fraction of the emoloyed

work force as a whole (25.5 percent). As with professionals alone, there

was some disparity between art-museum and other museum visitors. The man-

agerial/professional percentage for art museums was 77.1 percent, even higher

than for any of the performing arts, while the percentage for other museums

was 53.2 percent, lower than for any art form. Median percentages reported

for the performing arts ranged from 69.5 percent for theater to 75.5 per-

cent for classical music.

Clerical/sales. The clerical/sales category includes, among others,

office workers, secretaries, sales clerks, advertiNdng, real estate, stock

and bond sales workerS, and telephone operators. Bowever, same schemes

specified that secretaries were included but others lid not. Residual

"wmite-collar" categories were excluded from tnis analysis except in a very

6,
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few cases wnere "white-collar" unambiguously included only c1eri a1/sa1es

employees. Since a number of occupations clas'iified as clerical/sales by

the census--for instance, bill collectors, mailmen, and teachers aides--

are somewtat anomalous, there may have been some slight attrition from this

category into business, blue-collar, or service categories in some studies.

If managers were present in numbers slightly higher than.their share of

the population, clerical and sales personnel commosed somewhat smaller

percentage of audiences than their share of the emPl yed civiliaa work force.

Their share of employed respondents in the median ar s audience (of the

forty-one for which data were available) was 15 they consti-

tute 24 Percent of the full employed civilian work force. The median for

the performdng arts (18 percent) was slightly higher then for museums (14

percent), with ranges of 8 to 33 percent and 5 to 28 percent, respectively.

Clerical/sales personnel participated most strongly in theater audiences,

with a median of 20 percent and a range of 8 to 29 percent.

Blue-collar workers. Along with the extremely high proportions of pro-

fessionals reported, the most striking finding in the studies reviewed was

the consistently low percentages of blue-collar workers in the audiences sur-

veyed relative to their share of the popula:ion. In the seventy-one audiences

for which data were available, blue-collar workers comprised a median 4 per-

cent of employed work force as a whole. That the median is even this high is

partly due to the inclusion of 19 "other museum" audiences, which reported

a much higher median blue-collar participation (17 percen4. Tle median

blue-collar share of performing-arts audiences was only 2.8 percent and

blue-collar representation among art-museum visitors waS a median 3.1 per-

cent. EXcluding visitors to museums other then art museums, the proportion

..11,71111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111.1.11111MIIMINIMMININIMIM1111.111.111111111.1.1.
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;f blue-collar workers in tnirty-four of fifty-two arts audiences for

union percentages were reported was less than one tenth of their repre-

sentation in the work force as a wnole. In only nine audiences was,it

\

as nigh as two-fifths. Among art forms, median blue=collar percentages

were remarkably consistent: 2.7 percent for ballet and dance; 2.8 percent

for opera; 2.9 percent for theater; and 3.1 percent for art museums.

Remarkably, blue-collar attendance is, if anything, probably over-

\

stated. Blue-collar workers inlude individuals in the skilled trades

(carpenters, shoemakers, television repairmen), factOry workers, laborers,

And some transtortation workers (including bus, taxi, and truck drivers

ana parking attendants). Holders of a number of other low-status jobs

(chambermaids, janitors, busboys, dishwashers, bOotbdacks, elevator opera-
/

tors, etc.) are classified in a separate "ser-ie" category. However,

information on the percentage of service emploYees was available for only

eleven of the seventy-one audiences that reported a blue-collar percentage.

(Since the'service category also contains a number of relatively high-

status workers like stewardesses, sheriffs daycare workers, and detectives,

blue-collar and service categories could not be merged.) it seems likely

that, in studies where percentages .of service workers were not reported,

individuals in the service category (1.7 to 20.0 percent of audiences

where reported, with a median of 3.7 percent) were divided between "blue-

collar" and residual white-collar categories, thus giving same upward bias

to each.

Homemakers. The median percentage of homemakers in seventy-eight audi-

ences for whicn appropriate information was available was 14. While home-



maLers were tnus szatisticalay underrepresentedthey contrised 23 percent

of the oversixteen civilian populatiom in 1975--variation among audiences

was great, raLging from 5 percent to ;:2 Percent for the audiences as,a

whole. The median percentage for the performing arts, 14 (with a range of

5 to 52), was very similar to that for all museums, 15 (range of 6 to 26).

The median percentage for art nmseums, 13, was somewhat lower than for

other museums, 16 percent, but the ranges were similar (7 to 22 percent

and 6 to 26 percent respectively). The ballet/dance audiences analyzed had

the lowest median percentage of honemakers (11) and the classical music

audiences the highest.(19), but again ranges were similar (6 to 32 and 5

to 26 respectively). Theater audiences (median percentage 14) and opera

audiences (median percentage 16) fell in between.

Students. Students participated in the arts audiences surveyed to a

high-degree, conposing 18 percent of the average of eighty audiences for

which data were available and only 6 percent of the oversixteen civilian

population as a whole. Most of the students were enrolled in college; the

only surveys reporting appreciable numbers of respondents less than sixteen

Years old were from museums other than art museums, and their median is not

much higher than that for the audiences as a whole. The high percentages

of attenders who are students is largely the result of a proclivity of

'college students to attend cultural events, but may also be a measure of

the success of cultural organizations in attracting students via special

iiscounts and other incehtives.

As with homemakers, the proportion of students varied widely from

audieace to audience, with a range of from 0 percent to 63 percent. The



madian for the performing-arts auaiences was 17, vi,th a range of from 5 to

o3 percent ,toe latter vas for an audience Di a student theatrical produc-

tion ..F127); for, museums tne median was a somuhal. higher 22 percent, with

a range from 0 percent (found in oae study of members only (#181]) to 57

cercent. Art museums reported a slightly higher student median than other

museums (23 percent and 20 percent, respectively). Among the performing
4

arts, median student percentages ranged from U. for onera....kvia;.; of
-

to 23) to 19 for theater (with a range-of 5 to 63): -tile Ltedian percentage

for classical-music audiences was 18 and for ballet and dance it uas 15.

Retired and unemployed. The median percentage of retired and unem-

ployed persons in sixty-five audiences for the arts with appropriate data

was 5 percent, as compared to 11 percent of the civilian over-sixteen ponu-

in 1975. This figure would seem to reflect the relative immobility and

often severe financial deprivation of individuals in both groups, as well

as their relatively low educational attainment. Percentages did not difc'er

greatly among art forms. Museums had a median perentage of retired/unem-

.ployed of 5, with a range of from 1 to 21. For the performing arts the

median was 4 percent, with a range of from 0 to 16. The median for ballet

and dance vas 3 and for theater 4.

:n most cases, audience Atudies whose findings were used in this

analysis presented data on both categories or on a category including both.

In SOM2 cases, percentages of retired nersons alone were included in this

analysis, since the representation of the unemnloyed, where listed separ-

ately, vas consistently minuscule. Downward bias may result from a possible

tendency for individuals uho are unemployed, underemployed, retired or semi-

retired to report their regular occupations.
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Audiences for museums and the live performing arts were

found to include substantially more individuals in high,Trestige occupa-

tions than the public at large. The two most striking findings in the

materials analyzed yere the extremely high proportions of professionals,

above all teachers, and the extraordinarily low percentages of blue-collar

workers in live performdng-arts audiences and among museum visitors. Varia-

tion among art forms was relatively ninor, with two exceptions. First,

museums reported a less heavily professional public than the live perform-

ing arts. Second, blue-collar workers composed a far higher pei-centage of

the public in non-art-museum visitor populations than in any other art form.

Several other findings are also notable. Managers were slightly overrepre-

sented relative to their share of the population in performing-arts audi-

ences but not among museum visitors. Clerical/sales personnel were statis-

tically somewhat underrepresented in audiences for all the art forms, as

were homemakers. Students were greatly overrepresented relative to their

proportion of the public at large, although their participation varied

considerably from audience to audience, and the retired and unemployed com-

posed consistently small percentages of audiences for all art forms.

1.

I.
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INCOIE

The notion that the audience for the arts is composed of an economic

elite is a familiar one. A study of the Minneapolis Symphony (#65)

iescribes the popular stereotype of the symphony audience as one of

"e=reme -wealth, snobbery, 'Our orchestra, and long gowns and white ties

and tails." While snobbery and long gowns have not yet teen quantified,

surveys have repeatedly reported ttat museum and live performing-arts

audiences have considerably higher median incomes than the population at

large. Baumol and Bowen (#8) found that the median family income of the

performing-arts audience was roughly twice as high as the median for the

total urban population, and the National Research Center of the Arts (#137)

reported that people with household incomes over 15,000 dollars attended

the arts more than twice as often as those with incomes below. 15,000

dollars.

The relative affluence of the arts audience has become an increasingly

=portant issue as arts organimations have sought government sumport, since

some observers have uarned that it is difficult to justif7 public funding

of tie arts if the audience is composed of a small and well-to-do segment

of the population. While audience income statistics May not prove parti-

cularly valuable for soliciting state banking, they may be more useful for

internal administrative considerations, such as estimating the price-sensi-
.

tivity of the present audience, the level of contributions the audience'is

capable of giving, and the participation of various income groups in the

audience. However, it must be kept in mind that althougn income may be
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associated with arts attendance, it is no: necessarily the cause of attend-

ance. High income-is also correlated with,having received a higher educa-

tion and holding professional or managerial occupations, and sore evidence

suggests that it is these latter factors rather than incone that de'.ermines

attendance. When income, education, and occupation are all taken into

account at the same time, it is found that education and occupation predict

attendance but that income does not, once education and occupation are

controlled (#115; Gruenberg, 1975). Thus, the underrepresentation of the

nonaffluent is less the result of their lower disposable income then of

their lower education and_attainment and their membership in less prestige-

-f-' cupational communities.

Income-distribution data were available on eighty-eight audiences

,for mxseums and,the live performing arts. No steps were necessary to

make the data comparable. First, virtually all studies reported income

statistics by indicating the proportions of the respondents falling in

various income ranges. For comparability, these range figures were con-

verted-to median incomes for each audience. Second, since the studies

an'alyzed wei:e conducted over a fifteen-year period, it was necessary to

convert income figures into constant income levels; accordingly, the con-

* .

sumer price index wan used to transform all medians into constant =ad-1976

dollars.

Several additional problems should be kept in mind when interpreting

these income figures. Personal income is generally regarded as sensil:ive

information, and income data solicited through auestionnaire or interview .

procedures is more prone to distortion and nonresponse than any other social

7 t.)

o



onaraoteristic oonsidered nere (tne nonresponse rate for income questions

ranged. as nigh as 29 percent). Moreover, some studies requested family

lhcome, others sought housenold income, and still others failed to specify

either ,Which in smne instances was probably interpreted as a request for

individual income). This =ay introduce same downward bias; while studies

reouesting household- and family-income data yielded nearly identical median

incp9es, surveys specifying neither obtained median incomes which were on

the average $2,591 below those eliciting household income. jo reliable

procedure was available for adjusting these differences. FinaIIY-Tmedian

real family incomes for the Population as a Whole increased considerably in

the 1960s and modestly in t#e.1970s; median family income in constant 1976

dollars vas $10,778 in 1960, $14,431 in 1970, and $14,476 in 1975. An

audience with a median family income of $14500 in 1976 dollars would be

ccnsidered relatively affluent were the study conducted in 1960 but fairly

reoresentative of the public were the survey completed in 1975. More than

two-thirds of the studies reporting income data were conducted during the

197Cs, and thus a nigure of approximately $14,000 for median family income

serves as a useful baseline for comparison with the audience-study findings.

:onsistent -;Jith the conventional belief that the performing arts draw

an upper-income audience, the median income tor seventy performing-arts

audiences was $18,983, approximately $5,000 above that of the entire public

(Table 2.6)/However, eighteen of the performing-arts surveys were con-
,

ducted by the Institute of Outdoor Drama. The outdoor dramas surveyed

most of wmich had religious or patriotic themes--tended to attract a more

diverse audience, and indeed the median-income figure for :hese studies was
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Table 2.6

Median Income
1
by Audiences, by Art Form

Art form Median
of

medians

Range of
median (m)

All museums 17,158 13,394-30,618 (18)

Art museums 18,148 14,016-30,618 (101)

History museums 16,757 13,394-29,005 ( 3)

Science museums 17,269 14,765-20,851 ( 5) I

All perform:ng arts 18.903 9,466-28,027 (70)

Ballet and dance 20,082 16,452-22,404 (10)

Theater
Excluding outdoor drama 19,342 9,469-25,784 (27)

Including outdoor drama 16,819 9,466-25,784 (45)

Orchestra 20,825 18,221-28,027 (11)

Opera 21,024 19,017-27,245 ( 5)

Median family income, U. S. population

1960 10,778

1970 14,431
1975 14,476

1
In constant mid-1976 dollars.

L.
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*No

$15-,249; :he median income for the oerforming-arts studies without the

outdoor surveys was, by contrast, $20,250. The gap cetween the population

and perfo-ming-arts-audience median incomes was somewhat less than that

observed by Baumol and Bowen (1966), probably reflecting the greater diver-

sity of audiences surveyed in the studies reviewed here. Baumol and Bowen,

for instance, did not include as many university or outdoor performances in

their study, and the lowest median incomes are consistently reported for

these types of audiences.

The performing arts studies reported median audience incomes that

ranged from $9,466 to $28,027, indicating considerable diversity in audi-

ence composition from event to event. Nonetheless, nearly all of the

assembled studies found median incomes above that of the general popula-

tion. Excluding the ei\ghteen outdoor-drama surveys, only three of twenty-

seven theater-audience
o
studies resorted median incomes below that of the

sublic at large, and all three of these were of university-theater pro-_

iuctions. No study of the other performing-art forms yielded median incomes

below that of the general population; the minimum median incomes reported

for ballet, orchestral music, and opera were anproximately $2,000, $4,000,

and $5,000 higher than tbe population median. If outdoor-drama studies are

excluded, the major perfor:ming-art forms appear to &raw markedly similar

audiences; the the er me an is $19,342 and the opera median is $21,024,

with 'ballet and orcstl mmsic in between.

As has been previously observed in the case of both education and

occupation, museums attract a somewtslt more representative cross-section

of the American public. The eighteen museum studies reporting income



ylelded a median income figure cf $17,158, several thousand dollars below

the performingarts average though still also several thousand dollars

above the general population figure. (Only a single museum study found a

median income below that of the general public.) Among the many factors

that may account for this difference are the generally lo-wer admissions

charged by museums and the greater appeal of museums for students and young

people. Though relatively few studies are available on the separate museum

types, as in the cases of occupation and education, art museums were found

to dray a somelinat more affluent caientele than science or history museums.

btAr
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RACE An ETHNIC=

:he relative paucity of Blacks and other racial and ethnic minorities

in arts audiences has been commented on frequently and, indeed, has been a

matter of some concern to the arts community. In 1972, the American Assoc-

iation of Museums called attention to the problem of making museums relevant

and hospitable to inner-city and minority people, noting that,the movements

of the middle class to the suburbs and of Blacks, Mexican-Americans, and

Puerto Ricans to the core city "have left the museum, an urban institution,

to scme extent a beached whale...." (American Association of Museums, 1972:

6;. Museums have not been alone Ln recognizing this dilemma Recently, the,

Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts formed a special committee to find

'out why so few of Washington's many Black residents were attending the

Center's'events.

Minorities were, indeed, underrepresented in most of the relatively

few audiences for which data on race were acquired. While Blacks consti-

tuted 12.3 percent of the total urban population in 1970, they represented

a median 3 percent of the fifteen arts audiences for which data were avail-

able. Minorities--Blacks, Orientals, and persons of Spanish origin--accounted

for a median 7 percent of the 35 audiences for which figures were reported,

as opposed to over 20 percent of the population as a whole. In a number of

studies outside the west coast and southwest, individuals of Spanish origin

were not separated from the white population, thus de:Pressing the minority

total. We surmise, however, from the few studied in these areas that did

1\1



count Hispanic people separately, that tney generally account for a smal \

percentage of :he audience'and that their exclusion depresses the minority

median by no more than 1 percent. The median minority percentage for thir-

teen audiences for the performing arts vas 7, and for 11 sets of art-museum

visitors it Uas 7 as well. As uith other socioeconomic d4rvmsions, visitor

populations of museums other than art museums were more inclusivefor

eleven sets of visitors to such museums the medi n minority percentage is 11.

Such overall figures should be interprete cautiously because of

the sma,1 number of audiences studied, varia ion in the definition of

minority and, above all, the large variati n in the proportion of members

of different minority groups in different locales. The set of studies

revieved here, for example, contains data from Washington, D.C., where.

Blacks composed 24.6 percent of the population in 1970 and from Washing-

ton State, uhere only Just over one in fifty persons was Black. SimilarlY,

persons of Spanish origin represent a substantial portion of the populations

of Los Angeles and lieu York City (15.0 and 11.1 percent, respectively), but

are a much less significant presence in such places as Boston or Montgomery,

Alabama. For this reason, selected comparisons are useful.

In fourteen audiences for which there were data on Black attenders and

comparable census data, Blacks were underrepresented relative to their

numbers in the local population in thirteen, by ratios of up to eighteen-

to-one. Tn five studies of museums in the San Francisco area, where Blacks

composed 10:6 percent of the metropolitan poloulation in 1970, the highest

Black proportion was only 3 percent (#111, #193, #194, #195, #265). In two

New York City audiences (#94 and #203), Blacks represented 3 and 4 percent

:f attenders, in contrast to over 16 percent of the metropolitan population.
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two studies f t:endance at two of :he Emithsonian museums 00110 and

42c5, visitors were 9 and 5 percent Black. (The Washington metropolitan

area is 24.o percent Black.) Eats cn audiences in the South differed little

from other sections of the country. I= joffrey Ballet audiences in three

southern cities, Blacks were underrepresented in audiences by ratios of

from three-to-one to thirteen-to-one (#38), relative to their share of

local metropolitan populations. "Nonwhites" (presumably almost_alI"Blacks)

composed a rather sizeable 19 percent of visitors to a Montgomery, Alabama7

art museum; but the metropolitan Black pop..lation.in that area is 34.4 per-

cent. Only among summer visitors of a Bost-on art ,...dseum (#17) were Blacks

represented in proportion to their number in the metropolitan ponUlation at

large. Finally, nonwhites constituted a relativelk high 16 per;cent of New

York City theatergoers ia one study (#73).

it should be noted that for many institutions a large portion of the

visitor population consists of tourists from outside the relevant SMSA.

Out-of-town visizors have been found to compose between 22 and 30 percent

visitors to the Metropolitan Museum in New York (#3; #16); between 12

and 55 percent of visitors to New York's Whitney Museum and the Museum of

Modern Art; and between 2 and 10 percent of visitors to museums in Newark

and Brooklyn (#16). (These figures vary by day of week.) Percentages of

out-of-SMSA visitors to Baltimore museums and performing-arts institutions-

range from 2 to 14 percent (Cwi and Lyall, 1977). A strict comparison

would have to take these figures into account.



Individuals of Spanish origin appear to have similarly lov participa-'

tion rates, although here the pattern is less clear. They ranged.from 0.8

to 3.2 percent of four sets of San Francisco museum visit7s, While they

constitute 7.4 percent of the metropolitan population. On y 8 percent of

the Sam Antonio Joffrey audience (#138) and 5 percent of American Museum of

Natural History visitors (#203) yere folind to be Spanish-speaking, but 37.5

and 11.1 .parcent of San Antonio dad Nev York City residents, respectively,

yezt of Sapnish origin in 1970. The most anomalous findings on Hispanic

attendance at the arts appeared in a survey of performdng-arts attenders

and museum visitors in Washington State (#63), yhere Spanish-speaking

people,composed .-rom 5 percent of dance audiences to 12 percent of history-

museum visitors, even though less than 2 percent of the state's population

's of Spanish origin. If ue assume that the findings are not the result

of unique methodological aspects of the study, the high rate of Hispanic

arts attendance in Wasbington State is remarkable indeed and deserves

fur.:her study.

Information about minority attendance habits can tlso be gleaned

from six cross-sectional studies undertaken bythe National Research

Center of the Arts. These surveystwo national, one of New York State,

one of CalifOrnia, one of Winston-Salem, North Carolina, and ane of the

Nev York Borough of Queens--asked respondents if they had attended each of

1\- several kinds of arts performances and museums in the Previous twelve

months. Relative responses of whites and nonvhites varied *widely from

place to place and time to time. In Nev York State, virtually equal per-

centages f whites and nonwhites reported attendance in every category

5.)
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except "concert or opera," in which wnites held a 36 to 23 percent advan-

tage (#39). In queens, slightly higher percentages of whites attended

tteater and classizal-music performances, but slightly more nonwhites

attended dance (#190). In Winston-Salem a higher percentage of whites

tban nonwhites reported attending all the performi4 arts (#201). In

California, reported white attendance was higher than Black and Spanish-

speaking reported attendance for theater, classical music, art museums,

and science and natural history museums, but a substantially higher per-

0

centage of Blacks reported attendance at dance events. Spanish-speaking

respondents indicated less attendance than Black or non-SIDanish-speaking

whites at all the performing arts, but reported attending museums more

than Blacks (#42). Consistent with the California results, a cross-sec-

tional survey of Amarillo residents' attitudes found Black respondents relatively

=ore enthusiastic about classical music and Hispanic respondents relatively more

strongly preferring the visual arts to theater, classical mtsic, or

dance. The two national surveys are ratter perplexing for al*hough the

second was a replication of the first wad fOund rather st=ilar ates of

attencance among whites, attendance by nonwtdtes Was sharply lower in the

second. The first survey, undertaken in 1973, showed roughly equal attend-

ance at all the arts except for theater, where more whites reported attend-

ance, and dance, where greater attendance was reported by nonwhites (#7).

the1975 replication, however, *white reported attendance Substantially

exceeded nonwhite in every category, with nonwhite reported attendance

dropping nram 48 to 18 percent for science and natural history museu=s,

from 50 to 24 percent for art museums, and from 44 to 23.percent for

theater (71371.
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Although most of tle cross-sections/ surveys do showreiatively cmall

disparities,between the attendance behavior of whites and minorities, their

findings must be interpreted cautiously. Information based on people's

recollection is obviously considerably less reliable than information obtained

from people at actual arts events, and cross-sectional study respondents nay

often define attendance in idiosyncratic ways. The results of these and

other differences can be seen when the findings of a cross-sectional study

of New York State residents is compared with the results of a statewide New

York survey of individuals actually attending arts performances. AlthoLzh

nonwhites reoorted slightly higher attendance rates than whites for theater,

belle* and dance, and museums in the cross-sectional survey, nonwhites

were consistently underrepresented in the actual audiences. This under-

representation may reflect greater overreporting by nonwhite respondents;

peculiarities of sampling; disproportionate attendance bynonwhites at

events excluded from the actual audience surveys; a tendency for many

whites to attend very freouently while many nonwhites attend only once or

twice a year; or some combination of the above.

While the existing data does not permit a definitive assessment--for

example, no Surveys of museums or performing-arts companies appealing pre-

dominantly to minority-group members were available--it seems likely that

Blacks and other minorities are generally underrepresented in performing-

arts audiences and among museum visitors, relative to their share of the

population. Since a higher percentage of minorities than whites are very

young, poor, without college educations, and/or employed in blue-collar or

service occupationsall categories with disproportionately low participa-

tion' in arts audiences--this is not in itself surprising. In 1975, 314./1
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-^0^c of the Black Population, and only 26.1 oev.cent of the wnite nonu-

lation, wus,under the age of sixteen. The median income for white families

In 1975 was $14,268, =amazed to a median of S8,779 for Black families.

63.2 percent of Black civilian emmioyed persons were blue-

collar or service workers, as compared to 44.3 nercent for whites. And

the average Black Peron twenty-five years of age or older had completed

10.9 years of schooling, compared tb a white median of Z24 Although

existing data do not permit an assessment, itlis likely that Poverty and

lack of education, rather than cultural factors or racial exclusion, are

responsible for the low level of minority arts attendance. Only one audi-

ence or visitor study (#193) reported educational attaimment by race. This

study found that the percentage of Black visitors who were college gra-

duates was even higher (by a few Percentage points) than the comparable

figure for white college-graduate visitors. Where data permits, further

analysis should be performed to,assess attendance rates by whites, Blacks,

and Hispanic persons of equal educational attainment and comparable occupa-

tional tad income levels.



SUMNARY

The studies in our sample indicate consistently that the audience for

tq arts is more well-educated, of higher occumational status and higher

inoome than the population as a vhoie. Only one study- out of 97 found that

the proportionof the audience with a college education was lover than the

population,at large. Every one of the 65 udi.es vhich reported occupation

found that the aLdience was commosed of a substantially greater proportion

of profestionals than the general population and only four of 76 studies

found that_the median income of the audience_was lover,then the median income

of the population at large.

Although vomen were somewhat overrepresented in the arts audience, the

gender ratio varied extensively and one quarter of the performing arts audi-

ences,in our sample and two-fifths of the museum-visitor populations vere

composed of more =en than women. The median age of the arts audiencewas

close to the median age of the poptaLi-otr-a-clr-ge but varied widely from

audience to autience. The few studies which examined the racial or ethnic

composftion of audiences indicate that minorities were present in propor-

tions smaller than their share of relevant metropolitan Populations.

All of the variables'studied shoved considerable variation frOm audi-

ence to audience, Sone of this variation can be attributed to the differ-

ing methodologies; response Categories, methods of sampling and presentation

of results varied considerably from stviy to study. Some of the variation

=ay stem from changes le..thin an audience. Certain characteristics of audi-

ences vere found to vary by season, time of performance (day of veek, time



of. day, etc.\ and the particular content of the performance or exhibit.

..2-ne final source of variation is that the composition of the audience

appears to differ slightly for different art forms.

Museum-visitor populations were somewhat more representative of the

American public than were the performing-arts audiences surveyed. The

museUm surveys found qmaller proportions of professionals and the well-

educated had lo,Aer median incomes than did studies of performi.g-arts audi-

ences. Some of the differences found between the museum-visitor popula-

tion and performing-arts audiences may be attributable to the lower median

age of the mtiseum visitor. There were some differences betueen the visitors

to the various kinds cf museums. Tha art ,,useum visitor population was

better educated, wealthier, older and composed of more professionals than

visitors to history, science, or other museums. Among :he performing arts,

theater audiences were somel4hat less well-educar,ed, less wealthy and com-

posed of .a smaller proportion of profession9.is than audiences for the other

performin-wet foras.

(1 .



NAL ISSUES :N AUDIENCE RESEARCH

The profile of the audience presented above leaves several questions

unaddressed. In.this section we will attempt to disce= changes in the

camposition of arts audiences over tine tp determine if the "reach" of

museums and the live performing arts has became broader, narrower, or

rmained the same. We shall also explore the differences between freauent

attenders and infrequent attenders and evaluate the evidence on audience

overlap among art forms. To what extent does each art form have its own

devoted following and to what extent is it correct to speak c.f one "arts

audience"? Finally, we will examine two important genres of audience

research that do not deal with demographic conoosition. We will,

assess studies of the economic impact of spending by arts audiences en

local economies and, second, examine the findings of surveys of public

attitudes towards government subventionE to the arts.

5 3
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THE ARTS AUDIENCE OVER TIME

Since the 1960s, individuals concerned with the arts have lamented

the relative narrowness of arts audiences in the United States and have

stressed the importance of attracting a broader public. The social com-

position of the audience can influence the type of art produced and the

financial viability of an institution. And it has been argued that the

arts can enrich the quality off American life and should be available to

all sectors ofdthe public. Many art organizations have attempted over the

past fifteen years to broaden their audienc_.e, and some have met with success.

But many have not, and others-have made no effort.

To examine whether the American audiences for live performing arts have

been progressively democratized over the nast seventeen years, we have evalua-

ted overall trends in five major indicators of audience composition--gender,

age, education, occupation, and income. Since we review few studies completed

during certain years over this period, particularly during the 1960s, the

surveys in many instances have been grouped together for a several year span

to provide a more stable estimate of aurlince compositi'n. Studies have been

grouped so that at least six audience studies are included within each time
;

period (-with the exception of one period for the data on education). Futher-

more, because of the relatively small number of =scum studies available

for same of the periods, the analysis is limited to performing arts studies

only. It sbould be cautioned that the pre-1965 studies include a number

conducted by Baumol and Bowen (between eight and thirteen, depending on

the social characteristic). As we have already noted, these studies

yielded social profiles that were significantly more elite than those
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found oy most otner audience surveys. Since relatively few other early

studies are available, these surveys dominate the mid- and early 1960s

audience composition figures, and this should be kept in mind in examining

trends based on this period.

Gender. The proportion of men in the merforming-arts audience evidences

little change over time, though there is a slight drop in recent years .

(Table 2.7). Excluding the earliest period examined (pre-1966), the

median percentages of men in the five successive periods between 1566 and

1976 arn 46, 42, 45, 37, and 39. Ho.T.mver, in all periods excebt one

(1974-1975) the percentage of men varies from tle low 30s to the low 50s,

indicating that there is far more variation in gender composition from

event to event than between time periods.

Age. There is no indication of any trend toward younger audiences. The

median ages of audiences in six successivetperiods since 1967 are 36, 41,

30, 36, 38, and 33. Within the time periods the median ages reported by

studies ranged by 8 to 24 years.

Education. The proportion of the performing arts audience with at least

a college education evidences no decline over tine. The fourteen studies

in the earliest time period examined (1960-1966) report a median figure

of 72 percent for the college educated, the fifteen studies of the follo,k-

ing period (1967-1972) indicate a median percentage of 47, and the surveys

conducted in the four one-year periods since then report median percentages

of 63, 67, 57, and 65. While the education level appears to fluctuate co -

siderably between the first three time periods, much if not most of the

change reflects special features of the studies camducted during these

periods. Thirteen of fourteen pre-1567 studies were executed by Baumol
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Table 2.7

Time Trends in the Gender, Age, Edlication, Occupation

and Income Composition of Performing Arts Audiences

Social character and time period Median Range of
median

(N)

Gender: percent men

1960-65
1966-69

1970-71
1972-73
1974-75

1976

56

46
42

45

37

39

45-58
32-54
36-51
33-54
35-43
34-54

(10)

( 7)

(11)

(11)

( 9)

(13)

Age: median age

1960-67 37 33-45 ( 9)

1968-70 36 24-46 ( 6)

1971-72 41 34-42 ( 8)

1973 30 21-35 (11)

1974 36 22-43 ( 8)

1975 38 29-48 (12)

1976 33 21-45 (18)

Education: percent with
college degree or more

1960-66 72 61-86 (14)

1967-72 47 21-66 (15)

1973 63 55-65 ( 6)

1974 67 54-74 ( 4)

1975 57 48-65 ( 7)

1976 65 34-76 (13)

Occupation:

percent professional/technical
1960-69 65 48-80 (11)

1970-74 57 50-63 (10)

1975-76

percent blue-chllar worker
1960-69

59

2.4

24-73

1-5

(20)

( 8)

1970-74 2.8 G-5 (14)

1975-76 3.0 1-7 (11)

Income: 1976 dollars
1960-67 23,407 19,342-28,027 (11)

1967-70 19,017 16,819-25,229 (10)

1971-73 19,684 9,466-27,245 (12)

1974-75 18,983 15.292-23,202 ( 7)

1976 20,004 14,003-21 004 (11)
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and Bowen, while seven of fifteen studies during the 1967-1972 period

were conducted on audiences of university productions. (None of the post-

1972 studies were of campus audieiices.)

Occuoation. Using two indices of the occupational composition ofper-

forming arts audiences--the percentages of professional/technical workers

and blue-collar workers,it is evident that little change has occurred

over the past seventeen years. Professionals and managers constituted

65 percent of the audience in the 1960s, 57 percent during the 1970-1974

period, and 59 percent in 1975-1976; the blue-collar shares of the audi-

ence were 2.4, 2.8, and 3.0 percent, respectively.

.hcome. Income trends mirror those reported for the other social indica-

tors. The. median of the =edian audience income for the.1967-1970 period

was $19,017 (in constant =id-1976 dollars). For the three following periods

the median income stood at $19,684, $18,983, and $20,004, respectively.

The average income for 1960-1967 was recorded at $23,407, but again this

is almost entirely based on the Baumol and Bowen surveys of prominent per-

forming arts audiences. It is again notable that the median incomes reported

for audience studies conducted within a time period vary far more than do

the averages between the periods.

Our data do not reveal any striking changes in the composition of the

audience over the past one and one-half decades. It should be cautioned,

however, that the heterogeneity of the audience studies evaluated here

may have concealed various subtler trends. For example, if audiences for

one art form were becoming increasingly cale while audiences for another

were including gree.er percentages of women, such a change would not be
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iiscernaole in our data. Similarly, if theater audiences in ma:;or

cities were becoming more diverse, while theater audiences in smaller

cities and suburbs were becoming less so, no change would be absented.

Moreover, any changes ia the.audience of particular organizations or

sectors would not be reflected in the aggregate figures .we have consi-

dered. It is possible, for instance, that the audience for professional

dance companies--or any other art form--is undergoing a significant

broadening while the audience for certain other arts forms is remaining

stable or even narrouing. Another way to e-mmine tine trends, and one

which elininates nroblems emanating from the aggregation of studies of

diverse institutions, is to compare studies of the same arts organization

which have been conducted at different times. In twenty-nine cases we

have multiple studies of an organization's audience. Houever, the research

methodologies were usually so different between the studies that meaningful

comparison could be made in very few instances. One would expect some

change in research design fram one study to the next, but the idea of

obtaining comparable time-series data does not yet apnear to have taken

hold in the arts. The high turnover in arts managers in many institutions

may partly account for this, as may the ad hoc nature of most audience

research studies.

9 -f
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AUDIENCE STRUCTURE

In most audience studies, little attention is directed at a critical

difference between audience members: ame veterans of =any performances

or visits, vhile others rarely visit aloia still others are in the audience

for the first time. (Same are also the e for the last time.) A national

cross-sectional survey in 1975 reports tbat 47 percent of the public:had

attended at least one theater, classical music, or dance performance during

:he previous twelve months; 52 percent had visited-apuseum. Of these per-
\

forming-erts consumers, 62 percent had made one to five visits, while 38

percent had gone even more often; of the 4.seum visitors, 58 nercent fre-

quented the museums five times or fever, while 42 nercent had visited more

frequently (#3.37). Most audiences dontain 4 mixture of regular and irre-

gular arts consumers. For some Purposes relative proportions are of

\.
no special significance, but for other Purposes there are important imnli-

cations.

Growing total attendance can reflect anoincrease in the number of

individuals dravn to the arts, an increase in\the frequency of visits, or

both. One organization experienced in audienCe research (Arts Developnent

Associates) distinguishes between the "rej3c1!" and "frequency" of an audi-

ence. Reach describes the percentage of a comMunity vhich attend an arts

institution at least once during a one-year period, while frequency is the

average number of visits made by attenders during the year (Morison and

Fliehr, 1974), The ratio of audience reach to frequency can vary consider-

ably fro= audience to audience. For instance, in one study of a perk and

I ra.1.

r

4.



a :heater In the park, i: was found that :he r.s.ark's :each was 6.0 percent

:6 percent of the arearesidents had visited the park during the past

year), while the theater's reach was only.2.5 mercent (113). On tle

other hand, the frequency of the park-goer was 4.4 (of those ever attend-

ing during the-previous year, each averaged a little mmre than four visits),

but the frequency for the theater-,patron was 5.4. In other words, the

theater attracted a smaller number of individuals than the park, but it

was a more committed clientele.

Reach is a good measure of an organization's breadth of appeal, while

frequency signifies the extent to which the organization has cultivated a

regular constituency. Though outreach programs are usually aimed at increas-

ing the former, some may,actually be largely affecting the latter. For

exammle, one art museum develomed a special exhibit designed, in part, to

broaden the museum's ampeal. However, a visitor study revealed that although

attendance did significantly increase during the exhibit, much of the expan-

sion was due-to the return of regular visitors rather than the appearance

of new first-time visitors (#1.35).

Studies involving more than a single type of arts organization typically

reveal that frequent attenders of one type of institution also tend to be

frequent attehders of other institutions. For example, an analysis of

cultural consumers in California reveals that of infrequent museum visitors

(0ne to five visits during the previous year), 47 percent had not attended

,

a thLtter, classical music, or aance performance over the previous year

and only 19 percent attended more'than :ive times. By contrast, of frequent

museum visitors (more than five times per year), only 24 percent had never



attended one of these performing arts and,47 percent had gone to more than

five performances over the year (#42). There is even some evidence that

,

frequent arts attenders tend to participate .vDre heavily than infrequent

arts consumers in all leisure pursuits, such as sporting events, movies,
\

the circus, and creative activities (Ps 7, 39, 42, 190, 203). The habits

of attenders of one art form differ from those of other audience groups.

One study found', for instance, that 63 percent of respondents had
1

been to the the ter during a twelve-month period had attendesi no oth

\
pe,-forning-arts event. By contrast, only 36 percent of.synphony-goers,

-

25 percent of,opera attenders, and 20.percent of billet consumers had

failed to attend at least one other type of Performing-arts event in the

past year (#115). There are various ways of measuring audience overlap,

but however approached, the results tend to indicate that theater audiences

are the least integrated with.those of the other performing arts (rs 8,

115). Also, there is same evidence that somewhat different groups frequent

performing-arts events and museUms (#42).

Despite some internal differences amOng attenders, the evidence none-

theless suggests that one major dimension differentiating the arts audience

is a center-periphery continuum. At one end are those who frequently attend

a variety of arts events, and at the other end are those who only occasion-

ally sample a single event. Research in cates that .aose near the center

constitute active arts social circles; fri ndship and acquaintanceships are

formed around a shared interest in the arts, cultural events are central

toiiics of informal discussion and exchange, and there is the expectation

that attendance at, and knowiedgeability of, the arts is high. Saveral

9 *i
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studies rebort that frequent attenders are more likelytban infrecuent

visitors to hear about arts events throUgh their social networks, to dis

oromortionately count cultural consumers among their friends and to- .

indicate that arts attendance is fashionable in their social milieu (Ps

T, 42, 64, 93).

The center of the arts audience is also distinguished from the.periphery

by its social character. Sixteen audience studies in our possession examined

17L.

the relationship between frequency of attendance and education, and all six
.

teen found that regular visitors are more highly educated than irregular

visitors for both museums and the performing arts. A crosssectional Ttudy

of Californians, for example, found that of those who had not visited a

'muSeum during the past year, 7 percent held a\college degree or more; of

the infrequent museum visitors (one to five times), 18 percent were college

educated; and of the frequent visitors (more thaa five times), 31 percent

held c011ege degrees. Tbe corresponding figlires for the performing arts

are 7, 18, and 43 percent, respectively (#42).

Those at the center of the arts audience also tend to have higher

incomes than those at the periphery, though the evidence here is less clear

cut than for educatiOn. Thirteen of seventeen studies with relevant data

report higher incomes for frequent attenders than for infrequent attenders,

114-

but one study revealed no difference and three indicated the reverse. In

all three of the latter caseS, the audiences were for ballet or dance. For

example; a Ttudythat included ballet audiences in 'New York State found thai

median income for frequent attenders was $19,000, as =pared to $19,400

for infrequent attenders (#73).
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There is some evidence that income may have a stronger relationship

with frequency of attendance for the performing arts then for museums.

In one cross-section:DJ:study, for example, the income gap between frequent

and infrequent attenders is $2;900 for the performing arts but only $800

for museums (#42. Although museum admission charges are usually either

cheaper than performing-arts tickets'or nonexistent, lie suspect this,

explains little of the difference in attendeebackground. First, 'studies

of visitors to museums before and after the institution of an admissions

charge (Cameron and Abbey. 1962) or comparing "free" periods to times

,when admissions fees are chirged (#17) have found little variation.

Second, although same professional sports, rock concerts, and discotheques

inigiose admissions fees comparable to tip+ for the performing arts, such

events, it would seem, often attract a considerably less "upscale" audi-

ence.
,..

Th4.fe was no decisive pattern for the gender and age composition of

freque t versus infrequent visitors. Four studies indicated that frequent

attenders ha& a higher proportion of nen, six studies reported a lower

proportion of men, and two studies found no difference. Similarly, six

studies concluded that frequent attenders were older than infrequent viistors,

three found the opposite, and two reported no age difference.

Since frequent attenders are more likely to be present in an audience

for a specific performance or to be museum visitors on any given day, most

audience studies are, strictly speaking, studies of those present rather

than of visitors. As we have seen, regular arts consuners are generally

more highly educated and somewhat wealthier than irregular consumers, and

9J
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thus sociaLcompositional statistics based on those present in par/icular

audiences will tend to reveal a somewhat more affluent profile than if the

statistics were based on all those who ever participate in arts audiences.



ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL IMPACT

Tie precarious financial condition faced by many arts organizations
-

and the growth of government interest in the arts have led to an intensi-

fied search for ways of justifying public suppori for these private insti-

tutions. Increasingly, audience research has provided the faCtual platform

.upon which public rationales for state Support of the arts have been erected.

Audience surveys may prove of practical value for promoting public

support in several ways. Social profiles can be used to demonstrate that

a broad cross-sectiai of the public is being reached by an arts organ-
,

ization and that therefore, by imolication, the organization is performing

a valuable quasi-public servica. Another app3,ication of audience research t-

to the aOquisition of public backing is in tae identification of secondary

[-
economic benefits of arts institutions for the local community. A third

practital use is in demonstrating the educational value of exhibits and
1.2

performances for attenders, thereby shoving that the arts serve the tra-

ditionally publicly fumded function of public education. Finally, atti- (

tude surveys of cross-sections of the public can be used to document wide-

spread support for the arts', thus politically legitimating arts spending t-

by funding agenciis and legislative bOdies.
---

While social profiles have been acquired in viftually all audience

studies, fest have examined the arts secondary economic impact or public

aypeal.- The following assessment of the findings of studies which do treat

these issues, therefore, rests on a more tenuous base than our assessment of

the far more extensively researched social-profile questions.
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2ccnomic impact. Studies of the local economic impact of the arts

have not solely relied on audience survey methodologied. The direct and'

indirect consecuences of an arts organization's payroll and purchases have

been examined; efforts have been made to identify the largely uncompensated

contributions of arts organizations to schools mad other local institutions;-
and the effect6 of cultural resources on individual business firm decisions

to locate in a commnity have been considered (see, for instance, #139; Arts,

2ducation and 'Americans Paahl, 1977).

Audience research is particularly well suited for answering still other

types of economic impact questions: Are art institutions an important con-

sideration in the decision of nonresidents to visit a city? Hoy large are

the non-arts expendituvas during a visit to an arts institution? What sec-

---tors typically benefit from the infusion of the asSociated expenditures?

Nine audience studies in our possession, all except one conducted in

the mid-19I0s, addressed one or more of these issues. One study was based

on a surveY of a Boston commercial theater audience (#4); a second was a

survey of New York commercial theater audiences (#37); another involved a

study of visitors to the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art (#3); a fourth

consisted of a survey of fourteen audiences of nonprofit performing arts

events in Wisconsin (#29); a fifth and sixth were of performing arts and

museum visitors in'New York State (#73) and Washington State (#63); the

seventh was based on i. survey bt-vititors to seven major-Chicago nmseums

(#11); and two were surveys of audiences for a ballet company (#94, #138).

An'effective methodology has not yet been developed for isolating the

capacity of specific cultural institutions for drawing visitors to a com-
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munity. As a result, these studies have relied on a technique which

yields suggestive but not definitive information on this matter: art

organization visitors are simply asked whether the presence of the insti-

tution vas a major factor in their decision to visit the city. Thus, among

the nonresident visitors to the Metropolitan Museum of Art.(nonresidents

comprised half of all visitors), four-fifths reported that they had planned

to see the museum Prior to their arrival in New York City. And of these,

24) Del-Cent indicated that their intention to see,the museum vas "a fairly

important" reason for the trip and 58 percent affirmed that the visit was

Ha major" reason behind the trip. Comparable levels of luseum drawing

power were found in the Chicago study. Nonresidents were adked: "Was a

visit to the MUseUm or muteuds-an-imPortant reason for your trip td the

city?" Nearly 50 percent indicated it was the "main reason," and 85 per-

cent attributed atleast some importance to the seven museums in stimu-

lating their travel plans. The nudber of city visitors 'Who would not have

come were the museums unavailable cannot be fixed with any precision using

these figures, but it is clear that a substantial proportion are attracted°

to the city largely as "cultural tourists." Sinee cultural consumers tend

to be highly affluent, the arts nay be particularly effective in attracting

those who are most likely to,smake substantial personal expenditures during

their visit to the metropolitan area.

The visitors' expenditures on non-arts goods and services varied con-

siderably. Patrons of the Boston theater spent $6.40 on the average; $5.00

to $14..00 -were spent by persons attending ballet performances in several

cities; New York State residents paid an average $7.80 fOr activities assoc-

1.03
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iated with attendance of an arts event utile nonresidents paid $14.30 on the
,

average: Washington residents spent $6.70 on the average in conjunction uith

attendance at a performing arts event; Wisconsin performing arts audiences

paid $1.90 Der person in attending one of fOurteen surveyed events but

spent $15.80 in attending another; nonresident visitors to Chicago museums

spent $16.00 on.the average; and out-of-town visitors to,the Metropolitan

Museum of Art iypically disposed of $85.00 (a'median figure). If these

amounts are used to estimate total annual espenditures, the direct aggre-;

gate impact on the local economy is considerable. In, Boston, visitors of

the single theater alone contributed $3.9 million to the local non-arts

economy during one poor season aad $6.6 million during another season when

attendance rates were higher (nonresidents.uere not distinguished from resi-

dents in this study, so only a fraction of theSe totals represent the infu-

zion of outside capital). In Chicago, visitors of the seven museums contri-
/

buted $76.5 million to the economy, and those passing through the single

'Jew York museum were responsible for approximately $187 million in expendi-

tures annrAlly. These figures only represent direct outlays, and there are

additional indirect economic benefits as tlie money changes hands several

additional times before entering savings or tax accounts. A multiplier of

tun is often used to estimate the recycling effects, and thus the combined

direct and indirect economic impact may be as much as double the above fiyg.ures.

,Not surprisingly, vir:tually all of the'spending is concentrated in I?

the usual tourist industries of restaurdnts, retail stores, lodging, and '

transportation; the resmective percentages of the total museum-related

expenditures in the Chicago study, for instance, are 29, 27, 21, and 9.

Thus, it is evident that certain sectors of the local economy benefit con-
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siderahly from purchaset by cultural tourists. It remains to be demonstrated

that the whole economy, the municipal government, and the local public also

benefit from this sectoral economic impact. Neither has it been shoun that

the tenefits-Butweigh any additional tax burden borne by local residents

resulting from government underwriting cif art-organization deficits. Nor

has it been demonstrated that most of the money spent on activities associated

yith attending arts events would not have been spent in tile absence of sUch

events. Another important issue not yet addressed empirically is the local

economic impact of public sponsorship of the arts relative to government

investment in other areas or institutions.

Political impact. Although the economic benefits of goverant sub-

/

sidization of the arts have not yet been decitively demonstrated, it

apoears nonetheless that public support for goverament intervention is

already widespread. This conclusion emerges from ten studies we tnye

assembled which acquired information on public attitudes toward govern-

.ment underwriting of the arts. Eight of the studies are cross-seCtional

surveyt of the public (including two national studies), and the other two

are of-performing arts and museum visitors in two states. Nine of the

studies have been conducted since 1973, aad the tenth was executed in 1970.

Seven of the inquiries yere carried out by,a single organization--the

,National Research Center of the Arts (#'s t, 42, 63, 73, 93, 337, and 201;

the others are 4's 62, 66, and 167).

Within certain regions of America, majorities or near majorities endorse

the general principle that the government should help finance cultural organi-

zations that are running, deficits, 'with local intervention clearly preferred

over federal involvement. Among California residents, for instance, 49 per-

cent subscribe to the position.that the federal government "shou2d help arts



and cultural organizations in the area if they need financial support%

60 percent endorse state government backing in this.circumstance, and 63

parcent back local governnent intervtntion (142). Comparable patterns are

recorded 'fôr the Winston-Salem (North Carolina) (#201) and Anchorage (Alaskal

(#93) regions: the percentages Supporting federal, state, and local govern-
.

-ment financing are 49, 60, and 64 in the former region and 47, 69, and 74

in the latter. In Boston, more than half (57 percent) of the city's resi7

dents favored expansion of a city-soonsored cultural program from a summer

season to year-round basis (162). And in'Salt Lake City, a majority of the

\

public (58 percent) would ..irge a greater allocation of the municipal budget

to cultural events (#166).

Yet the apparently high levels of public support in these regions may

be an artifact of the question-sensitive nature of this issue (though con-

ceivably there could be regional pockets hf high support for governnent

involvement). Wben\a national sample of the American public was asked in

1973 whether "culturai\organizatiaas (should] have to pay their oun way,

or should. . . be able to receive direct government funds to help support

them," only 38 percent adopted the latter position, while 34 percent indi-

cated that cultural organiiations should rely on their own means and 28

percent reported that it depended on the circumstances or were undecided

-

(#76). EVen gr6ater akepticiain is evident when the issue is government

support for artists rather than cultural organizations. Only 31 percent of

the California public agreed that "professional artists should receive help

from (the] California state govermment if they-need financial assistance to

continue their artistic professions" (#42), and in 1975 only 29 percent of

the American public endorsed federal support for needy artists (31 percent

uu
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endorsed support by state or local government) (#137).

Z
The level.-of pUblic support for intervention varies widely according to

the specific tYpe of cultural organization involved, wi.th museums faring.far

better than specific kinds of performing-arts organizations. Thus, while 38

1

percent f the general public in a 1973 strvey agreed with the principle

that "cultural'organizations such as mwseums and symphony orchestras" should

be eligible for government underwriting, far qmAller proportions urged such

eligibility for specific killds of performing-arts organizations. Only 11

percent of the pUblic would like to see opera-receive public funds; the per-

centages for commercial thea.er, nonprofit theater, ballet and dance,_and

synphonyorchestras stood at 'only 5, 12,, 11, and 16, respectively. Government

aubsidization for museums, by;contrast, drew far greater support. The per-

,
1

centages endorsing government lupport for art, science, iand history smseums

were 41, 55, and 57, respectively (#7). There is some 4dication that the .

level of support has grown inxrecent years as government spending an,behalf

of cultural organizations has itself expanded. In a 1975 survey of the ,

general American public, the percentages accepting the idea of local govern-

ment support for opera had increased to 33,..and for theater, ballet and

dance, and sympbony orchestras the percentages had grown to 38, 33, and 37

percent. Similarly, support for art, science, and history museums Was now

supported by 46, 64, and 64 percent of the public, Tespectively (#137).

The rank order of the level of public support for the various art

forms closely parallels the degree to which the forms attract a socially

elite ',audience: the more representative an art'audience is of the general

public, the sore widespread is public support for government financing of

the art form. This is hardly surorising, for one would expect individual

1.0

r".
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interest in governnent support Or the arts to coffrespond to the individual's

perceiVed benefits from the subsidization. And, indeed, it is found that

belief in government support is strongest in thote grouips that would most

directly benefit from governnent subsidy. Among those attending pprformpng

arts:events and museUms in the states of Washington and New York, over 80

Perdent felt that government assistance should be provided performing arts
1

,organizations and more than 90 percent felt that it should go to musees

(1163; #73)...Similarly, i crossl.sectional surveys, two of the best pre-

dictors of individual willingness to endorse government inyolvement is t
\

individual's edricational leVel (already show to te one of the best indi atort

of arts attendance) and whether the individual is an active arts consuner.

In the 1973 national survey,2'2 percent Of those with an eighth-grade educa-

tion agreed.that the government should support cultural organizations, while

50 PerPent of the college-educated took this position; 20 percent of the

noriattenders adopted this Position, but 64 Percent of the frequent attenders

(those in the top decile of the attendance rate) shared the view that govern-

ment subsidies for the arts were desirable (#7).

While large segments.of the public agree in principle that government

support for 'the arts is appropriate, it is less cle that these segments

would give the arta a high priority were ty confronted with concrete

politiCal choices. Some evidence indicates that a substantial past of the

public is prepared to have the government intervene in at least a very modest

fashion. In Anchorage, for instance, 71 percent of the residelats assert

t
that they would be willing to pay an additional $5.00 in local ta7cei to

support community cultural activities (#201); 54 percent are so inclined

in California (#42), and 58 percent of the 1975 national population would .,
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be willing to undertake this nominal personal sacrifice (#137). A fivefo....1

increase in the tAx burden, however, results in many fewez supporters; 20

d 41 percent of the talifornia and national respondents, respectively,

would suPport'a $25.Q0 increment in their taxes to underwrite the arts (442;
._

#1137). Again, willingnesS to undertake this burden is highly correlated

with "whether the individual is a cultural consumer. However, it is also

clear that the aTts still rank far.wbelov other priorities for most of the

public. When a national sample Was asked in 1975,to evaluate the importance.

f val-ious community services, the arts rated below health, transportation,

educatir law enforcement, housing, and recreational facilities. Similarly,

when aSked -whether federal spending should be inceased in a number of,areas,

respondents ranked the arts far below education, health,, public transportation,

and housing, with only defenes end welfare spending rated significantly less

preferable than that of the arts (#137).

It is evident from available\audience research, then, that strong
0

minorities of the plblic (and in some 'asses majoritied) are in agreement with

the peneral principle that the government should-be involved in fLmding

' cultural organizations, though there is less support for direct funding of

.

artists themselves. Support is strongest among those segments who stand to

benefit most directly fimm increased government backing. However, while

these a.udience studies yieldssuggestive re

determine whether this public-dupport for

sults, they cannot be used to

the arts is--or could be--mobilized

in the political process. We do noi'know, for-example, whether the arts lobby

has'a more wining public to mobilize on behalfl of art spending than do

other interest groups on .behalf of other, compeiting Priorities. Nor do we

I
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know whether public attitudes toward government arts policies become

translated into votef'preferences during election campaigns.

II
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CHAPTER I:\ CIALITY AND wivr OF ARTS AUDIENCE STUDIES

Arts,institutions and organizations concerned with the arts have

already undertaken a great many studies of arts audiences, and the tempo

of such research appears to be increasing. Arts managers and policy

makers have studied audiences in order to assess public attitudes towards

the arts, determine tbe composition of the public that particular insti-'

tutions serve, inform decisions oh prices and hours, provide baseline

data for market developmeit programs, and estimate the impact of arts

activitles on local and state economies.

Such research has been greeted with a comhinition of skepticism and

enthusiasm. An increasing segment of the arts community seems to feel

that institutions "in need of practical advice miss a gold nine of wisdom

by neglecting to survey their audiences" (Wainwright, 1973). Others,

however, have asserted tbat most research is of trivial importance, an

expensive way of finding out what is already known.

Has the audience research enterprise been of value to the arts? To

tnswer this question we must know two things. First, has the technical

quality of audience studieS been sufficiently high to provide information

that, if acted upon, will permit managers and policy makers to predict,

with accuracy, the impact of their decisions? Second, has the research

been planned'and communicated in such a way that the individua?.s respon-

sible will be willing and able to use its results? Research pan be of

the highest technical quality, but if it does not lead to recommendations

tbat decision makers have power to implement, it will not be useful.

tb.
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Similarly, research may provide data directly relevant to pressing deci-

sions; but if the research is shOddily executed, decisions that use it

may have'disastrous consequences.- ,

The purpose of this chapter is to discover those factors that have

been most closelxrelated to technical quality and policy utility of arts

audience reseaxth. .0ux strategy has leen to rate the quality and utility

of each of a set of eighty-Six studies of arts audiences and to ascertain

the relationship between certain characteristics of the studies and their

scores on the quality and utility scales. Organizations that consider'

smonsoripg or undertaking audience reseaxth may use these findings as

guidelines against which to measure their own assummtions about such

issues as what kind of research to do, whether to do research in-house or

contract out, what kind of researcher to hire, and how much to spend,

s.

.1.

t..



TBE ARTS AUDIENCE SURVEY

Our study is based upon mniintensive examination of reports from

/

eighty-sii studies of arts audi'nces and completed surveys fram the

direcors of these studies. For the purposes of this study arts audi-

ences include those individualS who 1) visit museums ipcluding arc, his-

,tory, science, and general-interest mmseums; or 2) attend performing-arts

events, including ballet, &mace, jazz, fdlk and etlnic music, chaml)er-and

orchestral music, theater, and opera. Arts audience studies also incluac

cross-sectional surveys of local or national populations designed to

acquire information an respondents' exposure to mad/or attitudes toward

-the arts. Most of these studies employ traditional survey techniques,

although some studies use quasi-experimental designs (Campbell and Stanley,,

1966). These studies were undertaken to provide information for a variety

of purposes, ranging from fund-raising, audience expansion, and marketing

facilities planning, setting ticket prices and legislative lobbying.

Study-acquisition procedures were described in Chapter Two. Within

three months, these procedures had yielded 165 audience studies conducted

aince 1961. .0f.the initial 165 studies, 127 had been undertaken since 1970.

This set constitutes the sUbject of this chapter's inquiry. Studies con-

ducted before 1970 were,excluded on the grounds that study directors would

find it difficult to recall essential procedural details of their research.

We estimate that at least 400 audience studids have been conducted since

1970; Lhe 127 luvaLed Vor this Inquiry cum/be assumed to be.reaconably

representative.of the full population. torte bias towards more recent
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studies and towa.rd ttudies of above average auality and utility may have

resulted from the procedures used to obtain tbese studies.

Two tyaes of information were compiled. First, each study report

yes coded by two raters on a variety of quality ai-nmnsions. Secohd, a

twelve-page survey form was sent to directors of 112 studies. (Fifteen

study directors could not be located or were deceased.) After a second

malling and several telephone contacts,-usable forms were received from

eighty-six of the directors, for a response rate of(77 percent. The study

audiences were distributed amang the various art forms as follows:

art museums 21

history museums 14

science museums 7

ballet 12

.dance 6
jazz 7

folk and :ethnic music 4

chamber mUsic 10

orchestras 17

'ponnercial theater -7

nonprofit theater 32

opera . 11

cross-sectional studies 13

The total exceeds eighty-six becaUse nany studies surveyed audiences of

more than one art form.

f"-^

L.
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PRETCTING QUALITY IN ABTS AUDIENCE STUDIES

,
By.techrokcal quality wm refer to the extent to which a study is

\

,properly nonce.tualized and executed in accordance with the norms of

\ ,

scientific inve tigation. Previous efforts to assess the technical
...

quality of rese rch have-generally relied On generalized assessments by

peeks or specia:1y trained raterl (e.g., Persell, 1971; Gordon an& Morse,
\

.

. \

1915; Yin et al., 1976) or on itemized assessmentsin which revieliers

identify whether specific procedures were employed aad generate a core

on a quality iadex based on the number of Such procedures present (

Gephart, 1965;,Bernstein and Freeman, 1975; Yin et al., 1976; McTavish

et al., 1977). Nhile there is merit in using both procedures, because of.

resource limitations oaly the latter is used here. Drawing on a number

of standard disCussions of preferred technical procedures in social

rresearch Kerlinger, 1973; Bernstein, 1976; Campbell and Stanley,

1966; Lin, 1976), aa exhaustive list of seventy-five desirable technical

research features developed by McTavish et al. (1977), and.observations

of factors specifically relevant to arts audience research (Mann, 1972;

O'Hare, 1974; CamerOn aad Abbey, 1960b), we established two sets of

criteria for evaluating the qUality of the eighty-six audience studies.

The first.set was used with the questio mire completed by the directors

of the studies; the second set was emplo ed by two raters who evaluated

the reports available on each audience study.
1

A number of experts in the field of research methods have suggested

that research quality may consist of two or more dimensions. To examine

ii
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this possibility, we initially divided the quality criteria into two

domains. Following a distinction elaborated by Campbell and Stanley

(1566) and others (e.g., Brecht and.Glass, 1968; Bernstein, 1976),

these damainS can be referred to as internal validity and external

validity. Internal validity refers to the extent to which a research

design allows an investigator tO eliminate alternative explanations for a

hypothesized and observed system of causal relations. External validity

refers to the extent to which research procedures permit generalization

of results beyond the individuals studied to a larger populat4

interest.

Internal validity of each survey is assessed using nine items on

the inveStigator's,questionnaire mad ten items-from the research -report

assessment. These items include whether tbe.survey was pretested, trained

personnel were used in the administration of the study, multivariate

statistical techniques were employed, and a ialid'linkage made between

the survey's data and.the conclusions drawn. External validity is assested

with ten itenm on-the investigator's questionnaire and eight items in the

report assessment dealing with Such issues as sample Selection, sample

size, testing for response bias, and use of tests of statistical infer- .

ence.
2 Each item vas dichotomized into high- and low-quality categories.

Quality scales were formed by summing the number of times an,audience

survey fell into the items' high-quality category.

, While some of these factors may appear esoteric, they/can have a

sgnificant impact on research findings. Take, for instance, one hypo-

thetical example of how response biai ght distort the findings of a

116
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theater-audience surrey. Imagine a situation in -which poorly.sumervised

ushers are responsible for inserting,survey forms in programs and placing

them oft every other seat: theusher responsible for the front of the

house places the programs in the correct manne-; the usher for the middle

rows inserts the surveys properly but forgets to collect them; and the
. -

usher responsitle fOr the,rear falls ill at the last minute and is replaced

. by sotheone unfamiliar with the survey procedure who fails to distribute any

questionnaires. ,The,audience members in the front-a-ow seats dutifully fill

out and return their/forms aad, when the proqram has finished, the researcher

has a total response rate of about 30.percent. When the researcher,,who

has not bothered
/
o check the representativeness of the seats from which

completed form/were gathered, calculates the results, he or she is.sur-
.

prised to findthat the crowd is older and More well-to-do than expected.

/
The theater/mnagers might choose to ignore the survey findings. Or they

might launch an expensive camnaign to recruit younger and less affluent

people to their performances, without realizing that the findings simply

reflected the fact that audience members Who purchase more expensive tickets

are generally older and moire affluent than those in the .lesi expensive seats,

who were uarepresented among the returned questionnaires (Baumol and Bowen,

1966). Because the response was biased and becaune.the investigator failed

to take this into account, the audience survey could mislead its sponsors.

While this hypothetical case is extreme (though perhans not so unusual

as one might hope), it indicateS the problems that can result from poor ,

research technicues. Failure to pretest questionnaires may result in

answers that are useless or misleading. Failure to use muItivariate statis-
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tiOal techniques may lead research users to infer that one factor is

responsible for a second when, in fact, they are both caused by a third..

Failure to sampe properly may result in'generalizations about an entire

visitor population on the basis of responses fram an unrepresentatiVe
v.;

grouP. Thus, the components cif the internal- and external-quality scales

are important elements of validly usable research.

We discovered that the internal- and external-quality scales were

strongly associated: studies high on one scale are likely to be higri in

-the other. The inter-scale correlations are .566 for the investigator-

questionnaire items an& .733 for the report-assessment data. Accordingly,

the internal'and external validity dimensions for each data source were

combined into a genera/ iluality measure.
3 Similarly, using this single

.,-quality measure, we found that ratings from the investigator-questionnaire

0 items-and the report-assessment data are also highly correlated: (;579).

Thus, these toa were combined to form a single overall cualitv scale that

serves as our technical-quality measure.

The variation in 'research_quality_measured by this scale can be illus-

trated by comparing studies that fall high and low on the index. For the

high-quality study we have chosen a social profile survey of the visitcre

to a major metropolitan art museum; this study is a full standard deviation

higher in technical quality than the average audience survey. In the study,

a questionnaire was distributed to randomly chosen visitors during four

time periods selected to represent the seasons of the year. Those diStri-

buting the forms were trained and ,closely supervised. Nearly 5,000 visitors

were approached, arid more than 95 percent provided usable responses; both

1 10

I.
to

1.

1.
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population variability,and the width cpf preferred confidence intervals were

considerations in selecting this large a sample. The analysis was facili-

tatedby a computer, and although neither scaling nor multivariate tech-

niques were employed, the results were weighted to adjust for the sample

frame, and tests of significance mad confidence intervals were established.

The study report included a discussion of the researdh design (though

previous audience re'search was ignored), valid limkages were drawn between

the data and conclusions, and there was a discussion of the policy implica-

tions accompanied by concrete recommendations. The.report, howayer, does

lack a synopsis of its basic findings as well as a,statement of the study's

limitations.

A. low-qyality study of the audience for a single nerformance of a non-

profit theater has been selected for comparison; its quality is a full

standard deviation below that of the typical audience study. The survey

form was not pretested nor were those who Ldministered the survey carefully

4

supervised, but a nroblbility sampling'procedUre was employed. The sample

size, however, Was not based on,considerations of statistical inference, a

response rate of approximately 50 percent was obtained, and no effort was

made io adjust for' possible resnonse bias or for the sample design itself.

The aniIktis was undertaken without the aid of a computer, simple bivariate

I

statistics were the meist complex data analyses performed; and the report

presented little more than'the distributions of respondents among the vari-

ous response categories. The research design, policy issues, policy impli-

cations, and study limitations were nowhere discussed.



FACTORS PREDICTING RESEARCH QUALITY

We hypothesized that the cjuality of a research study is a function of

the research resources that an investigator can mobilize. Such resources

include the investigator's p.Irsonal capaCitiesand background and a variety

.of external factors, including his or her colleagues, audience, career

incentives, time, and financial support. For instance, if the intended

audience for a report is not well equipped to judge its methodological

rigor, the investigator is less constrained to maintain orthodox Methodo-

logical stwndards. Siltilarly, a shortage of funds can force the investiga-

*
ter) yhatéver his or her personal standards, to employ less acceptable but

k.

more economical techniques.

- Predicting the quality of a study is, then, at least par'tly a matter

of identifying yhether tle investigator possesses the research capacities and

the necessary environmental supports tc prepare a meritorious product. Three

dimensions related to these factors have been selected for analysis here.

They are: 1) the ifivestigator's research experience and background; 2) the

organizational setting of the study; pnd 3) the financial resources available.

The persona/ capacity of the investigator to conduct high-quality
.

research is likely to depend on hiS or her level of training and the extent ,

of his or her research experience! In an analysis of 236 major federal eval-
,

uction studiei initiated in 1970r-, hoyever, Bernstein and. Freeman found that

the researcler's level of formal training bad little bearing on study

quality (1975: 115). Yet the absence of an effect of formal training may

not be universal; it 'will be examined here through the variable investim-

tor deree, the highest formal degree obtained by the study director.5
; 0

,.)
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investior excerience, ourmeasure of relevant research experience, will

e assessed by.the sum of the number of surveys the investigator ha-d con-
\

ducted prior to the audience study in question.6

Resources relatdd.to finance that affect the quality of a research pro-

duct include the size, quality, and organization of Uae research staff,

libra y wad computer facilities, and disposable funds for the purchase of

ancillary research materials. A convenient, albeit iipProximate, aggeegate

measure of project financial resources is the tbtal study budget. Bernstein

and Freeman found no significant impact of budget on quality for their eval-

uation stadies, but they excluded studies with total expenditures under

$10,000. Most of the arts-audience studies considered here were conductOr
4,

vith more modestresources. Only ten of the eighty-six directors repexc

costs of $10,000 or more ($150,000 was the most expensive), wad the median

cost was a mere Oil.

r.tmee sets of institutional factors that may affect research quality

clin be distinguished. The first is the profession of the investigator,

since different professions hold varying definitions of acceptable research

procedure. Bernstein and Freeman nd that variations in professional

norms between social-science disciplines had consequences for research

qua1it5rin their study (1975: ,118). Even sharper differences may be

expected tetween investigators affiliated with the social sciences and

those identified with the marketing or arts-managementprOfessions.

secad potentially significant institutional factor is the nature

of the organization in which the investigator works. The scientific method

is perhaps best established in academic institutions, less so in nonacademic

12_1_
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research organizations, and least so in arts organizations. Studies of

re:;earch in other fieldz have yielded conflicing conclusions about the

relative quality of academic and nonacademic research. In an analysis of=

140 studies of technological innovations in local services, Yin et al.

0976) found no relationship between the kind'of organizatiOn conducting

the study and the quality of the research. Yin and-Yates' assessment of

case studies of urban decentralization and partiOipation (1975), however,

indicated that higher quility studies were conducted in academic institu-1

tioas: Bernstein and Freeman (1975) report a similar finding.

The third institutional factor is the relationship of the organization

conducting the study to the institution that is the subject of the inquiry.

An in-house researcher may have a stake in producing results acceptable,
4:44y,w>
w

to his or her organizatinn, some analysts have argued, whereas an autonomous

1

outside researc:ner may find it easier to maintain an independent, objective

stance. On the other hand, in-house investigators may be more sensitive to

the resegrch setting and, as a result, may develop more 'appropriate research

/4-1464 2

designs. The counterbalancing of these twa factors may explein tfiè apparent

inconsistency of previous research on this issue. Yin et al. (1976) found

that outside researchers did higher) quality studies than insiders. Yin,and

Yates, however, found no relationship between these factors and Bernstein

and Freeman found that in-house investigators did somewhat letter than their

unaffiliated counterparts.

Institutional setting is analyzed for our set of art-audience studies

with the following variables: Investigator's profession is the field with

which the investigator is most closely identified; thirty-one of the study
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directors were mrimarily arts managers; fifteen were in marketing; fifteen

were identifild with a social-science discipline; and the remaining twenty-

five wereassociated with a variety of other research-related fiel4s.7

Organization tyme refers to the kind of organization in wtich the study

director worked: twenty-seven were arts ,institutions; tventy-three were

independent research firms (nonprofit and for-profit); and nineteen were

academic institutions. Organization,exmerience is measured by the number

of surveys of any kind that the organization had sponsored before the study

-
in question.

8 rinally, organization affiliation refers to whether the study
, .

director was from within or outside the organization whose audience was

studied. Thirty-seven of the eighty-six studies were conducted bir internal

researchers; forty-nine were not.
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THE CORRELATES OF QUALITY

We nov turn to an examination of the actual relationship between tbe

technical quality of the audience studies and tbe various study character-

istics expebted to affect study quality. Our first step will be to examine

the empirical relationship of technical quality with each study charabter-

istib. However, since these study chaxacteristics'are themmelves empiriaally

interrelated, it is.important to isolate the unique impact of each, con-

trolling for tbe infll!ence of the others. It is also important to obtain

an estimate of their joint, overall impact on quality. Accordingly, our

second step will be to ana2yze the controlled impact of each study character-

isticas well as their combined effect on study quality.

To calculate tbe relationship betveen quality and each of tbe factors

empebted to affect it, 141e calculated the average quality ofthe studies

within each category of tbe predictor variables and then.subtracted tle

average quality for all categories combined (15.40, with a standard devia-

tion of 8.45).9 The resulting deviations from the overall mean for tbe

variables discussed above are displayed in Table 3.1.

First, it is evident that the investigator's prior survey-research

,experience has virtually no bearing on the quality of his or her study. The

average quality of the studies conducted by highly.experienced investiga-

tors (more than nine previous studies) and by those without prior survey-

.

research experience is less.than one point above average, while investigators

with moderate experience (one to nine studies) performed slightly below-

average research (-1.49). An F-test for inter-group differences fails to

10
meet even the .05 level of statistical significance. 4
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Table 3.1

Deviation from Average Audience-Study Quality by Investigator Back-

ground, Resotrces, and Institutional Setting

Study Deviation
a
(N) from'

characteristid average quality.

Study Deviation (N)

characteristic

Investigator research background

Investigator experience ,

More than 9 stucies 0.64 (23)

1-9 studies- -1.49 (23)

0 studies 0.75 (36)

Investigator degree*
Other advanced
'Ph.D.

MBA
MA
BA'

6.85 ( 9)
4.11 (27)

0.74 (.7)
-5.00 (19)
-3.76 (221

,Resources

Budget*
More than $1649 6.29 (23)

$350-1649 -0.02 (21)

Less than $350 -5.58 (26)
t7

Institutional setting

Investigator'profession* Organization experience

Social science, 7.01 (15) More than 12ystudies 1.22 (15)

Other research 1-12 studies -1.72 (15)

related 4.13 (25) 0 studies 0,25 (30)

Marketing -0.66 (15)

Arts -6.40 (31)

Organization type* Organization affiliation*

Private firm 4.13 (25) External research 2.76 (37)

Academic 1.99 (26) Internal research -2.76 (37)

Arts -5.02 (32)

*F-test for inter-group differences is significant at the .001 level.

aDeviation from the overall mean.
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Z, The second index of investigator background--the investigator's

highest degree--does predict study quality: researchers who hold Ph.D.'s

and comparable credentials conduct studies which are, on the average, 4 to 1

nearly 7 points above average. Those with only B.A.'s or ti.A.'s typicsIlly

produce research.that ia 4.to 5 points below average. (Tte F-test is

significant at the .001 level.)

4
Study budget is strongly correlated with quality. Audience research

conduCted with less than $350 is mare than 5 points below standard, while

.-rtiearch performed with budgets of more than $1650 is 6 points above the

mean (F-test significant at .001).

The institutional-setting factors also predict variations in the

quality measure. Indeed, in this sample, the best predictor of all the variables is
( ;

investigator profession: studies conducted by social scientists score

nearly a full stindard deviation above average (7.01), while research

carried out by arts-manegement personnel are 'three quarters of a standard

deviation (6.40) belowaverage. The nature cf the organization also makes

a difference, but an organization's prior experience with survey research

does not. Investigators affiliated with academic institutions and private I

research firms generate studies 2 and 4 points above average, respectively,

, while those situated in arts organizations produce research 5 points below

average. The quality of inquiries conducted by organizations with extensive'

experience, however, is a statistically insignificant 3 points above the

quality of research by moderately experienced organizations and only a

single point above the studies of,organizations with no prior experience.

Finally, outside research is clearly of higher quality than in-house

studies; the mean quality of the former is more than 5 points greater than

12

L
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of the latter.
11

In summary, then, in this sample, the best research, by tecimical standards,

is produced by individuals With Ph.D.'s or comparable degrees who ard social

scientists affiliated with Private research firms or academic institutions.

Sincd the predictor factors themselves are highly intercorrelated,

however, it is'necessary to examine their simultaneous impact on quality

if we are to isolate the importance of each. For instance, both budget

and type of organilation strongly predict research quality; but these

variables are also.highly related-tO-One another: The median budget of-
studies conducted in private firms, academic institutions, and arts organ-

izations are $6,250 2 $750, and $253, respectively. We,cannot tell. from

the figures reported in liable 3.1 whether budget, type-of conducting organ-

ization, or some combination of both accounts for the variation in quality.

To solve this dilemma, we apply the'statistical technique of "mul-

tiple regression analysis," which enables us to inspect the relationship

between research quality and any single predictor variable, while hold-

ing all other predictor variablds constant. By-using multiple regression

analysis, then, we can describe the impaCt of budget, conducting-organiza-

tion type, or any other factor on research quality, all other things equal.

The predictor variables are entered into a regression equation with

quality as the dependent variable. Investigator degree is entered in a

dichotomized form, with those holding a Ph.D. or related degree joined in

one category, and those without such degrees grouped in the other. The

logarithmic transformation of the budget is used,
12 apd investigator pro-

fession and organization expeAenceare entered as sets of dummy (dichotomous)

variables. Since investigator and organization experience exhibited insigni-

12-
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ficant zero-order associations with quality, they are excluded from the

analysis. Becaume of the high correlation between organizational affilia-

tion and type of organization, organizational affiliation, the less power-

ful predictor of the two, is also deleted.

The predictor variables' correlations and regression coefficients with,

study quality are displayed in,Table 3.2. The correlations are consistent

with the patterns seen in Table 3.1, but the standardized regression (beta)

coefficients reveal that several of the predictor variables have little

impact on quality 'once other variables are contralea. For example, the

substantial simple correlation of 48 for investigator degree is reduced

to,a beta value of -.02 once the confounding effects of other variables

are removed. Tlds means that whether an investigator holds a Ph.D. or

comparable degree has no direct independent impact on study quality.

Ratber, the high correlation resulted from'the fact that study airectors

with Ph.D:'s frequently were in the social sciences or other research-

relatea,professions and had high'budgets 'with which to work.

The association between budget and quality remains very high even

after controlling for the other variables. The beta value of .63 exceeds

that or any other variable and indicates that one can best predict the

quality of an arts-audience study if one knows what resources were avail-

able to its director.

The beta coefficients for the three investigator-profession dummy

Ino:ii.."cdes are all statistically significant and,range from .19 for those

in marketing.to .28 for social scientists and .39 for those in other research

related disciplines. These beta coefficients signify that, other factors held

constant, investigators who were not arts professionals generated technically

I 2
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Table 3.2

Sipple Correlations and Regression Coefficients of Audience Study Quality

with Investigator Bickgtound, Resources, and Institutidhal Setting

Study charactetistic beta 63 P

Investigator background

Inveitigator degree:
Ph.D. or related .497 -.016 -0.26 0.02 n.s.

Resources

Log of budget .699 .627 5.83 41.92 <.001

Institutional setting

Investigator profession
social science .284 .267 5.81 6.12 1,.05

other related .399 .390 7.08 12.50 <.001

marketing -.061 .191 4.01 4.60 <.05

Organization type
private firm .315 -.082 -1.61 0.61 a.s.

academic institution .230 .138 2.38 1.82 n.s.

Constant 6.21

Multiple correlation coefficient (R) 0.794 17.91
b

<.001

R-squared 0.631

,(N) (70)

aKey: "vgsimple correlation; beta=standardized regression coefficient;
B-unstandardized regression coefficient; FAF-test value (1 and 63 degrees

'of freedom); pitatistical probability level.
b
F-value with 6 and 63 degrees of freedom.



better researCh. Finally', although the organization-type simple correlations

are substantial, the more important 'beta coefficients are not: the beta

value is -.08 for private films and 14 for academic institutions, neither

of vbich approaches statistical significance.

Thus, although a number of factors are empirically associated with

higher quality studies, it is evident that only two factors yere found to have

a substantial direct independent effect: budget and.the profession of the

study .director. Moreover, with only a little assistance fz;Onl the otter vari-

ables considered, these tYo factors explain 63 percent of the variance in

study quality. (Variance explainedis derived by squaring the multiple correla-
.

tion coefficient.) This means that ye were able to predict audience-study,

quality in this sample vith considerable precision.

Bearing in-mini-the-Caveatszoted in the paragraph that follows, the

unstandardized regression coefficients can be used to estimate the likely

cpnsequences of various decisions undertaken at the initiation of am audience

Study. On the basis of the relationship discerned for this sample, if the study

were allocated virtually no budget and placed in the hands of an investigator

Primarily identified with the arts, a duality index of approximately 6.2 could

be expected; this is more than a full standard deviation (8.3 points) below the

average quality level for all the studies. An investigutor with a Ph.D. or

related degree would not improve quality, but increasing the budget would

have a dramatic impact. By this model, expansion of the budget from $0 to

$1,000 would add 5.8 points to the score. (It would require an additional

$10,000 to bolster the score another 5.8 points.) Similarly, employment of

a social scientist as primary investigator is associated yith an additional

5.8 Points; Yere,a member of sone other related profession primary investiga-

tor instead, the projected increment would 7.1 points; for a marketing

I ni

iT

I.

L.



analyst, the score would rise by 4.0 points. Whether the study is assighed

to an inVestigator located in an arts organization, private firm, or academic

institution 1c6kes very little.difference, though 2.4 points might be added if

the academic setting,is selected. Thus, if the studies reviewed here are

typical, expanding the budget from $0 to $1,000, selecting a marketing

analyst rather.than an arts professional, and quartering the study in an,

academic institution rither than an arts organization would increase expected

quality by over 12 points to a total of 18L4. On the basis of these studies,

one would predict that if a social scientist were chosen in place of the market-

ing analyst, the score would rise to 20.2, and were a member Of a related

research profession chosehinstead, the increment would be over 15 points,

for a total of 21.5.

It should be noted that these figures result from the Manipulation of

data from the eighty-six audience studies analyzed above. They represent

tendencies, not hard and fast laws. For exemple, some arts organizations

have'produce'd technicaily better studies than, some academically based

, researchers. Seccnd, these figwes rest on the assumptions that these

eighty-six ,studies are representative of arts-audience studies ià general

and tlat the associations found are genuine and do not reflect some other

set of underlying factors that influence both the predictor variables and

research qUality. We believe that both of these assumptions are reasOnable,

but me are unable to prove them with our data. Finally, even if the

relationships found have existed in the past, they will not automatically

tontinue to exist in the 'future. For examole, if research users were to

r--

become much more sophisticated and demanding about research methodology,

the technical quality of studies might become less dependent upon the pro-

feision of the study director or the nature of the conducting-organization.
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matically to every research-planning decision. Rather ,they constitute a

description of the factorsaffecting the quality of research that has been

done in the past six years and should only be seen as,suggestive guidelines

_

to be taken into account in considering research alternatives.

In conclusion, arts-audience research varies eri:ormously inWits tech-

/

nical quality, and the evidence presented here suggests that much of this

variation is a direct consequence of variation elements of the

, -

research prociss--the resources available for the stu450,5 excution and

the professional identity of the principal investigator. Other elements

hypothesized to sustain the teChnical quality audience research are

observed to have little immediate impact on the quality of the final

research product. .
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FREDIpTING TM: UTILITY OF ARTS AUDIENCE STUDIES

Ten areas, in which audience-research results are freauently applied

vere identified ihrOugh an assessment of the available literature and

informal discussions with thirty individuals involved La audience research

and arts management. These ten areas in which arts rdsearch has been use-

ful vere aggregated into tvp subgroups, one consisting of applications

related primarily to decisions affecting the internal operations of arts

organizations, the other principally related to the arts organization's
4

relationship with its environment. Internal policy questions included the

evaluation or selection of exhibits or vorks to be performed, the develop-i

ment of educational,programs, and the establishment of ticket prices and

hours or performance times. External policy,issues included plaaning

public-relations campaigns, designing strategies for approaching funding

sources, wad developing or evaluating audience expansion programs. The

respondent vas asked to rate the actual utility of his or her study for

each of the tea policy areas. An internal utiliLy. scale was created ly

summing the ratings of seven internal items, and an external utility scale

vas created from the sum of the ratings for,three external items.
13

kTle significance of a high or low rating on these scales can be

illustrated by again referring to the tvo studies used earlier to exhibit

the meaning pf the quality index. The high-quality study--the sarvey of

visitors to an art lameum--also rated nearly one standard deviation above

average in overall utility (assessed bycombining the tvp utility measures).

This survey proved of high value to the museum for its public relations

efforts, development of strategies for recruiting new visitors, the assess-

1 3
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ment of an arts development plan, the evaluation of the drawing power of

a particular exhibit, And the development of educational materials related

to the naiseum. In this case, a study of low technical qualitythe survey of a non-
{-

profit theater audience--also rated one-half standard deviation below average in

utility. The only area in which it found high application was in the theaterq

audience development plans.

We considered the possibility that ratings would be biased by the

respondent's relationship to the research and application process. Tn

half the cases (54 percent) the respondent reported that he or she Was the

person,"Primarily concerned with managerial or policy applications of the

study's findings," and half (55 percent) alSo reported that they were

"principally involved in making the decision to finance or fund the audi-

ence study." Since researchers involved in applying results might be par-

ticularly sensitive to less visible applications, their studies might receive

higher overall utility ratings. Similarly, researchers involved in funding

decisionsmight have a vested interest in perceiving that their study had made

a positive contributiOn; this, too could yield a high Utility rating. A

comoarison of the average internal and external utility ratings of these

groups indicates that their assessments do not substantially differ.

Directors involved in applications are slightly more Iiikely to note utility

than are other investigators (1.30 and 0.29 point differences for internal

and external dimensions, respectively), but, contrary to expectations,

funders are slightly less likely to provide a high rating than nonfunders

(-0266 ?-.rld -0.69 point differences). Since none of the observed discre-

pancies approach Statistical significance, we assume that these factors do

'not substantially bias the utility ratings.
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Students of applied social research have identified'a number of

factors that may affect the extent to which a research study finds applica-

tion, although few of their hypotheses have beeh subjected to empirical

test. In general, factors believed to facilitate apolication of research

results to organiza.tional needs fall in three domains: 1) characteristics

of the stu and investigator, such as studr quality and substantive con-

clusions, inrestigator reputation, and project resources; 2) characteris-

tics associated with the tOtential user, such as the user's attitude

toward aad experience with social research and the political enviz4nment

li
into which the research is received; and 3) features of the investigator-

user interaction, iaclu ng the study's timeliness, the degree of coopera-

tion in the design aad eiecution of the study, and the means by which studY

results are couimunicated '(Caro, 1971; ROssi and Williams, 1972; Wei'ss, 1972,

1977; Caplan et al., 1975; Cohen and Garet, 1975; van de Vail et al., 1976;

Rein and White, 1977).

We are primarily concerned in this chapter with only a single of these
)

factors--the technical quality of the research--and we expect that high-

quality research should be more useful than research of lesser merit. Research

that is carefully designed and executed can be expected to provide a better

basis for decisions since it yields'information that is more accurate and

--

therefore, one might expect, more appropriate for decision makers' needs.

The quality of evaluation research; for instance, has been shoun to influ-

ence whether the program under evaluation is concluded to be a success or

failure; in this case, reliance on faculty studies may lead to fundamental/y

'misdirected policy decisions (Mann, 1972; Yin and Yates, 1975; Gordon and
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Morse; 1975; nal et al., 1976).

Rel tively little research, hovever, has tested the assumption that

high-quali y research is applied more widely than poor research. Evidence

that skeptic am is widespread among top federal policy makers over the

rliabilitv applied social research (Caplan, 1976) suggests.that Ithese

users, at least, are highly sensitive to the issue of research quality.

A study by Weiss and Bucuvalas (1977), in which 155 federal, state, and

local mental-health officials vere adked to rate brief descriot:ons of

actual research atudies, found that of five study characteristics e luated

research quality was the best predictor of the subjects' villingnes to

consider the studies' findingain making'relevant decisions, On the other

tand, Patton et al. (1977), in intensive case studies of tventy evaluations

of health programs, conclUded that methodological rigor played a veryminor

role in determining the extent to which evaluation results were utilized.

In isolating the impact of quality, hovever, it is important to sepa-

rate the direct impact of quality itself from the joint effect of some

underlying factor op both quality and utility. One correlate of quality

that may affect utility as well is the nature of the organization condunl-

ing a study. Although outside investigators may produce research that is

higher quality than'that conducted by their in-house counterparts, van de
t-

Vail and his colleagues have argued that insiders' research is more likely

to be used (van de Vali, 1975; van de Vall et al., 1976). Consistent vith

this thesis is Caplan's11976) finding that top federal officials make

extremely disproportionate use orretearch conducted vithin their ovn

agencies. While laxts-audience studies differ from the kind of applied

1 3 (

L.
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social research that has been the subject of previous studies, it will be

Important in our analysis to consider the possible effects of underlying

factors. As a result, we look not just at the relationship between utility

and,quality, but between utility and the correlates of vality as well.

The average utki;y ratings, for audience studies as a function of

investigator background, resources; institutional setting, and research

displayed in'Table 3.3. he most notable finding is thlt

nothing we have measured, neither quality nor its correlates, has any sub-

stantial impact on research utility, at least as nerceived by study dir-

ectors. Although some differences are apnarent for organiiation experi-

ence, organization type, and research quality, none of these approach even

a min4mum level ofstatistical significance. Contrary to expectations, the
%

relationship between utility and auality is snail and inconsistent. High-

quality research has an internal-utility rating 0.13 below average, medium-

quality research 0.66 above average, and low-quality work 0.51 below aver=

age. Our data indicate that there is extensive use of audience research

in--decision making, andrit Vs.ries from study to study; but none of the

factors considered here influences the extent to which research is applied.

Although the bivariate relationships between the utility measures and

predictor variables are largely insubstantial, it is possible that three-

variable or higher ordel- interaction effents may be present. Ancng the most

likely candidates is an interaction between investigator experience and

organizational affiliation. It can be argued that the effect of investiga-

tor experience on utility will be more pronounced if the research is internally

based than when it is conducted outside the arts organization. When the

research is internally based, an investigator with prior survey experience
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Table 3.3

Deviation from Average Audience Study Internal and External Utility by,

Investigator Background, Resources, Institutional Setting Quality

Study
characteristic

Deviation
a

Study
characteristic.

Deviation .

In. Ex. In. Ex.
(N)

InvesEigator research background

Investigator experience
More than

9'studies -0.31 -0.49
, .1-9 studies 0.24 0.77

0 studies 0.10 -0.03

(21)

(19)

(20)

Investigator degree
Other advanced 0.46
Ph.D. 0.99
MBA 0.17

MA -0.66
BA -0.66

0.99 ( 8)

-0.19 (20-21)
0.41 ( 6)

0.11 (16-17)
-0.41 (20)

Resources

Budget
More than $1649 -0.42 -0.00 (20)

$350-1649 -0.44 -0.13 (16-17)

Less than $350 0.72 0.09 (20)

Institutional setting
Previous organization experience_

Investigator profession More than 12
Social science 0.75 0.50 (8-9) studies -1.99 -0.91 (13)

Other related -0.25 -0.39 (24) 1-12 studies -0.03 0.72 (12)

Marketing -0.44 0.04 (11) No preitious

Arts 0.17 0.17 (28-29) studies 1.01 0.13 (26)

Organization type Organization affiliation
Private firm 1.16 0.44 (19) Internal
Academic -1.45 -0.55 (23) research 0.27 0.08 (31)

Arts 0.55W 0.20 (27) External
research -0.26 -0.08 (32)

Quality

Quality index (points)
High (20 to 37) -0.13 0.14 (21-21)

Medium (11 to 19) 0.66 0.04 (25)

Low (0 to 10) -0.51 -0.15 (26-27)

aDeviation from the overall mean; In.-internal utilitY, Ex.=external utility.

13,
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is likely to design a study that is more responsive to the specific policy

conditions And problems of the arts organization. When the research is

externally based, however, the prior experience of an investigator is less-

likely to result in special sensitivity to arts-organization issues. Though

the relatively small number of cases on which the statistics are based renders

any conclusions highly tentative, the patterns are consistent with expecta-

tions, Among studies housed within arts organizations, investigators

with at least soMe prior survey experience produce studies which are on

average 1.87 points higher in internal utility and 1.32 points higher in

external utility than those studies carried out by inexperienced analysts;

,the corresponding correlations are .320 and .329 (F-test significant at the

.05 level in both cases). By contrast, investigator experience actually

has a modest negative effect on utility whea the research is housed out-

side the tkrts organization which is the subject of the study. The differ-

'mice between the research of experienced and inexperienced investigators

is -1.48 points for internal utility and -1.05 points for external utility;

the correlations are, respectively, -.169 and -.248 (F-test not significant).

The differences are not large, but they do suggest that prior research

experience only makes for better utilization of the results when the

researcher is on the staff of the arts organization.

But we are still left with a puzzle. Our independent variables enable us

to predict the technical quality of arts-audience research with an unusually

high degree of accuracy. But neither research quality, the common-sense

explanation, nor any of the underlying variables that predicted technical

quality so well, seem to have a major effect on whether research findings are

applied. In :ontrast to the 63 percent of variance in quality explained, we
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can predict only nine percenti of the variance in inte. al utility and six

ercent in external utility. To some extent, the a sence of an associa-

1

of the nature of arts-tion between quality and utility may be a produc

audience research and arts piaicy. Research-based policy making in Such

areas as education and hea1th has a lfong tradition and is often carried
1

out at the federal level. A. proliferatiOn of potentially useful, studies

has put manylicy mi'kers in a position to draw selectively on the 'hest

and to disregard the worst. By contrast, arts policy is young and largely

decentralized. Most of research that we studied was performed by lOcal

114
institutions, with few resources and little cumulative experience.

Since a significant research for the arts,is only now being

developed, it may be that many of those who would use audience studies are

not sufficiently aware of research standards to use them critically and

selectively.

Even if this is so, however, it is not in itself a satisfactory explan-

ation. The extent to Which studies are applied varies sharply rrom case to

case and something must be causing this variation. In the absence of clear

answers related to quslity or its correlates, let us turn our attention to

some of more subtle institutional Processes that determine when research

is done, vhen its findings are applied, and when they are abandoned. To

study such processes, we conducted open-ended interveiws with individuals

-who had either directed arts-audience studies or been responsible for apply-

ing their results. The next chapter reports our findings.
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NCTES

1. quality measures based on the investigator-questionnaire information
could be somewhat inflated, since there may be a tendency for investiga-
tors to report greater conformity to the canons of scientific inquiry

than occurred in practice. By contrast, quality measures based an our
own report assessment may somewhat underestimate quality, since the
failure of the report to mention a preferable methodological feature is
coded as its absence from the study.

The internal and external validity items were the following (a study
was scored as high quality on an item if it included the procedure
described):,

Investi ator's suestionnaire internal validit : survey pretested;
trained fieAd staff; survey administration directly super/ised;
survey measures based on measures used in previous studies;
bivariate statistics used; tables with more than two variables
used; multiple regression and related techniques employed;
other multivariate techniques utilized; computer-based aaalysis.
Rebart assessment internal validitz: procedures or instrument
pretested; trained research.staff; conventional measurement
techniques employed; previous research discussed or used;
scaling techniques employed; visitors distinguidhed from visits;
bivariate analysi ; table analysis; multivariate analysis;
valid linkage bet en data,and conclusions.
Investigator's cu, ionnaire external validit' :, some sampling
procedure used; s.e.le size of at least 500; response'rate of
at_least 60 percen ; width of confidence iatervals a considera-
tion in establidhi g :4.1e size; population heterogeneity a
consideration in e tabli4ing sample size; response bias
assessed; eighting\used for response bias, sample frame, or
both; tests of statistical inference used; confidence inter-
vals established; analysis of Variance employed.
Renort assessment external validity: sample and/or population
clearly defined; sample definition appropriate; random sample
principles employed; sample bias checked; respondent represen-
tativeness checked; tests of statistical inference used;

weighting used as a result of sample design; -geseralizability
of findings described.

3. Six additional items were added to the 10 internal ead 8 external
validity items in forming the quality scale based on the report assessment
data. These items were: research and policy issues conceptualized;
research design described; implications of study results discussed;
specific policy recommendations offered; nontechnical summary of results
included; results compared with those of other surveys.

L. The score of the audience studies on the overall quality scale ranges
from 0 to 37, with a median between 15 and 16. The mean is 15.40 and the

standard deviation is 8,45.

1 4,
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5. The highest earned degree is coded as follows: (1) high school diploma;

(2).college B.A. or B.S.; (3), M.A.., Ed.M.; (4) M.B.A., D.B.A. (professional

business degrees); (5) Ph.D Ed.D.

6. The inVestigators were asked in the survey: "At the time of the study,
hownany previous audience studies or other surveys had the director parti-
cipated in or directed?"

7. The ather research-related professions include such fields as urban
planning, architedture, engineering and.applied mathematics, mad public
opinion polling.

8. The investigators were asked: "At the time of the study. . how much

prior experience had the conducting-organization had with [previous
audience studies or other surveys]?"

9. For =ample, if studies conducted by people with brown eyes had an
average quality of 20.00 and those conducted by people with blue eyes
had an average quality of 10.00, the value of brown eyes you'd be
20.00-15.40, or +4.60, and the value of blue eyes would be 10.00-15.40,
or -5.40.

10. An F-test indicates how likely it is that an observed inter-group
difference could occur by chance alone rather than as a resu/t of a'
social process. If an F-test is significant at the .10 level, for
instance, there is a 10 percent likelihood that the differences observed
in the quality of two groups of studies reflects a chance occurrence and
does not indicate that the two groups actually differ in their quality.
A researcher, then, would generally argue that the observed difference
was not mabstantial enough to signify a true difference. On the other
hand, if the F==,:est is significant at the .01 level, there is only a
one percent chance that the difference between the grouos is the product
of a chance outcome, and the researcher is more confident that the differ-
ence reflects a real social process.

11. The importance of the internal-external distinction in research loca-
tion is further corroborated by a separate analysis of the externally con-
ducted research alone. Studies vary in the degree of cooperation between
the investigator and the arts institution whose audience was the subject
of the study. If external housing of research is important for producing
high quality, it can be reasoned that the highest quality external studies
should be those conducted by investigators with greatest independence
from the subject institution. This possibility can be examined by divid-
ing the externally conducted studies into three categories: (1) no coopera-
tion (respondents characterized their study as one with "no consultation
in the design and analysis of the study, all decisions made by conducting
organization"); (2) moderate cooperation ("subject institution formally
reviewed study design and analysis, but most study decisions made by
conducting organization); (3) strong cooperation ("subject institution
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bad approximately equal voice in study design and analysis" or "determined

most of the study design and analysis"). As anticipated, the mean quality

of-the no cooperation studies (n=14) is 1.88 points above the average

external study quality (which itself is 2.76 points above the overall

average); the moderate cooperation studies (n=17) have an average quality

identical to that of all external studies;. and the strong cooperation

(n=6) studies are 4.39 points below the external average. Thus, the

critical advantage of external research housing for quality appears to be

that the investigator is freed of non-scientific constraints from the

iastitution that is the subject of the study.

12. The logarithm of the project budget is used on the assumption that

the marginal utility of each additional dollar declines as the total

budget rises.

13. Each item was rated an three-point scale (1=not usefu2, 2=somewhat

useful, 3=highly useful). The question was as follows (the mean and

staadard deviation for the rating of each item appear in narentheses):

"To what extent were the (audience] study's findings actually utilized?

Please rate the. . .
utility of the study for each of the following

areas:

(Internal Utility]
(1) select exhibits or works to be performed (1.62; 0.90)

(2) evaluate exhibits, performances, programs (1.77; 0.94)

(3) develop educational or informative materia2s (1.63; 0.83)

(4) decide on hours and/or performance times (1.48; 0.83)

(5) decide on admission or ticket prices (1;52; 0.91)

(6) decide on organization management or personnel (1.28; 0.74)

(7) initiate or evaluate arts development plan (1.76; 0.92)

(External Utility]
(11 promote Public relations (1.96; 0.84)

(2) gain or maintain supnort from funding sources (1.59; 0.77)

(3) develop or evaluate audience expansion strategies (2.20; 0.89)

The mean and ataadard deviation of the internal utility scale are 13.63

and 3.81; for the external utility scale these values are 5.72 mad 1.96.

The two scales exhibit Trelatively high internal consistency in that there

is a marked tendency for a high rating on one of the scale items to be

associated with a high rating on the other scale items. The 21 item-tb-

item correlaticns among the internal utility scale items range from .22 to

.77 and they average .44; the range for the 3 external utility item-to-

item correlations is .35 to .51, with an average of .43.

14. In fact, research on museum visitors, which is part of a tradition

dating back to the work Of Robinson in the 1920s, was found to be sigai-

ficantlymore highly utilized than were studies of performing-arts audi-

ences.



CHAS= 4: ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS AFFECTING RESEARCH UTILIZATION

According to conventional theories of rational decision making,

managers commission research when they need pertinent but uncollected

data to solve a specific problem. Research is undertaken to provide the

requisite information, and the.problem is then solyed using the results of

the research. One corollary of this perspective, upon which much research

management is based, is that the value of research for decision making

depends on its technical quality: the better'the research quality, the

more potent it will be (Simon, 1965).

As demonstrated in the previous chapter, it is possible to predlct the

technics/ quality of an arts-audience survey with considerable precision

if one knows its budget and the study director's profession. Surprisingly,

however, neither a study's technical quality nor may of the other factors

. 1

that account for quality can explain the considerable variation in utility

reported for the studies assessed. Asked about specific applications, study

directors reported some studies as very usefUl, others as much less valuable.

The sources of such variation, however, remain a mystery.

To better understand the subtle institutional processes that contribute

to the utilization of audience research, we have intensively examined

twenty-five audience studies. These studies included all of those in our

possession that had been conducted between 1974 and 1977 in the New England

and Middle Atlantic regions. Among the studies were surveys concerned with

economic impact, general planning, specific planning, exhibit effectiveness,
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and nsmbers or subscribers. Eleven museum studies were included (six

art museums, two history museums, one science museum, and two otber mus-

eums), as were ten perforning-arts organization studies (five theaters,

two classical music organizations, one opera, one ballet, and one other).

There were also two cross-sectional studies and twv surveys of those attend-

ing a number of different arts events. In each instance we attempted to

intervtew both the study director and the person mvst likely to have been

in a position to utilize the research results. However, in eight instances,

either the study director was the key user or interviews with only one of

the two individuals could be obtained. Forty-two semi-structured interviews

were completed; they averageofforty minutes in length and ranged from twenty

1
to ninety minutes. As additional background material, unstructured inter-

views were conducted with twenty=five other individuals who had commissioned,

directed, or attempted to use the results of audience research.

Our interviews with the audience-research directors and users revealed

that the conventional view of the decision-making process provides a poor

guide to what really happens when arts organizations sponsor audience studies.

Despite the vide range of audiences surveyed and types of studies represented,

the researchers and arts managers who shared their experiences with us por-

trayed a remarkablY\similar process and one which sharply differed from

that which might have been expected. Their acc.s-unts explain the at first

perplexing lack of connection between research technical cuality and utility;

they also suggest lessons for those who would undertake audience research

themselves. In this chanter, we shall examine this process in detail, first

by describing the purposes for which research is initiated; second, by illus-

1 ,1
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tratiag the varied ways in which aus ence research has been applied;

third, by explaining the ways in.which research enters the decision-making

process; and, finally, by discussing the factors that are critical in

facilitating the utilization of audience-s dy results.
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THE PURPOSES OF AUDIENCE RESEARCH

Contrary to the conventional decision-coking perspectivels predic-

tions, not one of the twenty-five studies for -which directors and/or users

were interviewed was undertaken primarily to gather information necessary

to influence a specific managerial decision. Instead, they were instigated

by such factors as the need for political leverage, the appearance of an

unexpected opportunity to have a cost-free study conducted, and a variety

of diffuse concerns only indirectly related to specific organization deci-

sions. While most managers exhibited a lively curiosity that influenced

the content of the survey questions, the need for data for specific deci-

sions was never a study's raison d'etre.

Political factors. 'The most frequently cited major reason for under-

taking an audience study was politics, prominently mentioned for ten of the

twenty-five studies. Political purposes included acquiring evidence useful

in seeking funding, gaining leverage in internal policy debates, and appeas-

ing members of the organization's board of directors or other.influentials.

Tte initiation of research for the sake of seeking outside financing

is illustrated in the case of one study undertaken to document public

support.for a new performing-arts facility. Its purpose is described by

the study director:

A committee (of bankers and businessmen) set about to raise
money to get (the local government] to take over the theater

for the county once it was renovated. The study ims a spin-

off of that effort.... It vas done to prove that there vas

a market and to gain additiohal support to get the county

to approve and aCcept a building.

In another instance, an economic-impact study was performed to illustrate

14
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the importance of a beleaguered theater district to an urban economy. The

city was ready to act and "the research had clout because it documented

the obvious." In yet another case, a cross-sectional survey vas commiasioned

by a municipal government to document an existing arts council's failure to

meet local art needs. The survey results contributed to the resignation of

the old council.and the creation of a new one. Finally, one arts council

conducted a study essentially for the purpose of announcing its presence

and increasing its scope of operations.

Other research was commispioned for use in internal debate. Individuals

needed additional ammunition for their positions and were confident that a

research study would support their cause. Though the study instigator may

have been open to persuasion, the primary motive vas to compile data for a

position rather tbsn to resolve an issue. One theater manager, for instance,

in exPlaining his reasons for.surveying the audience of a summer drama

festival immediately after becoming manager, stated:

In the summer, (the theater] did seven shows in rolling rep,
which I think is insane itself, aad (the theater was] doing

about 50 percent business.... I had the feeling that [the
theater] should be delivering a more popular oroduct, and

the survey helped document this. The next year ye provided

more popular plays and got 90 percent business.

Being new to the job, this experienced arts manager needed to demonstrate

the value of an alternative policy before iastituting a controversial change,

and he (correctly) aaticipated that a survey vould support his ovn prefer-

ence for more popular fare. Similarly, a new director for a rather tradi-"
tional museum saw in a vide-ranging membership study a:fulcrum for change:

I had been at the (museum] a little over a year as director
and felt it vas important to see how we appeared to cur

1.4
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major constituency, the memberslip. We had been in business
for a long while and certain things continued to be done
because they had alvays been done that vay, vithout our
knowing vtat our members wanted.

Still another museum visitor survey was initiated to gather evidence to

- combat pressure to institute an admission fee. The converse purpose moti-
,-

vated one study of another arts facility; a survey NUS undertaken to justify

the institution of an admission fee to a akeptical *state fUnding agency.

Finally, audience studies are occasionally done in response to pressure

from influential membersbip committees or membr of boards of directors.

One inquiry was undertaken of a performing-arts institution, for instance,

because of a membership committee's concern vith what it perceived as an

overly "elite" addience. Tbe study's findings, however, were largely ignored

by management. JI:is vas also the outcome of another study initiated at the

behest of a chairperson of a museum's menbership committee. The adminisira-

tion of the museum regarded the survey questionnaire as "silly" and the

disappointed study director concluded that her study "vas just an exercise."

She observed: "1 got a lot of experience and a lot of frustration.

didn't knov who to tell thil results to or who would listen to me."

O'oortunity. The second most common general motiVation for undertaking

audience research vas the ampearance of an unexpected and relatively cost-free

opportunity to undertake a study. This was a principal consideration in

eight of the tventy-five cases we examined. Arts managers often take advan-

tage of such occasions for inexpensive research to satisfy a kind of free-flcat-

ing curiosity. Volunteer labor, the availability of outside funding, or both

vere usually the catalyst. In one instance, museum administrators vere in

the process of preparing a grant application for federal funds. It vas a

1.
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near certainty that the museum would receive the grant, and at the last

minute an affiliated ;esearcher revised the pryposal to include a visitor

survey. Similarly, when questioned about the timing of a visitor study of

another museum, the director said: "Simple, funds became available.

(A federal agency] made funding available for the purpose so (the museum]

used the occasion to do a study." Volunteer outside iator was the motivating

factor in other instances, In one case: a county-widg attenders/nonattenders

study-was included in a laiger audience-development program only.after 'a

university professor stepped forward; suggested the study, and promised

,o design the questionnaire and provide student labor. A theater study

was undertaken when, a business-sahool sturlent with an outside grant toak

it on as a summer job. The initiative for such studies often rested with

a single individual prepared to take advantage of an opportune situation.

Cne researcher, hired as a consultant for overall planning, defined his

role to include carrying out a visitor study. The museum "didn't so much

yant the study done as they, kicking and screaming, grudgingly alloyed me

to do it."

General concerns. The third major reason for undertaking audience

research, principally cited in six of the twenty-five studies, is a vague

sense of concern, a feeling on the part of managers that they,are working

in a knoviedge vacuum and that certain kinds of background information, usually

not clearly specified, would be good to have. In several cases, for instance,

museums were about to undertake long-range physical planilihg and felt that

they needed "some input",from visitors or wanted "to get some idea about the

audience." .Che outside researcher complained that a museum representative

(
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apprc=nched._ hi= with "vague, vacuous ouestions." Another said of an arts-

council cadent, "they vaguely suggested doing a survey of ger.eraltioals."

A mv...seue gallery director spoke of the diQ'ficulty he had. in fixing goals

for za study of his visitors, and an in-house research director for a per-

forr.....-I-Ing-e.r-ts institution described his study as a "first feeble attempt

at 1.-searcli,... Some of it was stabbing in the dark." The studies were

genem-aily inspired by a genuine desire to learn more and. a sense that so

Litt knolm that any increment in knowledge would be worthwhile.
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TEE IMPACT OF AUDIENCE STUDIES

Despite the variety of reasons for which these studies were undertaken,

and the wide range of quality, once they were completed, arts managers did use

their results extensively. The reasons for this apparent paradox--widespread

application of research undertaken for diffuse or noninstrymental reasonswill

be explained in'the sections that follow. In this section Nie shall simpli

describe the range and extent of applications reported.

Participants in all but two of the twenty-five studies mentioned at least

'one example of study impact,,and multiple usages were cited in many cases. Of

seventy-seven apnlications described, fifty-one (or 66 percent) were broadly

instrIntental--related to such specific organizational decisions as physical

planning, marketing, progrnnming, or fur-ther research. Twenty-six instances

(34 percent) were basically political--related to either internal politics or

external lobbying and fundraising. Instrumental usage was made of twenty of

the twenty-five studies, while political application was made of eighteen of

the studies. Instrumental annlications can be further divided into physical

planning, marketing, research, and progra=ing; political usage :In be divided

into internal and external politics.

Instrumental applications. The most frequently mentioned use of audience

research las for the instrumental area of physical planning, cited for fourteen

of the studies and representing 29 percent of all instances of apnlication (Table

In nearly half of these cases, research findings were inputs into decisions

involving the orientation of museum visitors (e.g., sigis, information desks,

guide training, brochures) or the institution of attender conveniences (e.g.,

special bus services, restaurant facilities, roadway markings, cleaner washrooms).

Aucience,research was also cited as influencing decisions about ticket and admis-

u

stoh prices, performance times and museum hours, exhibit labelling and design,

15,,
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Table 4.1

Frequency of Instrumental and Political Applications

of Audience Research Results

Application Number of studies Number of Percentages of all

citing application applications applications

Instrumental --total 20 51 66.2

Physical planning 14 22 28.6

Marketing 12 15 19.5

Research 8 9 11.7

Programming 5 5 6.5

Political--total 18 26 33.8

Inteimal politics 14 17 22.1

Ekternal politics 9 9 11.7

All applications 23 .77 100.0
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exnibitacquisitions policies, and performance sites. More generally, studies

were said to have an indirect influence on architectural planning and to

increase staff concern with visitor orientation.

Marketing was the second most important area of instrumental applica

tion. Input into marketing decisions was cited for twelve studies and

represented 20 percent of all cases of utility. Audience research provided

input into decisions to change the target of marketing efforts and to change

the themes of promotional materials. More generally, studies were also

given credit for stimulating institutional thinking about audienCe com

position, marketing, and audience development.

Surprisingly, the directors and users reported-that 12 percent of the

study applications were in the instrumental area of research itself. Six

studies were used to encourage research beyond the institution sponsoring

the study; three studies aroused enthusiasm for further research within

the same organization. Finally, 6 percent of the applications were for the

instrumental purpose of programming. Study results had a direct effect on

programming choices or reoriented administrators' thinking about program

ming.

Political aPplications. Internal political consequences were cited for

fourteen of the twentyfive studies, representing 22 percent of all uses men

tioned. Such political uses included increasing trustee interest, selling

administrators on the value of marketing, aiding the reorganization of a local

arts council, providing leverage with parental or affiliated organizations,

sparking the withdrawal of some members to form new institutions, and making

curators more secure in their positions. Of the application areas described

15,1
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here, internal political uses were the most often unexpected and least

explicit at the time the study was conceived.

Use in external politiCal areas was mentioned in nine o the Audies

and represented 12 Percent of all instances cited. Audience-research

results -were used to seek funding from municipal and state governments and

from private individuals and concerns. No interviewees explicity indicated

the results were useful in approaching the federal government.

It is evident, then, that audience research, Whatever the reason it

is undertaken, has payoffs for arts organizations in a wide range of sub-

stantive areas. Oven research that is frightfully poor by orthodox stand-

ards of social-science inquiry has played a useful role in the deliberations

of arts managers. These conclusions do not accord with the conventional

view of research, which holds that research is most powerful -when it is most

sophisticated, that good research, designed to address specific problems,

is used to make specific decisions about these problems. While the ideal

modal may characterize aspects bf a few of the studies, we have seen that

much audience research is highly variable in quality, is rarely designed

with specific decisions in mind, yet is reported as being highly useful.

This could reflect a lack of research and managerial sophistication among

arts administrators, but we think not. Rather, jusv as research is not

undertaken for the purposes commonly supposed, research findings do not

play the role in rational decision making that has usually been attributed

to them. To understand how audience research becomes applied, let us look

more closely at :he ways in which study findings have affected arts manage-

ment among the cases loz have examined.
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T. ROLE OF AUDIENCE RESEARCH FINDINGS IN ARTS MANAGEMENT

:he mnst notable feature of the impact of research findings on arts

management is that it is invariably a marginal one. This is true in several

senses. First, arts managers usually have At least some administrative

experience, are often aware of the limitation of research, and rely on their

own experience and judgment to assess research conclusions. Research find-

tngs are used selectively in the context of a complex background of pre-

viously acquired knowledge and beliefs. For instance, a performing-arts

manager cited an audience study--the technical limitations of which he was

fully aware--as influencing his decision to change promotional strategies

for a series of public performances:

,It helped us refocus our promotional efforts in the [outdoor

drama series]. I'm not totally trustful of the results, but

they did show a large number of people beard about the con-

certs in the community newspapers, which we hadn't expected,

and even if it's only half as large as the survey indicated,

it is very economical advertising. We're putting more money

into the neighborhood press.

Studies frequently serve to reinforce Preferences already held or decisions

already favored. The results of one study, said a theater manager,

"followed exactly what my gut was saying. I just wanted to be sure I

was right."

Conversely, when research results contradict strongly held positions

or views, they are likely to be ignored despite high technical quality and

clearcut policy implications. Thus, oparsll-executed museum visitor study

had virtually no Lmpacx even though it contained implications for museum

design and visitor orientation. As one person acquainted with the study

15u
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recounted:

(The museum staffers] were Skeptical, first because they
could not believe that (tie research director] knew more
about the public than they did, and second because they did
not feel that knowing about the public had anything to do

with how the galleries should be handled.... The major

criticism of (the research direetor] was that he was an
:utsider Who ladked a depth of knowledge based on years of
experience. 'He was not criticized on any specifically
methodological grounds; his critics didn't know what

methodology was.

:n some instances, studies providid material for those on all sides of a

debate. Cne somewhat cynical research veteran daserved of another museum

study:

I'm a bit jaundiced against this study, I have to say.
People have pulled out of it what they wanted. They Picked

'and chose what they needed to support their position. It's

a predictable use.

A second sense in which audience studies are marginal is that decisions

into which they enter usually involve competing priorities. Even when parti-

cipants take the accuracy of findings for granted end agree on the implica-

tions, differences in values strongly affect their willingness to implement

the findings. In one typical instance, attenders of a performing-arts

institution were found to strongly prefer an earlier curtain time, but

action on this finding was thwarted by the need for a tight rehearsal

schedule. Similarly, many museum directors and curators balanced the__

implications of visitor-research findings against their commitment to

otner museum functions than responding to visitor needs. One museum dir-

ector put it this way: "My chief purpose is to preserve the collection;

my secondary purpcse is to offer programs and services which will maintain

public support." Indeed, our interviewees cited many instances of adminis-

1 5 a
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trative or curatorial resistance to research implications that 14ere cer-

ceived as implicitly populist. Thus, research frequently confronts vested

interests, making direct application problematic. As cne director of a

performing-arts audience study put it, "In general, data step on toes."

Finally, audience research findings are also marginal because they

- are often relevant to marginal problems. Most arts organizations have

limited funds and are understaffed. Even relatively limited programs may

be difficult to implement. One Performing-arts manager favored a marketnng

strate2y suggested by one study (to arrange a dinner package with a neigh-

boring hotel), but noted that the "hand-to-mouth" existence of his organi-

zation precluded arranging for even such a minimal innova.tion. Similarly,

several individuals in arts councils felt t.hat other demands on their time

had prevented them from fully disseminating the results of audience studies

they had undertaken. And one performing-arts festival director attributed

an inability to utilize research results to the precarious economic exis-

tence of his organization: "One of the restraints on the implementation of

-nev policy was that the festival is Just so poor."

If research results play a largely marginal role in msnagerial policy-

making, their impact is also highly indirect. Findings and implications

are not straightforwardly translated into decisions; rather, research con-

tributes in circuitous, often unexpected, ways to the policy process.

In many cases, the studies are used less to suggest solutions to

prohlems than to catalyze action on a burning issue or to symbolize a

point of viev:

think that the survey results basically gave us a data

15,
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base to support many of the things we had an inclination
about already.... But there was nothing cataclysmically
different fro= vhat we had expected. It simply gave us a ,

statistical base from which to work.

In one museum where a labelling study was undertaken, the specific, findings

have been largely ignored, but staff people arguing for more label material

often cite the study to bolster their position..

In other cases, directors or users mentioned-that study findings

found application but were at a loss to assess the finding's relative

..;eight in the decision-msking process, again suggesting that the effects,

were largely intangible. One sponsor of an internally nanaged public-

opinion poll, the results of which were used in a successful lobbying effort,

said of the study, at one point, "It was definitely effective in our case

and at our level of government." Several moments later, however, he reflected,

"It is hard to attribute anything directly to the report. The biggest thing

was impactmuch of what was found was very obvious, but they never [had

done] anything about it.... They needed some kind of incentive." The

effect was more catalytic than decisive. Another in-house research director

noted that she used survey results mainly to legitimize decisions already

reached.

In several other instances, staff members of arts organizations

assumed the role of champions of a survey, using it repeatedly in argu-

ments over issues involving the public. In these cases, data was brought

to bear in the decision-making process, but its use was largely symbolic,

representing more generalized commitments to such principles as service,

better visitor orientation, or the value of marketing. In these cases the

research was simply part of a much broader process of discourse and con-

1 5 d
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tenticn over organizational values mad aims.
2

The research process itself is at times as influential as the study

findings. An audience study can serve to focus attention on certain

aspects of an art organization's management or environment. One researcher

felt tnat a report of his' study of museum labelling was almost completely

ignored, but noted that a "number of the staff had never thought about

the issues I uss raising, and my comments seemed to open their eyes." In

another museum study, both the museum director and the researcher felt the

study had heightened sensitivity to visitor concerns; the researcher

observed:

think it has made a general difference in how people

see things. There is not yet a radical enough effect....

But the idea of the questionnaire has been accepted. That

goes on a lot now, whenever there is any controversy or

question to be solved, people circulate questionnaires to

get visitor opinions. The idea of feedback from visitors

has become more important. Even going out on the floor

and observing and talking to people has become more

important. The basic change is the _dea that you can't

sit behind closed dcors and predict visitor reaction,

you have to go and fiad it out.

One of the most important applications of audience studies -4as not

in solving problems but in finding,them. Rational decisipn-making theory

umuld suggest that organizations monitor their environments, note problems

as they arise, and made decisions accordingly. Research is generally seen

as a part of the decision process, undertaken to fill gaps in information

needed to make rational judgments on existing or future programs. More

often, however, research appeared to help organizations scan their environ-

ment, to define problem areas where at most only vague concerns existed.3

Museum visitor stuuies were partieularly useful in this respect. Studies

(pi
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of visitors to several museums led to numerous, easily accomplished

cnanges. Floors were renumbered, new siens posted, information desks

installed. Several performing-arts institutions found that attenders pre-

ferred different performance times and curtain times were changed. Surveys

revealing audience social composition sometimes led to greater publicity

among overrepresented groups, at other times to publicity among underrepre-

sented groups. In some cases, statistical findings were less influential

than longhand comments elicited at the end of survey questionnaires. Cri-

tical assessments of the physical plant were described as particularly

useful, since organizations could readily respond to many of the recom-

mendations. The importance of the problem-signalling function of audience

studies provides a clue to the lack of relationship between technical

quality and utility. Information need not be precise to place an item on

an orjanization's agenda.

Audience research, then, enters the policy process in a number of

often unexpected and usually indirect wa. These forms of aoplication

generally fall in one of six types of research usage:

?oblern.-so1ving function. In a fey cases, generally in the

area of mar*eting, research findings are used to guide deci-

sions on speci'fic issues. Targeting promotional expenditures

and pricing decitions are typical examples.

Froblenifindinc function. Frequently, nesearch is used to

monitor an organization's activities and environment. Iden-

tification of visitor discontent is a common application.

Reinforcement function. Frequently, study findings are used

f

L
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to back-up or legitimate pr,'..r.nces of arts managers or

decisions already in the offing. Reinforcing a decision

to alter programming is a characteristic usage.

Attention-focusinz function. Sometimes, even when specific

research implications are ignored, the research process

itself focuses staff attention on sone previously slighted

issue. The importance of doing research, for instance, is

at times only established by the completion of an initial

-
research project.

Zxoressive function. Occasionally, audience studies are

used to represent symbolically commitment to such prin-

ciples asr the importance of marketing or ati organization's

responsibility to the public.

Lobbying function. In many cases, research findings are

used in efforts to persuade government agencies or other

institutions to provide financial assistance or other-

'.

wise support an arts institution.

Rather than heloing managers make specific decisions, the audience

studies we assessed usually served to reinforce opinions, persuade out-

siders, or focus attention on some general problem area or set of goals.

The contribution of research to the managerial/process appears to be

suggestive or symbolic rather than definitive. When this is the case,

research carried out poorly can be as effective as research that is well

iesigned and executed by orthodox standards. 3ot surprisingly tnen, the

linkage hetveen technical quality aad research utility is a tenuous cne.

I



in those relatively few cases where research was brougnt to becr on

relatively specific questions, management often had so little information

that any input, houever rough, could reduce ambiguity and clarify alterna-

tives.

1.
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I.

FACTORS Ai'.FECTING RESEARCH UTTLIZATTON

The research directors and users we interviewed identified a wide

range of institutional and situational factors that facilitated or Inhibited

application of the research results. En general, studies had powerful

effects when their findings confirmed the suspicions of arts managers;

»hen an influential person actively sought implementation; when the author-

ity of outside researchers lent legitimacy to their findings; and when

researchers were involved on a sustained basis in staff deliberations.

Studies failed to make an impact when there was high staff turnover; when

organizations lacked the resources to use the findings; when influential

individuals were hostile or indifferent to the research; »ten results were

reported in a confusing manne,-; and when report contents were perceived as

triv-ial or inconclusive.

Facilitatin5 factors. Facilitating factors »ere of three types:

attributes of the study, features of the arts organization applying the

results, and the political environment.

Study attributes. The most frequently mentioned of the three were

study attributes; they were cited as contributing to research utilization

in twelve of the twenty-five studies (Table 4.2). The single most important

factor here vas whether the research findingS fit with the preconceptions of

the organization managers (mentioned in eight studies); utilization was high
m%

when the research served the reinforcement function discussed above. One

study director, for instance, reported that the trustees of a performing-

arts festival were initially akeptical about his study because of the



Table 4.2

Frequency of Factors Cited as Affecting Utilization

of Audience Research Results

Factor affecting utilization Number of studies for
which factor was cited

*Facilitating Factors .c
Study attributestotal., 1'

Fit preconceptions
Authority of outside researchers

Surprising results

Organizational factors--total

Support of influential individuals 9

Researcher involved in staff deliberations 4

Small institution provided flexibility for innovation 3

Autonomy of department
1

External political factors--total 4

Politicians needed position legitimation
Interest groups needed results for lobbying

Inhibiting Factors

Organizational factors--total 13

Staff turnover broke momentum 11

Lack.of resources for implementation 7

Other problems preempted attention 3

2

Disinterest or hostility 10

Low priority, disinterest 6

Researcher viewed as outsider 4

Hostility to public input 4

Planning

Lack of goals
No intention to use results
Unfortunate timing of research

8

4

2

11

2

2

10

5

3

2

Table continued...
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Table 4.2 (continued)

Factor affecting utilization Number of studies for
,which factor was cited

_Inhibiting Factors (continued)

Communication and dissemination--total 10

Results delivered without follow-through 6

Report confusing, too long
1

4/

Researchers unavailable for follow-through as time passed 2
Report recipients lacking technical competence 2

Report did not reachright people
/

1

Conflict between researchers and administrators J.

Report never delivered /
1

/

Report content--total

Findings obvious or trivial
No study of non-attenders
Organization interests changed during ime of study

9

4

3

2

Findings outdated
Too few questions addressed 1

Lack of negative feedoack

Study execution--total 8

Inadequate funds 6

Inadequate time 3

. Lack of opi)ortunity for manageriall input 2

Technical features of study--total I 3

Low response rate 2

Small sample 1

Lack of in-house expertise 1

Diu
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s=all sample, but nonetheless accepted.the findings because

tney were expected.

The second study-related factor enhancing utility was the authority

of vhe outside researcher (cited in four studies).. Eigh authority was

derived from affiliation with a prestigious university or reputable market-

ing or public-opinion firm; in a few instances individuals also lenefitted

fro= considerable reputations,of their own. Authoritative directorship of

the research ensured that technical challenges of the research findings

would not be raised and in general provided an air of legitimacy to the

research. Thus, one study aimed at local public eals gained credibility

fro= the firm's longstanding track record:

There was no Skepticism over the methods of the study.
Most politicians were savy about survey research, since
they use it in Polling all the time. And the people
involved in the study, including myself, were already
Amll known.... We were already highly V1.5ible people
when we came in to do the study.

in another instance, a museum administrator turned to a well established

marketing firm for a visitor study after a previous study had floundered for

lack of credibility:

You have to have a professional prePare the study, both
because only a professional, an outsider, cen prepare un-
biased questions, and only a professional knowm the tech..:
niques for doing these kinds of studies. People working
in museums will prepare biased questions and don't know
how tO conduct the study.

Zxperienced outside researchers bring not only the needed technical skills

but also the capacity to effectively communicate the results based on statis-

tical procedures. One performing-arts manager in a university town turned to

tne business school for assistance because "they have much more expertise
0

in designing survey instruments [arij they could explain to _me what a



cross-tabulation is, how to understand a chi-square.7

The third study-related element was the presence of unexpected results.

2urprise findings, 1,ftile neither confirming nor refuting strong preconcep-

:ions, -dere important in a fey instnaces because they drew attention to

new prohlems (cited in two studies). One stUdy designed io provide ammuni-

tion for a struggle over admission charges' found that the museum had a

preponderance of first-time visitors and/drew from a broader publinaiT-'

had been believed. The surprising nature of_the-seincinental findings led

the museum to alter its scheduling. La the case of a study of nonliisitcrs

of another museum, all parties involved confessed surprise that nonattenders

were not so much hostile to museums as indifferent. The unexpected lack of

public antagonism had the effect of increasing managerial optimism abcut

the value of broader marketing.

Although in only twp studies were unexpected results explicitly cited

as a reason for the study's utility, other evidence suggests that tne element

oi surprise may frequently enhance the likelihood that a study will be

app_ 2i. In thirteen studies, the results were unexpected by the researchers

and managers; in eleven studies they were not. None of the former studies

were without impact on some policy area, while four of the latter were deemed

to have had virtually no Impact.

Personal commitment. The second major set of factors contributing to

studv utility were related to features of the organization (identified as

important in eleven studies). The most critical organizational factor was

the research commitment of an administrator in the arts organization (cited

in nine studies). Without such a commitment, research was often ignored.
4



ne acministrator, who served as adyocate for an in-house report told us:

The only way for :hese studies to get used is if someone
S p_...-sonally involved and rommitted to the data. You

have to care enough to really push somethdng or it just

won't get used. This is true of just about everything

in the museum world.

Another museum administrator explained his role in promoting applica-

:ion of a visitor study;

There is a mandate to implement the report at all levels.
(The study director) has the license to roam around the
place and complain whenever she sees something being
done that goes against the findings of the stu,'-. She

tries persuasion and happens to be very Persuasive, and
stand behind her with a big stick,

Administrative backing of research use was especially critical in small

'institutions. One manager of a theatrical organization, asked if he faced

difficulty in implementing the findings of an in-house study, put the

matter succinctly: "No. By virtue of the fact that I was manager of the

co=panies, I could do whatever I wanted to do."

in large institutions, even -when key administrators favor utilization,

bureaucratic conflicts and resistance can hammer implementation. In one

case the relative autonomy of a research-oriented department ensured that

application would not be impeded. The marketing director explained: "The

way the marketing department works, it's pretty self-contained in this

area. We do the research and then we disseminate the information to the

areas that would be involved in the relevant [nonmarketing] decisions."

More typically, however, supportive managers faced considerable resis-

tance. In several cases sympathetic head administrators dissociated them-

selves fro= researoh in order to avoid further polarizing divided institu-

tions.

t
.1
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ance studies are rarely iesigned to provide immediate input into

.-.5Pecif1z.decisions, their usage is dependent upon repeated and

a cummlative process of acceptance and learning. This is most likely to

occur if an in-house researcher is involved in staff deliberations on a

day-to-day basis. One study director, for instance, repeatedly discussed

data at staff meetings. For many months no final report was written:

:purposely didn't want to write a final report or have

a final renort floating around because tbat would have

created closure on the project. I wanted people to feel

that there vas a data bank there to be used and possibly

added to if there were more questions that needed answers.

In another museum,,the key administrator placed the office of the research

director next to that of the director of education, to ensure they would

freouently encounter one-another in the halls.

_

Isternal factors. The third set of considerations contributing to the

utility of audience studies involved external political factors (cited as

important in four of the twenty-five cases). A receptive political climate

significantly enhanced the likelihood of application. In two cases, local

government officials wanted further rationale for decisions they were

already prepared to make. For example, an economic-impact study of per-

formLing-arts institutions in one city was done as part of a public rela-

tians campaign to justify improved lighting and police protection in the

theater district. City leaders were sympathetic--an important city offi-
.

cial had, in fact, been mugged in one institution's lobby--and welcomed a

study with entirely predictable findings bolstering their position. In

two other cases, pre-existing lobbying groups quickly capitalized cn

results useful to their campaigns. One study director described the use



(...f his stt.cy:

The co=unicaticn Was largely personal. We tailed -to key

people, particularly on the [lobbyingj committee and they

tailed to the legislature. The financial people would

-talk to the Politicians one by one. The research was
never formally presented. The report was very limited

in th.;stribution, never presented as a main support, only

drama on when it was useful.

I 7



FACTORS PREVE:ITING UTIL:ZATICZ;

'ernile'many studies saw extensive application, the research iirectors

and users we intervie'ied also :ited a litany of actors that preventen

audience studies from being as useful as they might have been. Tile 14st

of inhibiting factors vas long; they can generally be divided among the

following general areas: organizational factors, disinterest, planning,

communication and follow-through, report content, study execution, and

technical features of study (Table 4.2).

Staff turnover and lack of resources. The problem most frequently

cited as preventing use had less to do with the studies themselves than

with the organizations that commissioned them (identified as important

for thirteen studies). Of all the organizational factors hampering imple-

mentation, staff turnover, endemic to arts organizations, was the trine

culprit. Since the research utilization process, as ve have seen, involves

building and maintaining commitment, and since arts institutions, terhaps

because they are understaffed, seem to rely more on memory and less on

memoranda than some other organizations, staff turnover can pose serious

problems for research use. In the case of studies of two performing-arts

organizations aad one museum, administrators most involved with research

projects left their institutions mad, while the findings were useful to

them in their nevr positions, the studies had no troact on the institutions

for which they were designed. In the casl of two other mmseum studies,

the administrators who commissioned the research took jobs elsewhere,

leaving study directors to face an indi"nt or antagcnistic staff.

Cme museum vent through several directors within three years of a study's



eon::ept...on. In tv, _noLanees, the rt:.Luetunce cf caretaker otaff to make

majJr decisions during extensive search Periods for new directors contri-

buted to visitor studies' disuse.

A second major organizational immediment to study utilization was

simply lack of resources to implement recommendations. One museum study

was opposed by that institution's education department because, in the

study director's words, "It was the attitude that -we know what is, right

and-good to do but we can't do it anyway because resources are scarce, so

why spend money on this kind of research?" Several arts council adminis-

trators felt that studies they had smonsored were inadecuately publicized

due to lack of staff time. Less directly, loy salary levels contributed

to the departures of some staff members who might have been instrumental

using study results. But perhaps the most critical scarcity was that

of funds to try new programs. A perforndng-arts institution administrator

One of the restraints on the imolementation of new policy
vas that [the institution] is just so poor. It was clear
that a broad advertising campaign should be develomed to
attract tourists, butjthe institution) didn't have money
or staff to do this. Our hands were tied.

In several cases, intervening management or fint.ncial crises preempted

staff and trustee concern'to the extent that research results were lost in

the shuffle.

Hostility and disinterest. A second set of factors respondents stressed

in accounting for underutilization involved disinterest in or hostility

towards researcn on the Part of staff and management (cited for ten studies).

In some cases the research director was distrusted as an inexperienced out-
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-sider, One director of a visitor study was perceived, according :o a

sympathetic governing-bcard member, as "an outsider brought in by the

trustees. If the staff had their way, all ioutsiders would be dropped,

even :he outside auditors; they think they know all :hey need to know."

amilarly, a museum director who had attempted to disseminate the find-

ings of a'study of his institution reported:

There are some senior people in the museum world who literally

won't read the report, even in a very short version. I'm

friendly with some of these people and they have frankly

told me that it is useless and they won't lock at it. If

you wlant to remain on friendly terms you just have to laugh

it off.

hostility also exists to social-science research. One museum administrator

told us:

think audience studies ire absolutely hopeless--they are

a waste of time and the work force. We tried here to use

the questionnaire-type for three different seasons. ',+6

would sit somebody down like a stooge to ask them questions;

and we used observation, and it was ridiculous. Tney are

no good for anytbing at a21. I'm just predisposed against

questionnaires, they're silly. I get ten a week across my

desk. They are like macaroni and cheese, you can get it

anywhere, and the only question is whose is better.

Distrust of outsiders and social-science methods in general is not exclusive

to museums; it vas cited by persons involved in theater-and symphony-audience

research as -well.

In other cases, research use was hanpered by staff doubts about the

relevance of pUblic input per se. Such positions uere cited by several

administrators and study directors uho had worked in art museums. Several

administrators contended that a museum's responsibilities to the public have

to be balanced against its duties in the area of scholarship. This posi-

tion was a source of complaint by cne researcher:
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There are people in established positions who feel that it
is entirely their prerogative to run the museum on the
basis sf connoisseurship and that the public's desires

couldn't be less relevant. They are very Sensitive to
art-historical standards; connoisseurship is the religion

of cuxators. They have had a lot of experience with
peonle wanting circuses for the hoi-polloi and they see

that as very threatening to their positions. Even a few

who are sympathetic are afraid.

One museum official noted that some curators even refused to allow chairs

or benches in their galleries after a visitor survey indicated a denand

for seating to combat museum fatigue because "they felt tnat tacky modern

fu-niture would distract the visitors from the beauty of their...master-

pieces."

:he presence of such attitudes did not render all art-museum studies

useless by any means. For one thing, resistance to public input is not

universal. Most institutions studied had several staff menbers or adminis-

trators sympathetic to research and the balance of opinion varied widely

from place to place. A number of respondents reported that financial

hardships were making museum administrators increasingly responsive to

public desires. As one administrator explained, interest in planning is

increasing as a result of two pressures:

The first is financial and all the rest can be tied back

to this. Financial pressures are facing all cultural

organizations. Donors and supporters are demanding a
more businesslike approach; you are getting greater
sophistication from everyone from trustees to staff.,..
Also the public is becoming more aware that the museum

is a pUblic institution. Pressure comes from the public

to make services more readily available and indirect
pressures are perceived by the trustees and others....
:t comes in the form of pressures from people, verbal
discussions, with articles, changes in priorities.
Cultural institutions are becoming more important in
people's lives, there is more concern 'with people's

1.7



rlgnts, maybe leisure is more importaat. :t is not lix:e

the sixties when black groups applied pressure to museums
by iirect action; that is not going on now. But it's

more like a groundswell--che impetus is internal, it

comes fro= the trustees and management, but that is

,;ust a reflection cf the present-day world.

:n some cases% researchers and research sponsors reoorted an ability to

ennance enthusiasm for or tolerance of research by avoiding questions that

might elicit answers threatening to particular staff members, by present-

ing findings without recommendations, and by including museum staff in

research design through soliciting questions &nd feedback on study plans.

..,4,aps more distressing to study directors than even hostility «as

:he frequent indifference to their work. One researcher who carried out

a visitor study in a museum (after the director who hired him had left)

complained:

:Working in (the =mseuml was like working in a vacuum.
nobody cared. There uere no obstacles, everybody was
friendly and nominally cooperative, but they were very
worried about the new exhibits and this was taking up
their time and erY:rgy.... I have no way of knowing if

any of the results were surprising, since the report
was not read.

A director cf an in-house museum study complained, "If I hadn't followed

through, the results would have been buried immediately, I had to work

hard to get people to even read the report." While such disinterest seemed

particularly characteristic of museum administrations, it was by no means

restricted to them. The director of a performing-arts audience study said:

: don't knowexactly uhat use was made of the research....
:le report was sent to the (membership group) but I never

got any feedback from the board. I also gave it to
:administrators and board =embers] aad said I -would like

to talk to them about it, and that was the last I ever

haard from them. I don't even know if they have ever

raod the Whole report.
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A performing-arts organization staff member committed to audience research

resigned when he called a meeting to present tne findings of a study he

had commissioned and only one person came. The director of another per-

forming-arta study was actually unable to find someone in the arts organ-

ization, which had Undergone extensive staff turnover, villing to receive

the report.

Researdh olanning. A third set of factor detracting from study utility

are related to planning (cited for ten studi s). Several researchers and

study users complained about the absence 07 clear research goals. A univer-

sity-based director of a performing-artstaudience study oommented that one

"factor in explaining its lack of utility is that [the Study] was not aimed at

any specific problem." Similarly, a museum official, discussing a visitor

study in effect 'donated' to his institution, said, "There was a problem

in fixing the objectives of the study. [The study director] wanted us

to state our objlectives, bat we found this difficult to do. The questions

he finally worked out seemed trivial to us." An academic investigator who

directed a oross-sectional study for a local arts council noted:

There vas a fair amount of interest in doing a survey.
The problem vas a lack of understanding of what a survey
could do, a lack of proper expectations--and this was
probably our fault, because it's imponant in market
research to establish this first. People didn't really
know *what to expect--they thought it was a good idea to
do a survey and to find out something about the audience,
but they have no clear idea about what to use the results

for.

:n a few cases, studies vere planned for interne/ political reasons with

no intention of use. As mentioned previously, some studies were performed

to placate memberanip committees, and one study was reportedly undertaken
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largely because of a persdnal friendship between an administrator and a

member of the research firm involved. Finally, two studies suffered fmm

bad timing, unavoidable because of the availabiuity df funds or personnel.

A performing-arts institution was surveyed (as part of a larger effort)

just before moving into a permanent facility, rendering some of the data

irrelevant. The presence of major construction and its attendant probleas

complicated the administration of dne museum study, pushing staff energies

to the Limits and, those involved speculated, inflating the number of

respondents wno expressed disappointment in their visits.

:ommunication and followtthrouch. Communication and iissemnation

\

iifficuities constituted a fourth set of factors diminishing researon utility

(reported to be significant in ten studies). Several study re
i
orts were

considered too long or confusing by both their authors and rec[

only cne case was a report not prepared). One university-aff)llated
l

pients (in

researcner said:

Tne analyses were done by a graduate student working under

new. The student uTote a long report that was really

not that well written, and then he and a couple of people

at (the arts council sponsoring the research) sent out a

pamphlet.... For market research to be really effective,

it has to.be presented to small groups who have the oppor-

tunity to ask questions and really go over the thing.

sort of have the feeling that that never happened in this

case.

The director of another arts council that had commissioned an audience study

felt thmt the findings would have,been more powerfUl if the report had been

condensed, with fewer statistics. The museum-administrator recipient of

one rather technical report of a visitor study confessed that, although he

uas interested in research and carried the results around for awhile, he found

1 '7,,
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the report. so boring -that' be never read i-t. Two study directors complained

about their audience' s lack of sophistication. "It was apparent that most

people [in the museum] didn't have any appreciation for social-science

research, of. the most basic elements of experimental Procedures," observed

one researcher. In general, however, researchers with specialized train-

...rig appeared willing and able to write their reports for \an audiende of

i-telligent laypersons.

The key communication problems had to dtkwith an absence of follow-

through once the final report vas delivered. /In each of th.e three cases

isn which an arts council or udorella group szonsored research on a local

cross-section or set of audiences, inadequate communication with member arts

organizations was identified as a critical defect of the research-policy

process. One in-house study director recommended that such studies be seen

as two-stage endeavors, the first ,invdlving research, the second cons*: sting

of workshops and informal communications with1specific arts institutions.

Another felt that, while a one-day workshop helloed to make rcenber institu-

tions more conscious of research, further efforts would have been valuable.
.0".

In a third case, the director of a performing-arts organization whose audi.-

ence was surveyed as part of a larger effort complained:

Quite frankly, I have yet to have [the study) on my desk..
I looked at it briefly in [the study director's] office,
but it vas Such a cumbersome thing.... We are absolutely
not influenoc.d by it because we have no knowledge at all
of what the dala did show. That s an important point:
=ake sure that the cooperating institutions get to see the
results. That seems simple.

This not a case of malicious neglect. In fact, the study director,

l'aded a local umbrella arts group, urged us to speak to the person
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quoted above as am Ii7le of someone who had used the renort's findings to

good effect. Yet che arts administrator had not seen the results--"I've

asked for the results about four or five times and I'm not going to ask

anymore, I have other things to do"--and vas quite indignant.5

/Lack of follov-through vas also cited by one s udy director and one

research user as a danger inherent in the use of student labor. A perform-

ing-arts manager said of a study undertaken with the help 3f a business-

school Ttudent:

I have a strong sense that there was other data we had

not dragged out, that there was more there than we were

able to make use of. The hazard'of using a student is
that once her second year got underway, like us, she got
busier and busier and less able to work with us--that was

a liability. If -4e do it again and cannot afford to hire

a professional group who will do it in an elaborate

fashion, if we do use students again, I am pretty sure
that we will assign it to someone and make it part of a
course load for a fu21 year, not simply a means of summer

support.

Our intervieuz, as well is the experience of many studieszot considered

here, indicate that graduate students and, in some oases undergraduates,

( represent an important resource to organizatiores that cannot ford to

hire professionals. But when student labor is used it is essen ial to

make sure that students have sufficient expertise, that they receive ade-

quate supervisidn, and that they will hold themselves accountable for pro-

viding a high-quality finiahed product and be available to participate in

follow-through research, interpretation, or dissemination.
6

Renort content. A fifth impediment to research implemenation had to do

with the content of the reports themselves (icientified as important for nine

stladies). Tx: two cases findings wel-e perceived as outdated due to managerial

I 0
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perceptions of audience change. In tvm otaer instances, research users

stated'that results were inconclusive or obvious, in another case that

results vere unexpected but of trivial importance, and in yet another

that findings vere "not dramatic" enough to make a difference. To some

extent, these responses reflect initial hostility to research or, conversely,

inflated initial hopes.

In several other cases report content was deemed unsatisfactory for

relatively specific reasons. In the case of one r74Ilti-institutional

analysis, the priorities of the sponsoring art council had changed to an

interest in studies tailored to the needs of snecific member institutions

by the time the report vas delivered.

primary purpose of publicizing the c

able.) A museum abandoned a major pLanning effort, rendering the visitor

study conducted in conjunction with the effort less immediately usable.

(The. study had already served its

il 'before its findings were avail-
,.

Users of three studies, one of several performing-arts events and two of

museums, regretted that the studies they had sponsored were not of wider

scope; they were interested in the characteristics and attitudes of non-

attenders, who had not been included in the study, as well as of those

vho used their institutions. To some extent, this may have reflected the

fact that as managers become involved in the research process, their ques-

tions Erow more sophisticated and become better defined. Finally, in-house

directors of two museum studies regretted the relative paucity of negative

evaluation fram visitors, since specific criticism vas considered particu-

larly useful to management.

Study execution. Study execution (cited for eight studies) was a

IsA
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sixth factor accounting f-r less than ottimal study utility. Directors or

users of four studies felt that study funding was inadequate. Cne art-

council staff member felt a stronger study could have been donduoted had

money been available to survey nonattenders. An in-house museum researcher

reported that his survey had been underutilized in tart due to the absence of

funds for comouterized data analysis. Another study director who' had volun-

teered his services acknowledged that his commitment to,the project was under-
,-

-
mined by the lack of monetary com

91.
pensation: was too busy to pry much atten-

:ion to [the data analysis] and I las involved in a number of other projects.

Frankly, if : had been paid it would have been different." Two study'direc-

:ors regarded the level of exrenditare on audience studies as an imtortant
-

index of an institttion's commitment to the research process, which affected

:he inc"-lation of the institution to use the results. An in-house study,

director for a performing-arts festival observed that "if the project had

been given more money [by the board] the smidy would have had more imoact

because the trustees would h expected more from it." Similarly, an

outside director of a study of a major terforming-ar!s institution, with

much experience in market research, reported:

The study was viewed as cheap by [the institution], which
had the effect of lowering the commitment as well. When

organizations are not paying for the product, they are
less committed to using it.

In general, however, fev of the directors or manage,*s interviewed felt that,

more money would have noticeably improved their studies or made them more

easlly utilized. It has already.been seen in the previous chapter that in our

sample level of funding was the major determinant of audience-study technical

quality, out had no impact cn utility.
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Twc of the _rts managers stated tnat research cm their institutions' _

audiences had little impact because they lacked an Opportunity to affect

:he study's design. In most cases, however, both in-house and outside

7tudy ditrectors reported soliciting user involvement in the design of the

study. Usually, outside reseaxchers consulted closely with key adminis-

trators, aad in-house reseaxch advocates tried to draw as many staff and

administrators as pOssible into survey planning. As one researcher put

such nonsuatation was necessary:to establish a Political environment

4
in,whitin I could proceed."'

Technical opalitv. The final category of factors cited as diminish

ing study utility-consists of issues related to technical cuality. In

1

contrast to the extensive attention miven such matters as organisational

problems, administrative and staff attitudes, commiunication and dissemina-
.

tion, and planning, references to technical quality were almost entirely

missing from our interviews; low,quality was mmtioned at a problem for

utility in interveius aboUt only three of the-twentY-fiVe studies. What

is more, references to such factors as sample size, low response rate,

and lack of in-house research qxpertise in these three instances involved

casual, off-handed observations. Although the studies reveived varied

widely in quality and many were poor bynonventional social-research

standards, in no case was low technical quality cited as a major reason

for disuse. In fact, all three research users who mentioned that defects

in technical/quality affected utility were nonetheless among those who

found their studies useful for specific manageriea decisions. Fur:her-

r

more, tnose reporting the greatest amount of hostility cr indifference to
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research they :lad conducted or commissioned universally noted than

oc;eotions or skepticism were based on nonmethodological grounds. As

5

ze study director put it:- "1 was anxious to le challenged on the meth-

tiologica/ qualityof the work. ',:benever someone said something slight-

ing in a staff meeting, : would call him on it, but they invariably uttn-

drew."

If hostility tousrds research fi.ndings was never expressed cn method-

ologcal grounds, neither uere methodological deficiencies much cause for

distress unen they were noted. An in-nouse researcner referred to a first

study,as "stabbing in the dark," "a first feeble attempt at researL,"

and szated'ehat he was currently working with university researcners to

devei.op a more sophisticated program. :lonetheless, :ne used the earlier

study to suggest marketing changes thn* were implemented, in part by only

believing :hose results that were both very strongly reported and that he

himzelf found plausible. A b,ard of trustees.overlooked the small sample

surveyed in a performing-crtt audience study because "the findings pretty

much were expected."



CONCLUSION AND RECOMENDATIONS

The lack of concern with methodology evinced by users in arts organi-

zations may partly reflect a lack of training and experience in research

technicue and utilization. Yet the willingness of arts managers to accept

findings of research that does not meet regular technical standards is in

large mart a rational response to three aspects of the environment in which

arts organizations function. First, most art organizations have little

time, money, or experience and could not strive to undertake high-quality

research even if they wanted to. Second, most arts organizations have

Mad virtually no systematic information about the composition, attitudes,

or habits of their audiences; any increment in k9owledge.can be valuable.

Third, lack of concern with technical quality reflects a recognition of

the uay in which research findings actually enter into the decision process

in arts organizations--as marginal, indirect, reinforcing, suggestive,

exmressive, or Symbolic inputs that depend little on the precise technical

methods employed.

Seen this way, the absence of a correlation bet-ween study technical

quality and study utility discovered in the previous chatter is neither

as mysterious as it seemed nor cause for great dinay. Nonetheless, if

bad research can be good, good research can be better. High quality

audience research can be more routinely generated and used, first, if arts

managers become committed to using it regularly in policy deliberations

and planning. Before this will occur, the arts must receive the resources

necessary to do systematic planning and some consensus must be reached on



tne role that audience information should olay in it. Second, an informa-

tion infrastructure must be created in which both basic and applied researcn

ls conducted and widely disseminated throughout the art world. '2ntil arts

managers can easily draw on a pool of information and cumulative knowledge

about the nature and habit of American arts consumers, they will continue

to reinvent the wheel in its most rudimentary form. In the absence of

staff continuity, a professional research memory must serve in place or

many transient individual ones. Third, an institutionalized arrangement

must be developed that will permit arts organizations that cannot afford

their own high-quality research to get the inforitation they need. Local

arts-researca consortiums, much like cooperative arts fund-raising drives,

should le established and their limits and possibilities tested. Finally,

as part of this effort, managers must increase their acauaintanceship with

social-research methods through short tutorials or other means. The ser-

vices-of individuals literate in research methods shorld be made available

to institutions that are without access to them.

7ertainly, there is some cause for optimism. Our formal interviews

and informal conversations have convinced us that a combination of fin-

ancial privation and more general philosophical change is increasing the

importance of planning and research in arts management. The research

activities of tle National Endowment for the Arts and other agencies may"

in time provide the ir.:...astructure needed to minimize redundant research

and reduce the cloud of uncertainty under which arts managers operate.

And the development of programs in arts administration and the appeal of

arts management to individuals with other kinds of business and social-



4

science training promises to raise the level of technical knowledge upon

which arts organizations can Profitably draw. Mere is, then, reason to

believe that if a study similar to this one is carried out in ten years,

its findings will be different from those reported here.

...
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1. Only post-1973 studies vere included to ensure that respondent
recollections vere relatively fresh; the regional restriction was

imposed to minimize data-collection costs. However, the time restric-

tion resulted in the exclusion of all examples of several major types

of studies, and the geographic restriction vas therefore relaxed to
include five midwestera studies so that all types of audience studies
were represented among our interviews.

2. The idea of research as discourse is developed by Cohen and Garet
(1975) ia an essay on social-science research and federal educational

policy.

3. For a discussion of the contribution of research to problem-setting
at the federal level, see Rein and White (1977).

4. On the Lmportance of leadership in the utilization of federal health-

program evaluations, see Patton et al. (1977).

4

r 5. Uthough cooperative audience-research efforts hold the promise of

facilitating rigorous and"comparable studies of organizations that lack

the time or expertise to uadertake them alone, there is little evidenle

that this potential has yet be..9n realized. This seems true, first, be-

cause such studies are us1P111y carried out for broadly political purposes

and second, because local souncils or other consortiuM organizations lack

the staff and resources to provide an adequate account of research find- '

ings and to help member organizations make use of them.

6. 0a,the positive value of research alliances vith uaivarsity faculty

and students see Wainwright (1973).



F.: AN ACIENDA FOR ARTS AUDIENCE azsE;licii

Perhaps the first priority for audience researcn as a whole shoulu

be tn.= routine gatnering of descriptive statistics about the audience over

time. Sue::: statistics could be gathered through a regular national survey

of audiences for a stratified random sample of arts institutions. Thus

far, the population of arts institutions has not been fully specified; how-

evel.,improvements in the Census of Business, which in 1977 included museums

(in addition to performing arts institutions) for the first time, and the

economic data series under consideration by the National Endowment for the Arts

=ay =ake systematic sampling possible in the future. Lastitucions'included in

the survey should be stratified by such variables as art type, region, degree

of urbanization, programmdng policy, amateur versus professional status,

and ticket price. Community-based and predominantly minority institutions,

as weld as free and outdocr events, should be included.

While studies performed by individual institutions or sets of institu-

tions must be designed locally to address the specific needs of the organi-

oaticns sponsoring them, care in question design can increase the wider

utility of sucn surveys by enhancing their comparability to previous research,

and, in so doing, permit those who undertake them to contrast their own audi-

ences with existing baseline data. Ln general, demographic categories can

be patterned after census categorization schemes, 'with additional categories

added as needed. When conventional citegorization schemes are not used, then

the use of many oategories for sucn-viriables as education and occupation

os preferable since it is often possible to merge response groups for purposes

of comparison.
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la sampling audience members, it is important to stress that forms

snoLld be completed by those who actually receive them, and not other members

of Eheir party or family. Such a practice, for example, would minimize any

biasing effects of tendencies for older =en (or women) to take on question-
. .---

naire-completion tasks for other family mambers. Questions on educational

attainment should differentiate between high-sChool and non-high-school

graduates, between individuals 'with some college, graduates of two-year

colleges, graduates of four-year colleges, and those with graduate training

or degrees. Categorizing occupations is difficult at best: use of standard

census categories in pre-ccded questionnaires, or requests for precise

occupational descriptions to be coded by investigators with reference to

census listings would minimize confusion in this area. Researchers may also

reduce response error by specif-jing that the respondent be currently employed

at least one-half time in the occupation reported. Where income information

is requested, family income should be specified. Where racial or ethnic

lnformation is requested, categories should be made specific and unambiguous:

the category "nonwhite," for example, may invite ambiguous responses and

miss important differences.

Local organizations can also increase the information gained from surveys

greatly with only marginal added effort by making greater use of cross-tabu-

lations--that is, joint frequency distributions in which audience members

are p:aced in cells formed by Cross-classifying two or more variables. Zross-

tabulations re'quire little statistical training and they can be used to

answer a vide range managerial and other questions. For example, if one

wants to see if tn.-,se auaience members reporting lower educational attain-

ment are primarily young people continuing their education, one can do a

L
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cross-taoulation.cf ae ant.; eduoation. If i'ne wants to assess an aucienoe's

_;coupati..na- :eve_ indepenaent oender, one can cross-tabulate -ender lni

occupation. A manager who wishes\to predict the effect on audience composi-

tinn :f an across,the-bosrd increase in ticket pr.ices can gain some insight

by cross-tabulaz,ing ticke.t price and. education (or occupation or income)

Ind comparing those in thn most eccp nsive seats to those in the least

expensive. A marketing specialist ,e king to target res-urces 'at a parti-

cular incom2 eoup :an cross-tabnlat'e inCome and source of inforMatnn to

see if iifferent advertising vehicles reach different kinds

of visitors or attenders. In additin to using cross-tabulati6ris, researchers

can inexpensively increase the information yielded by surveys in two other

ways: demographic frequencies can be ompared to census frequencies for

metropolitan residents as a whole; and,visits and visitors can be distinguished

by asking respondents to note how, many ',..imes they have attended an institution

over a suitable time period (such as th previous twelve months).

Local organizations should be urged to publicize their own research

fini'ings and to make them available to other arts organizations. :n general,

arts institutions do nct appear to be competing for the sam2 dollars; indi-

viduals who attend one art form or institUtion frequently also seem to attend

others frequently as well. Promotional energies maymore profitably go
,

towards expanding th4 total arts market r;%or an area tban towards dividing

up the misting public. At any rate, audience studies rarely contain

enough surprising, emCcarassing, or definitive information to give an institu-

tion a competitive edge. Although we offered to maintain audience studies

ccIlected for this study on a confidential basis, we had few requests to
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do so, and such requests were almost always reiated to a specific and

unusual institutional consideration. In most cases, tnen, those wnc ander-

take studies seem willing to disseminate their results. What is needed is

a clearingncuse for such research, through which organizations can snare

audience research to their mutual benefit.

In addition 'to the need for comparable descriptive data on audiences

over time, more focused studies are needed to address a number of other

critical questions about arts audiences. Many of the arts managers we

spoke with stressed their desire for information about nonattenders, the

ceccie that direct audience surveys can never reach (though cross-sectional

studies, of course, do so). Do individuals fail to attend museums and tne

live performing arts because of disinterest, antipathy, inconvenience,

cr'oes or discomfort? Such information is critical to attempts to enlarge

the market for the arts and to meet the public's desire for greater access-

to the arts. In general, People vho do not do something have given

little tnought to their motivations, or nonmotivations as the case may be.

Tc understand nonattendance it is Probably necessary to go beyond question-

naires to relatively in-depth interNiews that will get beyond initial

responses to reach deeper motivations. Depending upon the targets of a market-

development plan, such studies may be focused on individuals demograpV-."y

similar to attenders (for example, their next-door neighbors) or-on indi-

viduals from socioeconomic groups with low attendance rates.

Research on the relationship of attendance at one art form to attendant'e

at others indicates that, except perhaps for theater-goers, aficionados

cne art form also amfend others. Such research, however, a- its I-L:1i-
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mentai:y stages. Is there one arts audience or :"..ny? Do conditions vary

from city to city? For example, do major arts centers like Nev York have

multiple publics while smaller cities have'a single cuatural public? Futher-

more, what is :he responsiveness of arts attendance to aot only price but

also content? If the opera raises its ticket price or alters its program-

ming, will audiences go to the theater? Will they stay h me and watch tele-

, vision? If an art museum changes its exhibits policies or rai es its

admission fee will visitors go to science museums instead? To the aquarium
I

s"---.

or a football game? It has been observed that televiSion viewers watch

television rather than tuning in specific programs selectively. Is the situation

similar in the arts? To what extent can institutions use program changes

to draw larger or new audiences, or experiment with new offerings without

fear of losing the existing audience? These are things that we know little '

about.

any people in the arts have stressed,a need to expand audiences to

include those not already reached. Although the audiences analyzed in this

study tended to share such characteristics as high educational attainment,

large percentages ofprofessionals and small participation bx blue-collar

workers, high incomes,and low minority attendance, there were some striking

exceptions. Intensive analysis of institutIons that draw on unusually wide

audiences may provide insights that oter organi-4ions can use.

An often useful but neglected methcidology is the quasi-experimental

design. rf an institution is contemplating some change in price, perfor-

mance time, or program policy and wants to assess its effect on audience

composition, controlled studies of audiences before and after limited

changes can be of great value. In such research it is important to consider

isu
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alternative explanations for any change found; if'this is done, pre-test/

post-test.studies can be a Powerful management tool.

Another issue aboum which little is, kfloWn and much curiosity exists

is the process of socialization into arts attendance: how early does it

begin, how important is the family, and how important is the school? One

easy way to begin'to assess the imnortance of family background is to ask

respondents ouestions about their parents: we know nothing about the rela-

tionship between a Person's father's, or Mother's educational attainment or

occupation add his or her participation in arts audiences. If the attend-

ance habit is acquired early in life, family background =ay be almost as
{.

-

imPortant as one's own education or occupation.

A more thorough examination of socialization,into the arts must go

beyond surveys to more focused interviews and studies of children and

teenagers. 'eie know that a person's educational attainment is the best

Predictor of his or her attendance at museums and live performing-arts

_events. But why is this so? Is it because people who stay in school a

long time come from families where the arts are cultivated from an early

age? Is it because formal training in the arts in high schools.and colleges

creates an aopetite for the real taing? Is it because colleges provide

students with a culturally oriented Peer group and large quantities of free

time? Or is it some combination of tAse and perhaps other faosors? At

this point we do not know.

tf there are many serious gaps in our knowledge about the public for

museums and for the live performing arts, we know even less ebOut the public

for the arts in other forms. How many people enjoy theater, dance, opera,

and classical music on television and radio? Are these the same people

I 9 t

1.
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1,7no attend live performances or is it an entirely different group? Do media

presentations serve as a substitute for live Performances and exhibits, or

do they only whet consumers' appetites? (The interested reader should consult

Arts and Cu1tur7 Pro.vara on Radio and Television by Natan Katzman and Ken

meth Wirt (1977).) What about 'arts boc*s and phonograph records, Harold

Rosenberg (1968.: 201) has uritten, "For a sound art education ue need to

augment our-knowledge through art books and develop our ignorance through

uorks of art." Are such mechanical reproductions a supolenent to or substi

tute for visits to art museums and nights at the opera? Until we learn more

about those who coneuze the arts in their nonlive forms, we only speculate

about the size and breadth of the arts audience as a whole.

Implementing these suggestions will require a great deal cf commitment,

money, and Planning, at etery level of/the arts world. The kind of research

to be conducted and the extent of research carried out is ultimately a

matter to be decided on the basis of values and Priorities. For example,

while research has usually revealed that the arts attenders are wealthier,

better educated, and employed in more prestigeful occupations t:han the public

at large, audience research cannot indicate wbether this situation is good,

bad, or indifferent. Some institutions are committed tobroadening the

social corposition of the audience, and it seems clear that such_efforts can

bear fruit. Among the studies we assembled were a few of audiences contain:.

ing far more diverse than nonaal crosssections of the Anerican public; and,

even in the midst of the Depression, audiences for the Federal Theater

Project included many employed bluecollar workers. Other institutions have

found it easier, and financially critical, to develop further those segments

of the public already attending. Different priorities for expansion dictate

differing research designs. Such priorities must be made explicit if research

is to.be of optimal utility.



Or

U1(1; imazelyat least at the local level, research is part of a process

of planning and admanistration, and planning is something relatively new to

the arts, about which there is same disagreement. Planning and research

both cost money. Optimal development and utilization of arts audience

research will require money to develop a research infrastructure, money for

staff time to execute and followthrough the implidations of research, and

money to permit institutions now living fram crisis to crisis to become

involved in long-range planning. Arts institutions have some capacity to

improve the research process bY shifting their olln priorities; but, ulti-

mately, systematic use of research on a wide scale, after the fashion of

many government agencies and Private industry, may be prohibitively expensive.

The level of resources allocated to the arts from among competing national

priorities is, pf course, a product of the Political process, and the con-

straints of this process will, indirectly, critically shape the role that

such research can play.

19,
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Sciences audience survey. Binghamton, N.Y.: (Genevieve Barton, 19761,

* brochure.

Results in process of compilation.

84 Oklahoma Theater Center. "Results of Informal Survey o Audience Taken

During Performances of U.S.A. During January, 1976" id "The Oklahoma

Theater Center Audience Profile 1976" questionnaire with tabulations.

Oklahona City: Oklahoma Theater Center, 1976, 2p. +

85 Garden Theatre Festival. "Analysis and Evaluation of the Autumn Garden

Theatre Festival 73 (project #fou.r)." Los Angeles: Garden Theatre

Festival, n.d., 13p.

See also #174

86 Theatre Tulsa. Membership que stionnaire. Tulsa: Theatre Tulsa , Mar . 29,

1976, lip,

87 Huntington Library. "Impressions of the Visitors." Includes data tables.

San Marino, Calif.: Huntington Library, June-july,1972, 5p.

See also #88
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88 Huntington Library. "A Survey of Visitors." Brief report and data

tables. Saa Marino, Calif.:. Runtington,Library, 1973, 3p.

See also-#87

89 C0NFIDE:11'1AL

90 Denver Symnhony Orchestra. "Denver Symphony Questionnaire,- January,

1972: Results - June, 1972." Denver: Denver Symphony.Orchestra, 1972,

91 Arts Development AssociateS, Inc. 20 "Flagship" Communities of New York

State: A RepOrtan ResearchyConducted on Needa, Potential Sponsors) and

Facilities for a POsSible Touring_Program,by-the New nrk State Council

the Arts. .Minteapdlis: Arts Development Associates, Luc., May 1974,

55p.
154

See also hr9

1. 32 Foster-Pegg, F. Peregrine and Joseph Wesley Zeigler. the 1075 New York

State Medallion Tour: A Report on the Backgrouud-and Findings of the

Nev York State Counal on the Arts Demonstration Tour of Theatre.

Minneapolis: Arts Development Aasociates, Inc., June 1975, 751b..

See also #91

93 National Research Center of the Arts. Anchorage', Alaska: Public Per-

srective On the Arts and C.ulture; Report of a,Survey Conducted for

s_ae_ArtAncilotwacil. New York: National Research Center Of the Arts,

Jan. 1975,,221p.

94 National Research Center of the Arts, Inc. tbe Jaffrey Ballet Audience:

A Surve of the Sarin 1976 Season at the City Center Theater. New York:

National Research Center of the Arts, Inc., June 1976, 133p.

See also #138,

95- ---Tayloz,_James B. et al. Science on Disolazi_ A Study of the United States

S.:.^:chibicience.rld'sFaii_3_2_-162. Seattle: Institute for

Interviews of visitors.

96 Milton, Paula Mae. Florida State University; A Descriptive Study of,

Audience Attitudes:, A Surve of Selected Audiences in Profeasional

1

Educational aniCommunity Theatres in Dade, Bro,Aard, and Palm Beach

Counties in the State of Florida. Dissertation, Florida State University,

Aug. 1967, 73p.
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_

97 Molette, Carlton W., II. Concepts About Theatre: A Survey of Some

College Students in the FlOrida Counties of Broyard Dade, and Palm

Beach Comparing Those Who Have Had a Theatre and Drama Amfreciation

Course With Those Who'Have,Not. Dissertation, Florida State University,

-A-tz77r9-WTT.517T-

98 Romano, Albert. October 1971 In-Theatre Survey, New York: Metromedia,

Inc., 1971, 103p.

See also #37

Playbill questionnaire survey of audiences of sixteen

shoms in Nev York City.

99 Cherry, Kathleen Ann, Patricia Ann Mitchell, and Bradley C. Morison.

Bridaes: A Report on an Exploration.of the Possibilities in a Heritaae

and Cilltural Bridae Concept for Farao/Moorehead. Minneapolis: Arts

Development Associates, Inc.Oct. 197 , 138p.

.Includes survey of performing-arts attenders.

100 Neugren, Donald A. A Standardized Museum Survey: A Methodology for

Museums to Gather Decision-Oriented Information. Dissertation,

Syracuse University, 1972. Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1973,

282p.

Includes surveys of museums in Syracuse and Grand,RapidS.

101 Arkansas Arts Center. Arkansas Arts Center: Public Opinion Study,

.21_,L22.._17.12Januaz'oect#PS10-3.21n. Ltttle Rock: Arkansas Arts

Center. 1971. 5310.

Telephone survey.

102 Community Service Bureau, Inc. Report mad Recommendations: Arkansas

Arts Center Little Rock Arkansas. Community: Service Bureau,

'Sept. 1, 1971, 4 p.

Liading citizen intervieys.

103 McKee, David T. Profiles and Pref rences: An Audience Survey of Sub.

scribers Occasional Patrons and the General Public for Reaional Theatre

----iii-Seatti-DiSSattatiUniVitIltY. of Washington, 1972. Ann Arbor:

University Microfilms, 1972, 1816.

104 Morison, Bradley G. mad Kay Fliehr. In Search of an Audience: How an

Audience Was Found for the Tyrone Guthrie Theatre. Includes survey

cuestionnaire and report. New York: Pitman Publishing Corp., 1968, 230p.

See also #'s 41, 117, 122, 126, 199
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135 Arts Development Associates, Inc.
Arts Council Bicentennial Theater
Four Maior Theater Tour Projects.
IssociatesInc.,-Sept. 15, 1976,

An Evaluation Retort ca the Illinois
Tour and a Cormarative Analysis of
Minneapolics: Arts Development

,122p.

106 .Niehoff, Arthur. "Audience Reaction In the Milleukee Public Museum:

The WinterVisitors." In Stephan F. daorhegyi wad Irene A. Hanscn, eds.,

The Museum Viaitor: Selected Essa s and Surveys ofVisitor Reaction to
Exhibitsiin the Milwaukee Public Museum. Milwaukee: Milwaukee Public

Museam, 1968. pp. 21-31.

See also #'s 35,'47, 107-109

107 Niehoff, Arthur. "Characteristics of Audience Reaction ia the Milwaukee

Public MUseum." In Stephan F. deBorhegyi and Irene A. Hanson, eds., The

Museum Visitor: Selected Essays and Surveys of Visitor Reaction to Exhibits

in the Mil'aukee Public Museum. Milwaukee: Milwaukee Public Mnseum, 1968.

pp. sca6:

See also Ps 35, 47, 106, 108, 109
v

108 Cooley, William and Terrence Piper. "Study of the ',fest African Art Exhibit

of the Milwaukee Public Museum and its Visitors." In Stephan F. deBorhegyi

and irene A. Hanson, eds., The Museum Visitor: Selected Essays and Surveys

of Visitor Reaction to Exhibits in the MilwaUkee Public Museum. MilWaukee:

Milwaukee Public Museum, 19Z-8. pt. 143-165.

See also #'s 35, 47, 106, 107, 109

109 Abler, Thomas. "Traffic Pattern and-Exhibit Design: A Study of Learning

in the Museum." In Stephan F. deBorhegyi and Irene A. Hanson, eds., The

Museum Visitdr: Selected Essa,s and Surve S of Visitor Reaction to Exhibits

in the Milwaukee Public Museum. Milwaukee: Milwaukee Public Museum, 1966.

Pp. 103-141.

See also Ps 35, 47, 106-108 I

110 Krasaegor, Rebecca. Smithsohian Audience Survey: Summary of BSSR Pretest

Exterience and Recoimendations for the Conduct of an Audience Sarve .

"Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc., Oct. 1967, 50p.

See also Ps 128; 264

Inter7iews of visitors to the National Museum of Natural
History and the National Museum of History and Technology.

la Colvin, Claire. A Membership Stud' of the Fine Arts Museums of San Fran-.

cisco and the Asian Art Museum, July 1976. San Francisco: Fine Arts

Museums of San Francisco, 1976, 94p.

See also q's 192-195

21 ,
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112 Arts Development Associates, Inc. "...For a Town of Ay Size!" A Plan

for Developing and Enricbing the Cultural Life of the Sioux City Area.

Minneapolis: Arts-Development Associates, Inc., Aug. 1975, 155D.

Interviewm idth community leaders and audience survey
questionnaire used at 29 different cultural events.

113 Ar:ts Development Associates, Inc. A Report and Recommendations on the

Quad Cities Cultural Survey. Minneapolis: Arms Development Associates,

Inc., (May 19757, 99P.

Audience survey of 19 cultural.events in Davenport, Iowa-
Moline, Illinois area.

114 Zeigler, Joseph Wesley. A Report on the Merketabilit, of a Center Stage

Tour in the Middle Atlantic States., Minneapolis: Arts Development

AssociateS June 1974, 188p.

Zeigler, Joseph Wesley. Steering the Center Stage Study: A Report on

Methodology. Minneapolis: Arts Development Associates; Inc.,' Aug. 1974,

35p.

See also Ps 198, 202

,

Conlmunities studied were Dover, Del.; Frederick, Rockville,
and Salisbury, Md.; Long Branch and Vineland, N.J.; Allen-
town-Bethlehem, Hershey, and Scranton-Wilkes Barre-Hazelton,
Pa.; Charlottesville, Norfolk, and Newport News-Hampton,

and Clarksburg, W. Va.

.115 Ford Foundation. Ihe Finances of the Performing Arts. Volume I: A Survey

of 166 Professional Nonprofit Resident Theaters, Operas, Qmphonies, Ballets,

and Modern Dance Companies. Volume II: A Survey of the Characteristics an!

Attitudes of Audiences for Theater, Opera, Symphony, and Ballet in 12 Ts.

Cities. New York: Ford Foundation, 1974.

Reiss, Alvin H. "Lowry Discusses NewFord Foundation Survey." In Alvin H.

Reiss, Arts ManagemtlIt Handbook. New York: Law-Arts Publishers, 1974.

pp. 3h-38.

116 American Conserigtory Theatre. Report of,1976 wadience survey. San Fran-

cisco: American Conservatory Theatre, 1976, 73P.

SUbScriber survey.

2L7 Arts Development Associates, Inc. A Decade Later: A Report and Analysis

of the Guthrie Theater Audience of 1973 and How It Commares With the First

Season. Minneapolis: Arts Development Associates, Inc., Apr. 1974, 57p.

01
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Arts DevelopMent Associates, Inc. Ten Year, Later: A Report and Analysis

of the Guthrie Theater kudience of 1973 andHow It Comcares With the First

Season. Draft I. Minneapolis: Arts Development Associates, Inc., Apr.

1974, 57.p.

41, 104, 122, 126, 199

-118 Zeigler, Joseph Wesley. The Artnark Audience: A Report on Research Done

by Our Comp= in Season 1 6.. Includea materials from "Artpark -Evalua-

tion II: 1976 Season, Nov. 9 &10, 1976, Rensselaerville, New York" meet-

ing. Minneapolis; Arts Development Associates, Inc., Oct. 1976, 54p. +

meeting materials.

Audience at Artpark and public in western New York and

Niagara Frontier were studied.

119 Nicol, Elizabeth H. The Development of.Validated Museum Exhibits. Final

Report. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare,

3ffice of Education, Bureau of Research (Contract No. OECI-6-050245-1015),

May 1969, 114p.

Children's Museum of Boston.

120 Moriscn/Fliehr Associates. Project Future: A Ten Year Plan for the Dev-

elopment of Audiencej,Funds and Facilities for the Trinity &mare Rener-

torY ComPany, Providencel Rhode Island, Minneapolis: Mo'rison/Fliehr

Associates, Mar. 19, 1968, 118p.

121 New York State Education Department and Janus Museums Consultants, Ltd.

The 1966 Audience of the New York State Museum: An Evaluation of the

Museum's Visitors Program. Albany: Unive'rsity of the State of New York,

State Edudation Department, Division of Evaluation (U.S. Dept. of Health,

Education, and Welfare, ED 044 621), Jan. 1968, 60p.

122 Guthrie Theater. "Interim Results: 1976 Guthrie Auaience Survey." Minnea-

polis: Guthrie Theater, 1976, 5p.

See also Ps 41, 104, 117, 126, 199

123 Walker Research, Inc. Children's Museum Image Study. Prepared for the

Children's Museum of Indianapolis. Indianapolis:. Walker Research, Inc.,

1975, 77p.

Telephone smrvey of adult residents of metropolitan

Indianapolis.

124 Weiss, Robert S. and'Serge Boutourline, Jr. "The Communication Value of

Exhibits," Museum News Nov. 1963, P. 23-27.

See also #246

Observation of and interviews with visitors to the Boston

Museum of Science.

21



Kiin4ing, Dennis. DcLermining Audience Profile and Effectiveness of

PltbileiLv. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Dept. bf Health, Eauca-tion, and

WeiNfe, National EnstiLutc of Education (ED 083 6149), Aug. 1973, 13.

Tub audience surveys done at the University.of Delaware

Theatre.

126 Batten, 'Barton, Durstine and Osborn, Inc. Preliminary Report: An

Analysis of Those Attending the duthrie Theatre During 19Z2-1963. Minnea-

polis: Tuin Cities Marketing & Research Dept., Batten, Barton, Durstine

and Osborn, Inc., 1963, 18p.
2 .

Reiss, .AlvIn H. "SUrvey Shows When Audiences for,Different Arts Forms

- Overlap." In Alvin H. Reiss, Arts Management Handbook. New York: 'Law-

Arts Publishers, 1974. pp. 133-135.

See also #'s 41, 104, 117, 122, 199

127 Stack, Christopher D. An Examination of Laurence University Audiences.

n.p., n.d., 30p.

128 Danquist, Gerald A. et al. A Marketing Study of the Smithsonian National

Associates. Cambridge: Parvard University, Graduate School of Busess
Administration, Ara% 28, 1971, 109p.

See also #'s 110, 264

129 CON7IDENTIAL

130 Hopkins Center, Dartmouth College. Questionnaire and "Summer 1974

Statistics" compiled by Ellen Feldman. Hanover, N.H.: Hopkins Center,

Dartmouth College, 1974. 2p. 6p.

See also #151

131 Dowling, Willi= D. Characteristics of Adult Education Participants.

Green Bay, Wisconsin. Green Bay: Green Bay Center, University of Wis-

consin, [Mar. 1962j, 48p,

Green Bay Adult'Education Council. "Adult Education Participant Study.".

Questionnaire. Green Bay: Green Bay Adult Education Council, n.d., 4p.

132 Actors Theatre of Louisville. "Actors Theatre of LouiLville Audience

Survey" questionnaire uith subscriber and single ticket buyer response

rates. Louisville, Ky.: Actors Theatre of Louisville, n.d., 2p.

133 Research and Educatlonal Planning Center. Status of the Arts and Creative

Activities, in the State of Nevada: A Stateuide Surve . Reno: Research

and Educational Planning Center, College of Education, University of

Nevada, [1976], 37p.

0
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134 Lang Wharf Theatre. Data tabulations.of Long Wharf Theatre subscription

audience survey. New Haven, Conn.: Long Wharf Theatre, (1976), ilp.

135 Leo Burnett U.S.A. The Art institute Survey.. Prepared for the Art Insti-
.

tute ofChicago. Chicago: Research Department, Leo Burnett U.S.A., Nov.

5, 1975, 82D.

See also Ps 11, 136, 179-182

Questionnaire survey conducted over one year for cne -deek

'periods each season.'

136 Leo Burnett U.S.A. The Art Institute General Visitor Survey and Focus,

Group Research. Prepared for the Board of Trustees of the Art Institute

of Chicago.' Chicago: Research Department, Leo Burnett U.S.A., Oct. 18,

1976, 17p.

Bee also Ps 11, 135, 179-182

137 National Research Center of the Arts. Americans and the Arts: A Survev

of the Attitudes Touard and Particination in the Arts and Culture of the

United States 'Public. New York: Associated Councils of the Arts, 1916,

166p.

See also Y7

138 National Research Center of the Arts, Inc. The Joffey Ballet Audience on

Tour. New York: National Research Center of the Arts, Inc., July 1976,

See also 194

Report of surveys done on tour audiences in San Antonio,

Houston, and New Orleans.

139 Joint Committee on Cultural Resources. In Search of a Regional Policy for

the Arts: Phase II. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Center for

Mdtropolitan Planning and Research and Regional Planning Council, (1975?1,

52p.

See also #202

140 Zeigler, Joseph Wesley. A Report on the Pittsbur h Audience for Theatre Yes.

NewYork: Arts Development Associates, May 1975, 37p,

Leader interviews and mail questionnaire of Pittsburgh

area residents.

L41 Century Research Corporation. The Arts in Arlington: 1914 Survey of the

Public. Prepared for the County Board, Arlington County. Arlington, Va.:

Century Research Corporation, July 1974, 61p.

Interviews of county residents.

22,
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1.4 Arts Develooment Associates, Inc. Buildinan Audience for OPERA/OMAEA:

A Report and Recommendations for the 1976-77 Season. Minneapolis: Arts

Development Associates, Inc., June 197, 24.1)

Audience auestionnaire used at t140 Performances.

143 Shreveport Symphony. "Shreveport Symphony Audience Survey' questionnaire.

Shreveloort, La.: Shrevepbrt SymphOhy, n.d., lp.

144 Lucarelli, Anthony A. Memorandum to Dr. Albert S. Milei, re "Final

Results: Student Perference Survey-March 1, 1974," dated Mar. 16, 1974.

Tabulation sheets attached. Riverside, Calif.: Performing Arts Presen-

tations, UniverSity of California, 1974, 3g.

Lucarelli, Anthony A. Questionnaire for proposed 1977 city resident sur-

vey. Riverside, Calif.: Performing Arts Presentations, University of

.Califormia, [1976], 4p.

145 Zeigler, Joseph Wesley. "An Analysis of the Albany Symphony Orchestra

Questionnaires - Spring, 1976." (Analysis, questionnaires, and data

charts included.) New York: Arts Development Associates, Inc., 1976',

ilp.

Comparison of audiences at symphony performances in A/bany,
Saheneatady and Troy, New York, and general public on
Albany League of Arts mailing list.

146 Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum. "Survey 1976." gesults of

Survey Aug. 6-23, 1976. [Nashville: Country Music Hall of Fame and

Museum, 1976], 5p.

See also #'s 147, 148 I.
147 Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum. "Survey." Results of survey Nov.

12-14, 1976. [Nashville: Country Music Hall of Fame and.Museum, 1976],

Op.

See also #'s 146, l48

148 Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum. "Survey Comparison 1973-1975."

[Nashville: Countty Music Hall of Fame and Museum], n.d., 7p.

Sae also Ps 146, 147

149 [George Eastman House.) "Visitor Survey" questionnaire. [Rochester,

N.Y.: Goerge Eastman House], n.d,, 2p.

On-going survey of visitor residences.

Li
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130 _Heitman, G. and W. E. Crocken. "Some Observations on Theatre Audience

Composition, Preferences and Perceptions." Paper for California raname-

ment Reviev. University Park, Pe.: Pennsylvania State University, n.d.,

17p.

Heitman, George and W. E. Crocken. "Theatre Audience Composition, Prefer-

ences, and Percertions," California Management Review, 19(2): 85-90

(winter 1976).
--

See also Ps 24, V;

Audience surveys done at Pennsylvania State University.
(both the Festival Theatre and University TImatia) in

1973.

:51 Hollins Center. Questionnaire. Hanover, N.H.: Hopkins Center, Dartmouth

College, June 1, 197.6, 10p.

See also #130

Questionnaire for Dartmouth seniors.

152 [California Museum of Science & innustry.] "?atronage." Results of attend-

ance survey. [Los Angeles: California Museum of Science & Industry], n.d.,

1c.

See also Ps 251, 252-

153 [Bureau of Government Affairs.] Results of survey for North Dakota Council

.on the Arts & qumanities. Grand Forks, N.D.: Bureau of Government Affairs,

(1974]," 3p-

154 Morison/Fliehr Associates. "Preliminary Renort--1: Center Opera Company

Audience Research." [Minneapolis]: Mori=a/Fliehr ASsociates, Dec. 30,

1968, 400.

See also #155

Interview survey of Tvin Cities' women judged,representa-
, tive of potential audience.

155 Colburn, D. "Center Opera Company: Summary of Attendance Review and

Audience-Member Interviews." [Minneapolis]: Arts Development Associates,

July 26, 1970, 12p.

See also #154

Telephone interviews.

.156 Zeigler, Joseph. "The Future of jam: at St. Peter's," Excerpts from

Joseph Zeigler, "The Common: An Extraordinary ?lac..." New York: Arts

Development Associates, Apr. 23, 1976. pp, 1-4, 21-22.
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257 Theatre Developmcnt Fund. "Survey of Times Square Theatre Centre."

Includes "Comment on the Preliminary TKTS Survey" by William J. Baunol.

New York: Theatre Development Fund, Sept. 1973, 20p.

See also #'s 158, 159

f-

Surveyed patrons of dayofperformance balfprice ticket
program.

158 BaLmol, William and Hilda Baumol. Last Minute Discounts on Unsold Tickets:

A Study of TKTS. Report 1. New York: Theatre Development Fund, 1974, 53p.

Tbeatre Development Fund. "Figures from the Baumol's published survey...."

In Theatre Development Fund, Theatre Development Fund: A Pro ress Report

1974-75,.. ,New York: Theatre Development Fund, n.d.

See also #'s 157, 159

p. _5.

159, Baumol, William. "Slrvey of Users of the Lower Manhattan Theatre Centre."

New York: Theatre Development Fund, Feb. 1, 1975, 14p.

See also Ps 157, 158

160 C0NFI6ENTIAL

161 Bureau of Business Research, West Texas State University. An Awareness

and Attitude Study to Determine Characteristics Leadingto Attendance

and Particimation in Selected Fine Arts in Amarillo. Prepared for Fine

Arts Council of the Amarillo Cbamber.of Commerce. Amarillo: Bureau of

Business Research, West Texas State University, Feb., 1971, 37p.

162 Monmouth County Arts Council. "Audience Survey" questionnaire and "Results

of Showcase II Questionnaires." Red Bank, N.J.: Monmouth County Arts

Council, n.d., 5p.

163 Green Mountain Guild. Two questionnaires; one with tabulations. [White

River Junction, Vt.]: Green Mountain Guild, n.d., 2p.

164 New Hampshire Pei.forming Arts Center. "Audience Survey for the New Hamp
shire Performing Arts Centeri' questionnaire and letters from E. P. Jancewicz,

Sept. 23, 1976, and Timothy G. Jones, Nov. 3, 1976, analyzing data.

Manchester, N.H.: New Hampshire Performing Arts.Center, 1976, 2p. + lp. + 2p.

165 Rivas, Frank W. An Assessment of Attitudes Toward Music. Prepared for

National Assessment of Educatlonal Progress, a Broject of the Education

Commission of the States. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing

Office, Sept. 1974, 31p.

Ongoing national student survey designed to evaluate
music education in tbe U.S.

0
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166 Grossman, Carol. "Report aa Feasibility of,Music Vducher," New York:

Theatre Develonment Fund, June 22, 1976, Ilp.

Tncl'udes interviews with theater-voUcher users.

167 Raymond, Thomas C., Stemhen A Greyser, and Douglas Schualbe. "St. John

Terrell's Music Circus" aleld "St. John Terrell's Music Circus: Audience

Research StUdy." InThozas C.'Raymond et al., Cases in Arts Administration.

Cambridge: Institute of Arts Administration, July 1971. pp. 1121, 1-28. :

Lambertville, New Jersey, musical tent theatre, 1959.

Rankin, Senath. The Wiladn ton Area Artist Series: A Stud of the 1974-7

Season. Washington C.E., Oldo: Senath Raakin, June 1977, 31p.

Cincinnati SymohonyOrchestra.

169 Virginia Museum. "Members' Surveys," (questionnaire only) Virzinia Museum

Bulletin 33(9): 10-11 (May 1973).

See alsoi Ps-170, 253

170 (Virginia Museum.) "Council Hostess Information Sheet on Visitors to

Museum" questionnaire. [Richmond: Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, 1975], lp.

See also #'s 169, 253

171 Lob, Diana Friedel et al. MIrket Research SurVe : How People Consume

Chicago. Theater at tbe_21:10.1.1ara...acialdLS=LIIte2aand St.

Nicholas Theater. Chicago: University of Chicago, Graduate School -of

Business., June 1, 1976, 120p.

See also Ps 172, 175-177

172 Alsberg, Eric et al. The Development of a Subscription Plan for the

Orzanic Theater. Chicago: University of Chicago, Graduate School of

Business, June 1976, 5%.

See also Ps 171, 175-177

Fdcus group interviews.

173 Connecticut Theatre FoUndation. A Survey of Audience °minion: Monday, 19

ATI__.1rouhsatusp,ustio4stIda. Compiled by Rita Merlet Barrows.

Westport, Conn.: Connecticut Theatre Foundation, Inc., 37p.

Report of audience survey at Westpoit Country Playhouse.

174- Chernack, Peter A. Report on the Garden Theatre Festival (4th Annuul L.A.

Performing Arts Festival Durnsdall Park, July 2-'22, L976. 1A)s

Garden Theatre Festival, Nov. 1976, 17)p.

Garden Theatr Festival. Copies of completed auryey Vormu. (Lou Angelco:

Garden Theatre Festival, 197611 87P.

See also #85

22;
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175 Goonasekera, A. et al. "A Study Of the Sources of inforration of the

Organic Theaten_Audience." Paper prepared for the Marketing Communication

... Program. Chicago: UniveitY of Chicago, Graduate School of Buginess,'

CPri,41P. i976, 33p.

Set also #1s 171, 172, 176,!177

176, Wasso, Louise et al. "Near North Side,Film Audiences as a Market for the

Organic Theatre." Paper prepared for Business 353; Advertising Management.

[Chicago: University of Chicago, Graduate School of Business]; June 10,

1976, 27p.,

See'also #15 171, 172, 175, 171

177 Edison, Marcia et al. "The Organic Theater Marketing Study." Paper pre-

pared for Business 353. [Chicago: University of Chicago, Graduate School

of,Business], SPring 1976, 33P,

See also #15 171, 172, 175, 176

178 Davis, Narry L. The Chicago Symphony and Its Audience: A Su=ary Fenc:r.

Chicago: University of Chicago, Graduate School of Business, Feb. 11,

1975, 79p.

,
179 Chilson, Barby et al. "I Think I Went....Backlards": A Marketing Researdh

2152ject. for the Art Institute of Chdca o and Marketin 353. (Chicago:

University of ChicagW-Graduate School'of Business, 1975 , 15p.

See also Ps 11, 135, 136, 180-182

180 Chesterfield, Jim et al. Focus Group Interview Study of Members and Non-

Members of the.Art Institute of Chicago. [Chicago: University of Chicago,

Marketing Class], 10 June 1975, 51p.

See also Ps 11, 135, 136, 179, 181, 182

1 ]. Louer, Robert, Brian Copp, and Jay Rodrian. The Art Institute Membership:

Profile Attitudes Tastes. Group VI - Report - The Mailed Surviv.

(Chicago: University of Chicago, Graduate School of Business, 19751,

24p.

See also #15 11, 135, 136, 179, 180, 182

Art Institute of Chicago.

182 Art Institute of Chicago. "Preliminary Review of the Findings of the
University of,Chicago Marketing Class Survey of the Art Institute - June

1975." Chicago: Art institute of Chicago, July 25, 1975, 2p.

'2'2
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(Davis, Harry.] Art Institute Memhershin: General ProfileL 4-C1uster

Solution. (Chicago: University'of Chicagoi, Dec. 15, 1975, 17p.

'See also Ps 17,, 135, 136, 179-181

Reports further analyses of data ;ram studies #181 and #135.

753 Balling, Robert; "The Springfield Art Center: Its Relationship to Our

Community," Springfield, Ohio:. (Springfield Art Center], 1973, 9p.

Residence distribution of members and students.

184 Temple, Robert E. Excerpts frbM7"Report-to the Board, Oct. 18, 1976,"

.
profiles from 1976 season parking lot survey, and audience questionnaire.

(Maryville, Tenn.]: SMoky Mountain Passion Play Association, 1976, 5p.

185 Story, Janet. "QueStionnaire SumraryJuly-October, l976"Questionnaire

Responses Mentioned Hort Then Once," and "Questionnaire."-IPOrtsibUth,'

Strawbery Banke, Lac., 1976], 5p.
.14

186 Music Theatre of Wichita, Inc. Questiomaaire with tabulations. Wichita:

Music Theatre of Wichita, Inc., 1975, 3p.

Season ticket holders.

i87 Gisler, John F. Ile People and the Arts. Prepared by the University of

Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business Research mad Rocky Mountain Arts.

Research Group. Salt Lake City: Salt Lake Council for the Arts, Oct.

1976, 171p.

Interviews of Salt Lake area residents.
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